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Abstract

The regulation of the dynamic assembly and disassembly of actin filaments in

eukaryotic cells is vital to the cell's ability to reshape, migrate and differentiate. An

important part is played by the actin-binding protein gelsolin, which can bind to two

actin monomers. Activated by calcium it is capable of severing actin filaments and

capping them at the fast growing end. Alternatively it can act as a nucleus for the

growth of a new filament. The tight binding of the first segment of gelsolin to an

actin monomer (Kd ~ 5pM) is an example of a lock and key fit between two proteins.
When calcium is removed gelsolin retains the actin monomer tightly bound to

segment 1, preventing exchange of the actin-associated ATP. Prevention of actin

polymerisation is lethal to cells. Latrunculin A, a toxic metabolite of Red Sea

sponges, binds tightly to actin monomers (Kd ~ 0.2fiM) and prevents those

monomers participating in actin filament formation, disrupting the actin cytoskeleton.
This thesis investigates the structural consequences of gelsolin segment 1 binding to

actin isoforms, as well as the structural control gelsolin segment 1 exerts on actin

preventing nucleotide exchange. To this end the crystal structures of gelsolin segment

1 on its own and in complex with [3-actin and a-actin were solved at 100 Kelvin to a

resolution of 2.2A, 2.3A, and 2.3A respectively. Furthermore the marine toxin

latrunculin A was successfully soaked into crystals of a-actin : gelsolin segment 1

and the structure determined at 100 Kelvin and to a resolution of 2.0A. The refined

structures were compared with each other and with previously published crystal
structures of gelsolin segment 1 and actin. The investigations revealed
conformational differences between the structures of gelsolin segment 1 crystallised
on its own, in its complex with actin, and in the published horse gelsolin crystal

structure. The structure determination of a- and (3-actin complexed to gelsolin

segment 1 resulted in actin displaying a different conformation than that found in the

complex with profilin, particularly in respect to the actin subdomain 2. The binding
of latrunculin A just above the actin ATP-binding site induces changes along the

protein chain of the actin subdomain 4. Other changes to the actin structure are

located in subdomain 2.
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Abbreviations used

0 Standard deviation
(Xhki Relative phase angle of Fhki
<l(hkl)> or <l> Mean of all intensity measurements at hkl or in given range
IFhki' Structure factor amplitude of reflection hkl
ADP Adenosine-5'-diphosphate
ASU Asymmetric unit
ATP Adenosine-5'-triphosphate
BCA Bicinchoninic acid
CapG-1 Segment 1 of CapG
CCD Charge-coupled device
DMF Dimethylformamide
DMSO Dimethylsulphoxide
DTT Dithiothreitol
EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
EGTA Ethylene glycol-bis-[p-aminoethyl ether]-N,N,N',N'-tetraacetic acid
F-actin Filamentous actin

^hki - |Fhk|lel(Xhkl, Structure factor of reflection hkl
G-actin Monomeric actin
G1 Gelsolin segment 1
G1C N57C mutant of gelsolin segment 1
1 Intensity
i (-1)1/2
Ij(hkl) jth measurement of the intensity at hkl
IP X-ray storage-phosphor imaging plate
IPTG Isopropyl-p-D-thiogalactopyranoside
latA Latrunculin A
MAD Multi-wavelength anomalous dispersion
MES 2-[N-morpholino]-ethanesulfonic acid
MIR Multiple isomorphous replacement
MR Molecular replacement
NCS Non-crystallographic symmetry
PEG Polyethylene glycol
Pi Phosphate ion (HP042" or H2P04')
PIP2 Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate
PIPES 1,4-Piperazine-diethanesulfonic acid
PMSF Phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride
Rcrvst = Ehki I whWIFo(hkl)l - klFc(hkl)l I / EhkilFo(hkl)l
Rfree Rcrvst for 5% of the data excluded from the refinement
Rsvm = Ehkl^j llj(hkl) - <l(hkl)>l /Zhk|ljlj(hkl)
RT Room temperature
SDS-PAGE Sodium dodecylsulphate - polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
Tris 2-Amino-2-(hydroxymethyl)-1,3-propanediol
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1. Introduction

1.1 Actin and the actin binding protein gelsolin

1.1.1 Biological characteristics of actin

Figure 1.1: The actin monomer. The structure shown was published by Schutt et al. (1993).
Amino acids labelled are identical in both a- and (3-actin sequence. The tightly bound
nucleotide binds at the bottom of the cleft between subdomain 2 and 4.

Actin is a soluble protein with a calculated molecular weight of 42,051 Dalton and is
one of the most abundant proteins in many eukaryotic cells with a high degree of

sequence conservation (Elzinga et al. 1973, Elzinga et al. 1976, Nakajima-Iijima et

al. 1985). In the best studied cases, actin and all of its associated proteins constitute
more than 25% of protein in non-muscle cells and over 60% in muscle cells
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(reviewed by Vandekerckhove 1993). Characteristics of actin are binding of ADP
and ATP (Straub and Feuer 1950) and self-assembly of the globular monomer (G-

actin) into long filaments (Figure 1.2), which induces the hydrolysis of bound ATP to
ADP (Cooke 1975, Brenner and Korn 1983). Filamentous actin (F-actin) exhibits

polarity as can be seen by decoration with myosin fragments and visualisation with
an electron microscope. The picture of a filament thus displayed resembles a multi-
barbed arrow with a "pointed" and a "barbed" end (Woodrum et al 1975). The
literature on this subject is extensive and has been comprehensively reviewed

(Carlier 1991, Janmey 1993, Sheterline and Sparrow 1994).

Figure 1.2: Schematic representation of the actin filament according to Holmes et al. (1990).
Monomers are drawn with the nucleotide binding cleft between subdomains 2 and 4 pointing
to the right (the pointed end).

The actin isoforms in vertebrates display slightly different filament assembly
characteristics and their expression is tissue dependent (Otey et al. 1987). The a-

actin in vertebrate muscle has been the most extensively studied. It forms stable actin

filaments, which are arranged in parallel together with myosin filaments and other

proteins to form the contractile unit of the muscle, the sarcomer. These in turn,

sequentially arranged, form the myofibrils, which run along the length ofmuscle cells
and bundle together to form muscle fibres. This has been reviewed by Schutt and

Lindberg (1992).

Muscle cells have evolved specialising on generating large forces in a single
direction by the interaction of static actin filament structures with myosin filaments
and other proteins. In non-muscle cells the contractile structures are less obviously

organised. These F-actin structures often exhibit dynamic assembly and disassembly
in response to different physiological situations, and the direction of force generation
is not as strictly defined as in muscle cells. Non-muscle cells appear to have retained
the means to exert both spatial and temporal control over the dynamical forming of
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three-dimensional contractile actin networks (reviewed by Pollard in 1986(a) and

Stossel 1993).

Unpolymerised non-muscle cytosolic actin is mostly associated with actin binding
proteins (reviewed by Vandekerckhove 1990, Pollard et al. 1994, McLaughlin and
Weeds 1995), e.g. Actin Depolymerising Factor ADF (Hayden et al. 1993), thymosin

P4 (Yu et al. 1993), or profilin (Goldschmidt-Clermont et al. 1991, Korenbaum et al.

1998), and contains a tightly bound adenosine nucleotide (Kuehl and Gergely 1969)
with one Ca2+ or Mg2+ (Selden et al. 1987, Kinosian et al. 1993, Rosenblatt et al.

1995). Removal of the nucleotide results in rapid denaturation of actin although high
concentrations of sucrose or glycerol can prevent irreversible denaturation and even
stabilise nucleotide-free actin (De La Cruz and Pollard 1995)

The location, extent, polarity, and timing of filament assembly is regulated by a large
number of actin binding proteins (Schafer and Cooper 1995, Barkalow et al. 1996,
Moldovan et al. 1997). Assembled filaments are organised into different three-
dimensional structures by a further group of actin binding proteins, that can cross¬

link, cap and bundle filaments and also attach actin filaments to membranes, often

via transmembrane solute transporters, adhesion- or signal-receptors (Yang and
Fuchs 1996, Rybakova et al. 1996, Rivero et al. 1996). Most actin structures are

highly dynamic in non-muscle and the rates and patterns of actin subunit

incorporation differ in different regions of the cytoplasm (Okabe and Hirokawa

1989).

In general there are at least three characteristic levels of organisation of actin
filaments. Firstly, actin filaments are arranged in anti-parallel arrays as in muscle

myofibrils and in stress fibres of substrate adherent cells in tissue cultures (Trotter et

al. 1978). Secondly, uniform parallel arrays form dynamic protrusive structures at the
cell surface, e.g. microspikes and filopodia (Albrecht-Buehler and Lancaster 1976).

Thirdly, isotropic arrays of actin filaments are found underlying the plasma
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membrane ofmost eukaryotic cells, attached via actin binding proteins to
transmembrane proteins in the bilayer (Clarke et al. 1975, Lauweryns et al. 1975).

Actin structures appear to contribute to two aspects of motility characteristic of
eukaryotic cells. The first requires actin filaments to be arranged to form tracks along
which myosin molecules can generate force in an appropriate direction. This is
determined by the polarity of the actin filament, since the myosins move from the

pointed to the barbed end. Examples are the contractile action in muscle tissue and
the movement of membranes relative to the actin filaments (Stossel and Hartwig

1976, Kuznetsov et al. 1992). The latter presumably contributes to the movement of
cellular organelles along actin filaments and of the leading lamellipodium of
monocellular organisms over substrates. Also the contraction of the collar that forms
between daughter cells during cytokinesis and the morphogcnic movements during

development and clot reaction by platelets are performed by myosin based motility

(Sanger and Sanger 1980).

The second form ofmotility together with changes of cell shape is generated by
induced changes in the structure of cross-linked actin filament gels and by

polymerisation against a surface (Wang 1977, Yin and Stossel 1979). Swelling and

shrinkage of actin gels can be induced by selective breakage or formation of

crosslinks, thereby releasing or storing osmotic energy. On the other hand,

polymerisation may progressively consolidate space under a membrane formed as a

result of random thermal movement or by pumping of ions to induce local influx of
water. Ruffling of leading lamellipodia , phagocytosis and shape changes of cells

may include such mechanisms ofmotility. The complex process of cell locomotion

clearly involves aspects of both polymerisation driven protrusion and myosin based

motility (reviewed by Stossel 1993).

Apart from its involvement in cellular motility the actin cytoskeleton serves as

matrix, where cytoplasmic proteins can be immobilised, e.g. certain glycolytic

enzymes (Westrin and Backman 1983) and ribosomes (Hesketh 1991), and which
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interacts with other polymer systems of the cytoskeleton, e.g. microtubules (Griffith
and Pollard 1982) and intermediate filaments (Yang and Fuchs 1996).

1.1.2 Relationships within the actin family

The protein sequences of the eukaryotic actin family are highly conserved. Over 160
actin sequences from sources as diverse as yeasts, plants, Drosophila, Tetrahymena,
and sea urchin have been described (Vandekerckhove 1993). Mammals and birds

express six distinct isoforms solely in a tissue specific manner and independently of
the species. Two striated muscle actins (skeletal and cardiac), two smooth muscle
actins (vascular and visceral), and two co-expressed non-muscle actins have been
identified (Vandekerckhove and Weber 1979). Isoelectric focusing separated these

isoforms into three isoelectric variants, referred to as a-, (3-, and y-actin (Whalen et

al. 1976).

The general high conservation of actin sequences means that, unlike the situation in

many other protein families, it is difficult to identify important sites on the protein by

simply seeking those regions with the most conserved sequences. Conversely,

regions of sequence variation may identify sequences which either have no specific
function and only serve as linker regions or which are important for the functions of

specific isoforms.

1.1.3 Actin polymerisation

F-actin is a non-covalent polymer that assembles spontaneously in vitro under ionic

conditions similar those believed to exist in cells, i. e. 50-100mM KC1, pH 7, and
2+ImM free Mg . Under these conditions actin will polymerise, if its concentration is
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O.lpM or higher. This threshold concentration is often termed "critical
concentration" (Wegner and Engel 1975). In cells spontaneous polymerisation is
inhibited by monomer-sequestering proteins bound to G-actin (McLeod et al. 1989).
In vitro the critical concentration can be increased, if the ionic strength of the buffer

is lowered or Mg2+ is substituted with Ca2+. Addition and release of monomers
occurs on both ends of the growing filament, but due to the kinetics of actin

polymerisation (Pollard 1986 (b)), filament growth is essentially unidirectional and
overall elongation occurs at the barbed end (Kondo and Ishiwata 1976).

Actin polymerisation is accompanied by conformational changes (Frieden and Patane
1985, Holmes et al. 1990, Shu et al. 1992, Orlova and Egelman 1992) and the
stoichiometric hydrolysis of bound ATP (reviewed by Carlier 1990). Under

physiological conditions each actin monomer binds one molecule ofMg" -ATP at a

high affinity site between the major domains. The hydrolysis step takes place after
the monomer has added to the filament, since G-actin does not exhibit ATPase

activity. Comparison between the rate of addition of subunits and the rate of ATP

hydrolysis in a population of rapidly assembling filaments, shows that the ATP

hydrolysis lags behind filament growth (Pollard and Weeds 1984). The immediate

product is necessarily an actin unit carrying ADP and Pi in the filament. The release

of phosphate is slower than ATP hydrolysis. Thus a filament, which started from

ATP-G-actin, will first be composed of ATP-actin towards the barbed end and ADP-
Pi-actin towards the pointed end. As the filament elongates, the fraction of ADP-
actin at the pointed end will increase, whereas the fraction of ATP-actin at the barbed

end will rapidly decrease and the fraction of ADP-Pi-actin will slowly decrease

(reviewed by Carlier 1991).

At steady state, where the rate ofmonomer addition equals the rate ofmonomer

dissociation, the filament will be composed of ADP-actin, with ADP-Pi-actin units

towards the barbed end and a small cap of ATP-actin at the barbed end (reviewed by

Carlier, 1991). There will be net loss ofmonomers at the pointed and net gain at the
barbed end. Effectively, monomers are therefore shuttled across the filament from the
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barbed to the pointed end. This process is called "treadmilling" and its overall rate is
determined by the slowest step in the process, which is the release of ADP-actin at
the pointed end (Kirschner 1980).

ATP hydrolysis is not essential for polymerisation but the critical concentration is
higher and the rate and extent of polymerisation is lower when only ADP-actin is
used in vitro (Lai et al. 1984, Pollard 1984, Pollard and Schwarz 1992).

1.1.4 The structure of G- and F-actin

The F-actin structure was determined by electron-microscopy and by fitting an

atomic model based on the ADP-actin monomer to the X-ray diffraction pattern

obtained from an orientated F-actin gel in capillary tubes (Holmes et al. 1990). The
diameter of the filament is 9-10nm and it can be described either as a single-start left
handed helix with a pitch of 36nm and 13 monomers or a two-start right handed
double helix with a half pitch of 36nm. The latter model seems more appropriate,

especially since the contacts along the long pitch strand appear stronger than across.

The atomic structure of the actin monomer (Figure 1.1) has been elucidated by X-ray

crystallographic analysis. Four complexes of actin with three actin-binding proteins

(Figure 1.3) have been crystallised and their structure determined: rabbit skeletal

muscle actimbovine DNasel (Kabsch et al. 1990), rabbit skeletal muscle

actin:gelsolin segment 1 (McLaughlin et al. 1993), bovine (3-actin (tight state):bovine

profilin (Schutt et al. 1993), and bovine (3-actin (open state):bovine profilin (Chik et

al. 1996).

From examination of the 3D structure (Figure 1.1) it can be seen that the shape of the
actin molecule approximates to a thick slice of a cube 55x55x35A. The single chain
is folded into the major domains I and II (Table 1.1) which are of approximately
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equal size and are connected by two strands termed the "hinge". Between the two
domains is a cleft where the adenine nucleotide binds. The similarity of the two

domains suggests that the gene was formed by duplication. The fold of the whole
molecule is remarkably similar to those of the glycolytic enzyme hexokinase and the
ATP-binding domain of the heat shock cognate protein HSC-70, thus raising the

possibility that all three have a common ancestor, although their sequences are quite
different except for the residues contacting the adenine nucleotide in the cleft.

(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: Actin crystal structures. The Ca-trace of actin is drawn in black and the Ca-trace
of the respective binding protein in grey. Actin subdomain 1 is at the bottom right and
subdomain 4 at the top left, (a) a-actin:DNasel (Kabsch et al. 1990). (b) a-actin:gelsolin
segment 1 (McLaughlin et al. 1993). (c) tight-state p-actin:profilin (Schutt et al. 1993).

Major domain I:
residue 6-30, 74-137, 336-375
residue 31-73

Major domain II:
residue 138-182, 264-335
residue 183-263

subdomain 1
subdomain 2

subdomain 3
subdomain 4

Table 1.1: Domains of actin.

Each of the two major domains can be further divided into two subdomains (Table

1.1). The barbed end of the molecule corresponds to the narrow side spanning both

major domains below the hinge, the pointed end to the narrow side opposite the
barbed end (subdomains 2 and 4).
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Both the N- and the C-terminus are located in subdomain 1. Starting from the N-

terminus the chain loops through subdomain 1 and then moves on to subdomain 2,
which is composed of three anti-parallel P-sheets, a short a-helix, and the DNasel

binding loop. The chain then re-enters subdomain 1, where it forms a helix-strand-
helix-strand motif followed by a P-sheet. An a-helix then connects the major

domains I and II by running from the "back" of the molecule (Figure 1.1) to the front
of subdomain 3. The chain then rises "upwards" to the nucleotide binding site and
continues to travel "down" to the "bottom" of subdomain 3 only to immediately rise

"upwards" again to form subdomain 4 with four a-helices connected by loops and

two short P-sheets. After completing subdomain 4 the chain forms the rest of

subdomain 3 with three helices connected by loops and two short P-sheets. It then

crosses over to the major domain I, again beneath the nucleotide binding cleft, to the

start of an a-helix of subdomain 1. A loop/helix region follows at the "bottom" of

subdomain 1 to end in the C-terminus at the "back" of the molecule and at the cleft

between subdomain 1 and 3.

The structure of ADP-actin was obtained from DNaseI:ATP-actin crystals, which had

aged to a point where the bound ATP had completely auto-hydrolysed (Kabsch et al.,

1990). A comparison with the ATP-actin structure gave virtually no differences apart

from the missing phosphate. A comparison of the a-actin in complex with DNasel

with P-actin in complex with profilin showed the two halves of the actin molecule in

the latter complex to be displaced by 5°. Using the structure of ADP-actin obtained
form the complex with DNasel, fibre X-ray diffraction data, and frozen-hydrated

images of actin, the actin filament was convincingly modelled by Holmes et al.

(1990).
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1.1.5 Gelsolin

The gelsolin family of actin binding proteins occurs widely, from lower eukaryotes to
mammals (Weeds and Maciver 1993). They bind to the barbed end of F-actin and are

activated by calcium ions. Most of them are also able to sever actin filaments in
addition to blocking the barbed end. All consist of three- or six-fold repeats of a

segment, which is made up of approximately 150 amino-acids and is highly
conserved (Way and Weeds 1988, Matsudaira and Janmey 1988).

Gelsolin was initially characterised as a macrophage cytoplasmic protein, which
21

effects gel-sol transition of the actin cytoskeleton on activation by Ca~ ions (Yin and
Stossel 1979, Yin 1988, Grazi et al. 1991). It is expressed in humans as an 80.5kD

cytoplasmic form mostly in non-muscle and smooth muscle cells (Hartwig et al.

1989, Dabrowska et al. 1996) and as an 83.0kD secreted blood plasma form with an

N-terminal 25 amino acid leader sequence (Yin and Stossel 1979). A mutated form

of gelsolin is responsible for familial amyloidosis Finnish type, where a single

amino-acid, Asp 187, is changed to Asn, resulting in a vulnerability to proteolytic

cleavage of gelsolin, and subsequent deposition of fragments in amyloid plaques

leading to hyper-elastic skin and facial muscle weakness (Maury 1991, Maury and
Nurmiaho-Lassila 1992, Weeds et al. 1993, Maury et al. 1994).

Figure 1.4: Cartoon of the domains of gelsolin. Homologous repeats (G1 to G6) are drawn as
ellipses. G1 contains high-affinity monomer binding site, G2 contains filament binding site,
and G4-G6 contain weak Ca2+-dependent monomer binding sites. Calcium ion binding sites
have been localised to one in G2-G3 and one in G4-G6.

The sequence of gelsolin is a six-fold repeat (Figure 1.4) of a well conserved

sequence motif (Way and Weeds 1988). Three actin binding sites (Bryan 1988) and

two high-affinity Ca2+-binding sites (Yin and Stossel 1980) have been identified.
When activated by calcium, gelsolin binds to two actin molecules at their barbed
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ends. Complex formation proceeds more rapidly with ADP-actin than with ATP-
actin (Coue and Korn 1986). Removing Ca2+ with EGTA dissociates one actin
molecule from the ternary complex, leaving one actin molecule bound to gelsolin

(Bryan and Kurth 1984). In this binary complex, gelsolin promotes the ATPase

activity of bound actin and also inhibits nucleotide exchange (Tellam 1986, Bryan

1988). Phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate molecules inhibit the severing activity
and dissociate gelsolin from the barbed end of filaments (Hiyoshi et al. 1989, Janmey
and Stossel 1989). In addition there is evidence that the type of nucleotide bound to

actin affects the binding of actin to gelsolin (Laham et al. 1993).

Segment 1 (Gl) binds with high affinity and independently from calcium to an actin
monomer (Way et al. 1989). Segment 2 (G2) binds to F-actin independently of

calcium, whereas segment 4 binds an actin monomer calcium-dependently and with
lower affinity than Gl (Pope et al. 1991). G5 and G6 are implicated in the Ca2+-
dependent regulation of actin-binding by gelsolin (Pope et al. 1995). Removal of
Ca2+ from solution via EGTA causes one actin monomer bound to G4-G6 to

dissociate, but only the presence of polyphosphoinositides will release the actin
monomer bound to Gl (Bryan and Kurth 1984). The first two segments are the
minimum unit required for severing and capping and contain two putative PIP2

binding sites (Yu et al. 1992). Gelsolin mutants lacking segment 1 decorate actin

filaments, but do not sever them, while gelsolin mutants without segment 2 do not

bind to F-actin (Way et al. 1989).

Mutagenesis experiments have identified two PIP2 binding sites, one near the N-
terminus of segment 2, the other near the C-terminus of segment 1 (Weeds et al.,

1993). The ability of gelsolin to block the barbed end of both ATP- and ADP-F-actin
has been used to study kinetic parameters associated with the pointed end of
filaments assembled from ADP-G-actin (Coue and Korn 1986). In vivo it is likely
that the action of gelsolin has to be supported by other actin binding proteins, since

high concentrations of macromolecules, as exist in the cytoplasm, reduce gelsolin

activity (Grazi et al. 1991).
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The crystal structure of inactived Ca2+-free horse plasma gelsolin was determined by
Burtnick et al. (1997) confirming the anticipated structural similarity between the
individual segments. In its inactivated form gelsolin is packed together in a compact

globular structure where actin binding to the site on G1 (McLaughlin et al. 1993) is
obstructed by G3.

1.1.6 Binding of gelsolin segment 1 to actin

The structure of segment 1 was determined in complex with G-actin by X-ray

crystallography (McLaughlin et al. 1993). It forms a globular domain of 13x26x25A
and comprises residues 25 to 149 of plasma gelsolin. Interestingly, conserved
residues present in all members of the gelsolin family contribute to the apolar core of
the molecule but do not play a role at the actin binding site. On the other hand, actin
amino acids contacting gelsolin segment 1 are well conserved among actin isoforms
and even across different species. Conservation of amino acids in the gelsolin family
can probably be attributed to the selective evolutionary pressure to maintain the

close-packed apolar core of the gelsolin segments.

Gelsolin segment 1 binds actin at a cleft formed by the actin subdomains 1 and 3 at

the barbed end. The binding site on both molecules can be described as an apolar

patch surrounded by a ring of polar atoms. Two Ca2+ ions were found in the complex.
The intermolecular Ca2+ is complexed by residues from both actin and segment 1, the
intramolecular Ca2+ is exclusively bound to segment 1.

Knowledge related to the protein structures and the detailed interaction of residues
comes from protein crystal X-ray diffraction analysis. This method is a most valuable

tool in elucidating mechanisms of protein action and was chosen in this thesis for

investigations of protein structure and interaction.
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1.2 Protein X-ray crystallography

1.2.1 The usefulness of X-ray diffraction analysis for structure determinations

The geometry of a molecule can be determined in atomic detail by analysing the X-

ray diffraction patterns obtained from a crystal of these molecules. The wavelength of

X-rays is of the order of the distances between atoms, approximately one Angstrom
(1A) or 10"10 metres. This is why this particular range of the electro-magnetic

spectrum is used. The disadvantage of this method is that, unlike visible light, X-rays
cannot be focused by a lens as in an optical microscope. To "visualise" molecules X-

rays diffracted by a crystal have to be recorded and diffraction patterns combined by
mathematical methods. Every individual molecule diffracts X-rays and the regularly

repeating internal structure of a crystal causes reinforcement of the diffraction effect

making it readily measurable.

1.2.2 Crystallisation of proteins

For obvious reasons one would ideally wish for crystals to be absolutely perfect in
terms of their internal order as described above. In practice crystals, especially of

proteins, are of varying quality which limits the information gained by analysing X-

ray diffraction patterns.

Crystal growth is dependent on the thermodynamically driven solubility of the

compound and the kinetically driven events of nucleation and addition of free

compounds to crystals and crystal nuclei. The first stage in crystal formation is

nucleation induced by conditions such as precipitation from supersaturated solutions
or temperature gradients. Proteins are usually crystallised by slowly increasing the
concentration of a precipitating compound (the precipitant), until supersaturation is
reached and crystal nuclei form. Protein molecules then condense in an ordered
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manner on the nuclei until an equilibrium is reached between the solid protein phase
and the protein in solution.

A complete theory on the effects of temperature, buffer composition, pH, and vapour

pressure on crystal nucleation, growth, and internal order has not yet been put
forward, but the crystallographer can draw from a wealth of practical experience and
treatises on certain aspects of crystallisation (Gilman 1963; Strickland-Constable

1968, Feher and Kam 1985, McPherson 1985, DeLucas et al. 1986). A recent survey

of the knowledge on macromolecular crystallisation can be found in the publications
included in Macromolecular Crystallography, Part A, Methods in Enzymology,
Volume 276 (1997).

The most common methods used for protein crystallisation are based on vapour

diffusion and dialysis (solvent gradients). The concept behind vapour diffusion

techniques, such as crystallisation by hanging drop or by sitting drop, is that a tiny

amount (e.g. l-20|il) of liquid containing the protein is mixed with an equal volume

of crystallisation buffer and placed separate from a much larger volume (e.g. 1ml) of

crystallisation buffer reservoir in a small sealed environment (e.g. 3cm3). The
crystallisation buffer has a far greater salt and/or precipitant content than the initial

protein containing liquid. The mixed drop containing the protein in the closed
environment will have a water content almost double that in the buffer reservoir.

Equilibration will occur via water evaporation from the drop and condensation on the

reservoir. This leads to a gradual concentration of the precipitant in the drop until

equilibrium is reached between drop and reservoir. If the conditions are right, then
the protein will have reached supersaturation and will have formed crystal nuclei
before the water content is equilibrated. Crystals will grow by protein adding on to

the nuclei until a state of equilibrium has been attained between the solid phase and
the solution.

When crystallising by dialysis, a solution containing the protein and precipitant at
lower concentration is dialysed against a higher concentrated crystallisation buffer
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separated by a semi-permeable membrane. Along the concentration gradient nuclei
will form and initiate crystallisation growth.

Both the vapour diffusion and the dialysis technique can be used to initialise
crystallisation via organic precipitants (e.g. polyethylene glycol), inorganic
precipitants (e.g. ammonium sulfate), or pH variation. To employ pH variation with
vapour diffusion it is necessary to choose a volatile acid or base to achieve pH

equilibrium in the closed system (McPherson 1976).

It is desirable to find the conditions which result in the formation of a minimum

number of nuclei. If too many nuclei form too quickly then the result will be a

"shower" of tiny crystals, too small for X-ray diffraction analysis. In the worst case
the protein will precipitate so quickly that ordered association is not possible.

Precipitation in the form of "clouds" of aggregated protein is the result. To little

precipitant will obviously lead to neither crystallisation nor precipitation. This
borderline between still keeping all of the protein soluble and precipitation can be

very fine indeed.

Crystals larger than 0.1 mm are usually of the size desired for X-ray diffraction

analysis. But even these crystals might not be sufficient for the purpose. Satellite

crystals can grow on the surface of growing crystals, having been nucleated on a

surface and growing with their lattice in a different orientation to the parent crystal.

Even single crystals do not usually have a crystal lattice of absolute order. Crystals

have to be regarded as being composed of tiny mosaic blocks whose lattice is
orientated slightly differently than the surrounding mosaic blocks. These slight
misorientations of the blocks cause the mosaicity of a crystal examined in the X-ray

beam. At larger values of mosaicity analysis of diffraction spots becomes more

difficult or impossible altogether. When the misorientations of the mosaic blocks

increases, the reinforcing effect from the repeated lattice on the diffracted X-rays is
more and more reduced until no diffraction is observed even though the crystal might

appear undamaged.
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1.2.3 Crystal structure

Crystals are defined as solids with a regular repeated internal arrangement of atoms
contained in a unit cell (Figure 1.5). The unit cell is a box defined by its axes (width,

height and length) and the three interaxial angles. Usually the longest axis is called c

and the shortest a. The angle a is defined as the angle between b and c, (3 as the angle

between a and c, and y as the angle between a and b.

The crystal lattice describes the repeated translations of unit cells in all dimensions
to form the crystal. It is described by replacing each unit cell with a lattice point,

disregarding the actual atomic content of the unit cell. Another way to consider the

crystal lattice is to see it as three intersecting sets of parallel planes. The three sets of

planes can simply be defined by the Miller indices hkl. The number of times a set of

parallel planes intersects unit cell axis a is the value of h. The value of k is the
number of times this same set intersects b, and I is the number of times it intersect c.
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The three sets of planes describing the crystal lattice are therefore (1 0 0), (0 1 0), and
(0 0 1).

The crystal structure can also be described in terms of symmetry. The asymmetric
unit (ASU) is the smallest collection of atoms of a crystal structure from which the

complete structure can be derived, first by use ofpoint group symmetry operations,
then by translational symmetry operations. Point groups are sets of symmetry
elements which leave at least one point of the object, which they are applied to,

unmoved. Examples are rotation axis, inversion centres, and mirror planes, which

pass through or lie within the object.

It was shown that there are only 32 unique point groups in respect to the symmetry
classes of crystals (Hessel 1830). The combinations of translations and point groups,

excluding those combinations which result in purely integral lattice translations, are
called the space groups. For crystal lattices there exist 230 space groups which
convert an asymmetric unit into an infinitely extending three-dimensional pattern. A

comprehensive list and description is published in the International Tables of

Crystallography by the International Union of Crystallography (1987). In the case of

protein crystals the number of possible space groups is only 65 because amino acids

contain at least one asymmetric centre (the Ca atom) which precludes the use of

inversion symmetry operations.
v

The entire arrangement of atoms in a crystal can be described in terms of unit cell

dimensions, the co-ordinates of each atom in the asymmetric unit, and the space

group symmetry. Space groups are designated by the Hermann-Mauguin symbols

(Bragg et al. 1935) starting with a letter (P, A, B, C, F, I, or R) indicating the type of
lattice symmetry (Figure 1.6, Table 1.2). Then follows a set of characters describing
the various symmetry elements. Rotation axis are symbolised by number which is the
number of rotations needed to bring the object back to the original position, e.g. 3 for
3-fold rotation axis. Screw axis are represented by their rotation number and the
number of times the object is translated along a unit cell edge to be taken to the
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equivalent starting position in the following unit cell, e.g. 2\ for a two-fold screw

axis. A very common space group for protein crystals is P2i2i2i. It creates a

primitive lattice symmetry and defines the unit cell shape as orthorhombic with all

angles (a, P, y) at 90° but without constraining the length of the unit cell edges a, b,
and c.

Lattice svmmetrv Description
P primitive
A face-centred on (100) planes
B face-centred on (010) planes
C face-centred on (001) planes
F all face-centred
1 body (inner) centred
R primitive trigonal crystal system

Table 1.2: Description of lattice symmetry symbols, (xxx)
defines a set of planes according to their Miller indices.

Figure 1.6: Examples of cubic and rhombohedral crystal systems.

The symmetry operators of each space group can be found in the International Tables
of Crystallography. They describe how to create an infinite crystal lattice starting
with the knowledge of the co-ordinates of the asymmetric unit and of the space

group. Usually these symmetry operators are represented as a triplet of operations,
one for each of the x, y, and z co-ordinates for each atom.

For example applying the symmetry operator l/2-x,-y,l/2+z to the orthogonal co¬
ordinates of the atoms in the asymmetric unit results in the following new orthogonal
atom co-ordinates:

new x co-ordinate = (unit cell length of a) * 0.5 - (original x co-ordinate)

new y co-ordinate = (original y co-ordinate) * -1
new z co-ordinate = (unit cell length of c) * 0.5 + (original z co-ordinate).
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Obviously these calculations are more conveniently performed using fractional co¬
ordinates based on the unit cell axis lengths.

1.2.4 X-ray diffraction

X-ray diffraction is akin to visible light being diffracted by small holes and slits. It is
an interference effect between X-ray beams coherently scattered by the electrons

surrounding atomic nuclei. This interference effect causes reinforcement to the point
of observability of the diffracted X-rays if their path length difference is an integral

multiple of their wavelength (Friedrich et al. 1912). A difference in path length
occurs when X-rays are diffracted by parallel planes of the crystal lattice. This is

equivalent to visual light reflected by semi-permeable mirrors stacked in parallel one
after the other. To achieve maximum reinforcement of X-rays scattered by parallel

planes, the plane separation, scattering angle of the scattered X-ray beams, and

wavelength must be related as described by Bragg's Law (Bragg 1913):

nA = 2dhkisin0hki n integer number

A wavelength

dhki separation of planes (hkl)

0hki scattering angle

A geometrical description (Figure 1.7) of relationships formulated by M. Laue and
W.H. Bragg was composed by P.P. Ewald (1921). An X-ray diffraction pattern from
a crystal recorded on a flat detector surface appears as a pattern of dots. Each dot
records the impact of an X-ray which was diffracted by the set of all parallel planes
of a specific orientation in the crystal and causes diffraction at angle 20 from the

main incident beam. In a diffraction experiment the undiffracted beam is usually

prevented from reaching the detector because it is much more intense than diffracted
beams.
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Figure 1.7: The Ewald sphere and the reciprocal lattice

In terms of P.P. Ewald's geometric description, the detector will only record those X-

rays which were diffracted by a set of planes (hkl) whose representation as a lattice

point in the reciprocal lattice falls on the circumference of the Ewald sphere with the

origin (h=0, k=0,1=0) of the reciprocal lattice set on the intersection of the

undiffracted beam with the circumference of the Ewald sphere. Rotating the crystal in
the X-ray beam around an axis perpendicular to the X-ray beam causes the reciprocal
lattice to rotate around its origin and allows other reciprocal lattice points to fall on
the circumference of the Ewald sphere thus making the diffraction by other sets of

parallel planes recordable.

The reciprocal lattice is solely influenced by the dimensions of the unit cell and the

space group. The distances between spots on the same gridline are inversely

proportional to the length of the respective unit cell axis. Conventionally h is
associated with a, k with b, and 1 with c. In the case of an orthorhombic unit cell,
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where all axis are at right angles to each other, the diffraction spots will also lie on a

grid with all axis at right angles. If the distance between crystal and detector is many
times longer than the spot separation, the separation between two spots along one of
the grid lines can be related to the unit cell axis by:

x = 1/dhki = X * L / R

x one of the unit cell axis a, b, or c.

dhki separation of parallel planes (in this particular case the planes

defining the crystal lattice)

X wavelength

L distance between crystal and detector
R separation of two adjacent spots on the same gridline

measured on the detector

The space group of the crystal structure can cause systematic absences to occur in the
diffraction pattern. The translational component of the symmetry elements causes

selective and predictable destructive interference which leads to the "extinction" of
certain reflections. An analysis of these extinctions will reveal the spacegroup

involved, although sometimes two or more spacegroups fit the analysis giving rise to

spacegroup ambiguity.

The initial analysis of the X-ray diffraction pattern of a crystal will therefore reveal
information on the unit cell parameters and the spacegroup. To obtain information on

the content of the asymmetric unit, an analysis of the intensity distribution of as many

unique reflections as possible is required.
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1.2.5 Analysis of X-ray diffraction data

A.B. Porter (1906) showed that the diffracting action of a grid on visual light can be

interpreted as a Fourier analysis. An optical lens can recombine the diffracted beams
to form an image which is equivalent to performing a Fourier synthesis of the
diffracted visual light beams passing through the lens.

The wavelengths of visual light are not short enough to resolve distances at atomic
level and lens systems cannot bend diffracted X-ray beams to practically reform the

image of the electron density around the atoms in the crystal which caused the X-ray
diffraction. But the crystal lattice is a three-dimensional diffraction grid like those
used to cause diffraction of visual light, only at much smaller level. In analogy the
studies of Porter show how the spots caused by the X-ray diffraction of a crystal can

give the amplitude components of a Fourier series representing the electron density

p:

p (xyz) = l/V*XhXkZi[ IF(hkl)lei0"*ie-2"i(hx + ky + iz) ]

V unit cell volume

x,y,z real space co-ordinates

h,k,l reciprocal space co-ordinates of the Bragg reflection at

h,k,l

IF(hkl)l structure factor amplitude, i.e. amplitude of the scattered

X-ray beam causing reflection at h,k,l

othki relative phase angle of the scattered X-ray beam causing

reflection at h,k,l, if an imaginary wave scattered from a

corner of the unit cell has a phase angle of 0.

If the positions of all atoms in the unit cell are known, e.g. from a model structure
and the asymmetric unit content and spacegroup is known, then the structure factor

amplitudes IFc(hkl)! and the corresponding phase angle othki can be calculated:
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IFc(hkl)l = ( (Ej|^*cos27t(hXj+kyj+lzj)])2 + (Ej[/J*sin27t(hxj+kyj+lzj)])2 )"1/2
ahki = tan"'[ Xj[/)*sin27t(hxj+kyj+lzj)] / Z,[/)*cos27t(hxJ+kyJ-t-lzJ)] ]

fj is the atomic scattering factor which gives the scattering power of an atom of an
element j relative to the scattering power of a single electron modified by a factor

describing the disorder or vibration the atom experiences in the crystal structure.

fj — fjo * e"BJ(sin20/k)
fo atomic scattering factor for a stationary atom j
X wavelength

0 scattering angle

Bj = 87t2<u2> the displacement paramenter (B-factor)
<u2> isotropic mean square amplitude of atomic vibration

In analogy to the way the amplitude of an electro-magnetic wave is described, the

amplitude (structure factor) Fhki of a diffracted X-ray can be described as:

Fm = IF(hkl)l * ei(Xhkl , i = (-1)1/2

Once as many reflections as possible of the three-dimensional reciprocal lattice have
been measured, e.g. using the rotation method (see Chapter 2: Methods), and their
hkl-indices determined, an average for symmetry related reflections and a standard

deviation a including an estimation for the instrument uncertainty is calculated. The

quality of the data set is often assessed using Rsym:

Rsym = XhklXjllj(hkl) - <I(hkl)>l / ZhkiZjljChkl)

Ij(hkl) jth symmetry related intensity of hkl
<I(hkl)> mean of all symmetry related intensities at hkl
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To convert the averaged intensities to structure factor amplitudes, they have to be
corrected for X-ray background intensity, beam polarisation, time spent by the

reciprocal lattice point in diffracting position resulting in a correction by applying the
Lorentz factor, absorption effects, and radiation damage to the crystal. These
corrections can be applied as a constant multiplier k to the intensities since the
relation between intensities and structure factor amplitudes can be expressed as:

I(hkl) = k * IF(hkl)l2

After scaling all IF(hkl)l2 in respect to the scattering structure factor amplitude of a

single electron, the results of the X-ray diffraction experiment can be presented as a

table with columns h, k, 1, IFhkil or IFhkil2, and a(IFhkil) or c(IFhidl2).

The relative phase angle ahki cannot be directly obtained from the X-ray diffraction

experiment but its important contribution to calculating the electron density function

p(x,y,z) requires that its value be estimated as accurately as possible. In protein

crystallography the commonly used methods to estimate 0Chid are multiple

isomorphous replacement (MIR), multiwavelength anomalous diffraction (MAD),
and molecular replacement (MR).

1.2.6 Solving the phase problem

1.2.6.1 Multiple isomorphous replacement

In MIR heavy-atom derivatives are prepared by soaking the native crystals in a buffer

containing a heavy-metal compound or by co-crystallising a protein with a heavy-
metal compound. If binding of the heavy atom does not change the conformation of

the protein, the native structure and the derivative structure are considered to be
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isomorphous. The structure factors of the heavy-atom derivative (Fph), of the native

protein (FP), and of the heavy-atom (FH) are related by:

Fp = Fph - Fh

The magnitudes of IFPHI and IFPI are obtained experimentally. Information on IFHI and
0Ch can be obtained due to the strong diffracting power of the heavy atom. To

estimate Fh, a Patterson map P of the heavy-atom derivative is calculated:

P(uvw) = l/V*Xh£ic£i[ HFphI - IFplI2 * cos27t(hu + kv + lw) ]

Since the calculation of this map does not include the phase angle, vectors drawn
from the origin of the co-ordinate system (u, v, w) to peaks in the map represent

distances between atoms within the unit cell. Vectors involving the heavy atom will
dominate the map and enable an estimation of Fh. With IFPHI, IFPI, and FH known,

two solutions of the relative phase angle (Xhki can be obtained. The correct solution

can be identified by using a second derivative with a heavy atom at a different

position than in the first derivative.

Using the refined value of oChki together with IFPI an electron density map can be

calculated and a protein chain fitted to the density. Further refinement allows the

identification of amino acid side-chains in electron density if the resolution of the X-

ray diffraction is sufficient.

1.2.6.2 Multi-wavelength anomalous diffraction

Friedel's Law (Friedel 1913) states that the intensity distribution in the diffraction

pattern is centrosymmetric, even for non-centrosymmetric crystal structures. This
holds true for atoms usually encountered in biological macromolecules, i.e.

phosphorus and lighter atoms. Heavier atoms in non-centrosymmetric crystal
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structures can cause observable anomalous scattering due to their interaction with X-

rays. At energies of the X-rays just above an absorption edge of the heavy atom
which would lead to excitement of an outer shell electron, the scattering of the X-ray

becomes wavelength dependent. The effect on the diffraction pattern is that centro-

symmetrically related Bragg reflections (Friedel pairs) display different intensities.
Measurement of X-ray diffraction of heavy atom containing protein crystals at two or

more different wavelengths near the absorption edge and knowledge of the position
of the anomalous scatterer in the crystal structure allow estimation and refinement of
the relative phase angle othki and subsequently the calculation of electron density

maps.

1.2.6.3 Molecular replacement

Sometimes a model of the majority of the protein atoms can be constructed which is

sufficiently close to the structure under investigation for MR purposes. Examples for
the application ofMR are soaking of protein crystals with compounds expected to

diffuse through the crystal to a binding site on the protein, or crystals of proteins with

high sequence homology to structures previously determined.

The interatomic vectors which can be identified in the Patterson map

P(uvw) = l/V*ZhEkEi[ IFhkil2 * cos27t(hu + kv + lw) ]

do not allow a localisation of atoms in the unit cell but the shorter intramolecular

vectors can be used to find all orientations of the model structure in the unit cell.

When the spacegroup of the crystal is taken into account, the results of the rotation
search can be narrowed down to the orientations to be found in the asymmetric unit.
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Using only the longer interatomic vectors of the Patterson map the positions of the
model in the unit cell can be identified in a translation search. The model atom co¬

ordinates thus obtained can then be used to calculate an electron density (Fo) map:

pFo(x,y,z) = l/V.EhIkXi[ IFo(hkl)l e^e-2^ + ky + iz) ]

IFo(hkl)l structure factor amplitudes calculated from the
observed diffraction intensities

achki = tan"'[ Zj[^*sin27t(hxj+kyj+lzj)] / £J[/;*cos27t(hxj+kyJ+lzj)] ]

1.2.7 Refinement of the model for a protein crystal structure

This is the process of improving aChki and the parameters of a trial structure until the

best fit of calculated structure factor amplitudes to those observed is obtained. The

parameters refined are usually the atomic co-ordinates and the B-factors of the
individual atoms. Because of the usually low observations-to-parameters ratio in

protein X-ray diffraction analysis, appropriate terms have to be included in the
refinement to prevent the refinement procedure from changing the models bond

lengths, bond angles, dihedral angles, and atom distances to inappropriate values.
These pre-defined restraints are derived from previous knowledge gained from small
molecule structure analysis. The target function D, to be minimised in the commonly
used least-squares refinement, is defined as:

fj

xjJj.zj co-ordinates of model atom j
atomic scattering factor of model atom j

D = Xj[whki( IFo(hkl)! - IFc(hkl)l )2] + D'
IFo(hkl)l observed structure factor amplitude

IFc(hkl)l calculated structure factor amplitude

Whki = ( a2(IFo(hkl)l) + klFo(hkl)!2 )_1 weight of a measurement

k measure for the instrumental error
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D' an additional term based on the geometry of the model

(distances, bonds, angles) with its individual

components weighted according to restraints.

The measure most commonly used to monitor the progress of the refinement is the

R-cryst which decreases as the fit of the model to the data improves. Refined final
protein structures should display an Rcryst of 0.25 or less.

Rcryst = £hk, I Whk]IFo(hkl)l - klFc(hkl)l I / XhklIFo(hkl)l

whki weight
k scale factor

The Rcryst alone cannot indicate overfitting of a model to the diffraction data. To
avoid overdetermination of the structure the cross-validation method of Rfree

(Briinger 1992) is commonly used. Usually 5-10% of the data are excluded from the

refinement and a separate R factor (Rfree) is calculated only for these data, the value
of Rfree being usually higher than the value for Rcryst- An increasing value for Rfree

despite a decreasing value for Rcryst during refinement is an indication of overfitting
where parameters become linearly correlated.

During the refinement and at the end the model has to be visually compared to

electron density maps because in some cases the refinement procedure will not

optimally position atoms of the model due to entrapment in local minima or stringent
restraints on the ability of the refinement procedure to move atoms. Electron density

maps can be calculated as sigmaA weighted (Read 1986) difference maps:

p(xyz) = 1/V * £h£kEi[ ( n*mlFo(hkl)l - DIFc(hkl)l) * eiaChk'e"27:i(hx + ky + Iz> ]

n integer multiplier, value is 2 for 2Fo-Fc and 1 for Fo-Fc map
m figure of merit for the phase-probability distribution
D estimation for the co-ordinate error
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SigmaA-weighting helps to remove the bias introduced into map calculations due to

using phases calculated from a model. Fo-Fc maps are used to identify incorrect

placements of model atoms and 2Fo-Fc maps are used to check the overall fit of the
model.

1.3 The flexibility of the actin structure

1.3.1 Previous considerations

subdomains

1 2 1 3 4 3 1

actin residue

Figure 1.8: Average B-factors of a-actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993) main chain versus
residue number. The distribution of residues over actin subdomains is indicated by
vertical lines and the subdomain number. The picture was generated with MS EXCEL.

The conformations of the four available actin crystal structures show marked

flexibility in defined regions of the main chain, which is evident from structural

comparisons and the distribution of B-factors (Figure 1.8), and in the orientations of
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subdomains to each other. The most flexible of the four actin subdomains are

subdomains 2 and 4 (Page et al. 1998). (3-Actin in complex with profilin experiences

enough structural freedom to open the orientation between the actin major domains
by approximately 10° under variation of the crystallisation conditions (Chik et al.
1996, Figure 1.9).

Figure 1.9: Superposition of a-actin from the complex with DNasel (black Ca
trace) and open-state (3-actin from the complex with profilin (grey Ca trace).
The picture was generated with Oplot, SNAPSHOT, and XV.

The amino acid sequence of mammalian a- and (3-actin is 95% identical, but despite

this high identity, the crystal structures of a-actins are more similar to each other

than to the (3-actin structures. Although the different crystallisation conditions also

have to be taken into account, one cannot rule out an influence of the sequence

difference on the actin conformation, which could lead to structural differences if the

two isoforms were crystallised under the same conditions.
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It also is not clear whether any of the crystal structures represents the conformation of
F-actin. For example, the actin:profilin complex cannot cap the barbed end of F-actin
and profilin can increase the rate of ATP-hydrolysis of the actin bound to it, although
the profilin:actin complex can add on to the barbed end of an actin filament (Pring et

al. 1992). The role and activity of profilin therefore appears to be rather complex. To

explain observed data it had been proposed that profilin dissociates from the actin
monomer it is bound to after the complex adds on to the barbed end of a filament and

ATP-hydrolysis has taken place (Korenbaum et al. 1998).

The F-actin structure had been modelled by refinement of the ADP-a-actin crystal

structure (Kabsch et al. 1990) against X-ray fibre diffraction data (Holmes et al.

1990, Lorentz et al. 1993, Tirion et al. 1995). The result indicated changes in the
conformation of subdomains and secondary structure elements, mainly in subdomain
2 and 4 of actin, when switching between the G- and the F-state. A different model
for the interaction of actin monomers in the filament has been proposed by Schutt et
al. (1993) and some changes to the secondary structure in subdomains 1 and 3,

predicted by Tirion et al. (1995), were found to be at odds with the analysis of the
structural flexibility of actin by Page et al. (1998). Yet, the approach of Holmes et al.

appears to be the closest one can get to the conformation of actin in the filament with

the experimental data available at present.

1.3.2 The binding of gelsolin segment 1 to actin

Of the two actin monomers bound to gelsolin in the presence of calcium ions, only
the one tightly bound to G1 appears to be retained when calcium ions are removed

with EGTA. The structure of gelsolin in complex with actin has not been determined

yet but the structure of a-actin:Gl (McLaughlin et al. 1993) has given substantial

insight as to how G1 binds actin. Extrapolation of the knowledge gathered from that

complex and the crystal structure of gelsolin (Burtnick et al. 1997) to the association
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of gelsolin and actin is hampered by the fact that gelsolin was crystallised in its
inactive Ca2+-free form where G3 is placed in a position which obstructs the actin

binding site on Gl.

The conformation of Gl in equine gelsolin and in the a-actin:GlC complex are very

similar, demonstrating the stability of this important segment. An important
difference is that the C-terminal valine ofGl, whose trans-carbonyl oxygen interacts

with Ca2+ in the a-actin:Gl complex, is in cis conformation in the Ca2+ -free equine
gelsolin structure and points in the opposite direction. Gelsolin can bind two Ca2+
ions and biochemical experiments showed that gelsolin binding to actin creates a

third high affinity Ca2+ binding site on gelsolin (Way et al. 1989).

The work of Weeds et al. (1995) suggests that the third site could be where the G1C-

intramolecular Ca2+ is bound in the a-actin:GlC complex (McLaughlin et al. 1993)
9-+-

and that a fourth low affinity actin - Gl intermolecular Ca binding site is created at

pH6.6. Contrary to this, previous biochemical studies could not detect Ca2+ binding
to Gl in the absence of actin (Way et al. 1990).

It would be of interest to see what effect the calcium ion has on the structure ofGl

relieved from constraints imposed by being part of gelsolin or complexed to actin.

Solving the crystal structure ofGl on its own could be very revealing and also show
how much the stable fold ofGl is influenced by constraints imposed in the

previously solved crystal structures. It would allow to compare the structure of this

biologically important protein domain taken out of the context of the whole protein,
in complex with actin, and integrated into the gelsolin structure.

CapG, also known as Macrophage Capping Protein (Young et al. 1990, Dabiri et al.

1992), Mbhl (Prendergast et al. 1991) or gCap39 (Yu et al. 1991, Onoda et al. 1993),

is another member of the gelsolin family of actin binding proteins and is

predominantly expressed in macrophages (Mishra et al. 1994). It can cap the barbed
end of F-actin in a Ca2+ dependent manner and is de-activated by
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phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate. It consists of only three homologous repeats

(Mishra et al. 1994) and, unlike gelsolin segments 1-3, it cannot sever actin filaments
and can be dissociated from actin by lowering the Ca2+ concentration (Young et al.

1994). Because of CapG's weaker affinity to actin and inability to sever actin
filaments, a structural comparison between the.first segment of CapG and gelsolin
would be very interesting as it might allow further insight into the mechanism of

gelsolin segment l's specificity for actin.

1.3.3 Drug molecules binding to actin

Natural drugs that act by inhibiting actin polymerisation have previously been used
for studies of the dynamic actin cytoskeleton (Tellam and Frieden 1982, Cribbs et al.

1982, Lees et al. 1984, Carlier et al 1986, Goddette and Frieden 1986, Spector et al.

1989, Friederich et al. 1993). These tools can also be used to probe the actin
conformation in the crystal structure. Only two suitable families of related drugs,
which disrupt the dynamic actin cytoskeleton by binding to actin, have been found to

date. The cytochalasins (Sheterline and Sparrow 1994) are a group ofmetabolites

produced by certain fungi of the subclasses Ascomycotina and Deuteromycotina,
whereas latrunculins (Spector et al. 1983) are produced by the Red Sea sponges, e.g.
Latrunculia magnifica (Kashman et al. 1980), and Pacific Ocean sponges, e.g.

Spongia mycofijiensis (Quinoa et al. 1988) and Fasciospongia rimosa (Jefford et al.

1996). The representatives of these two families chosen for the structural studies

were latrunculin A (Figure 1.10), binding an actin monomer with a Kd of 0.2(iM

(Coue et al. 1987), and cytochalasin D (Figure 1.10) with Kd = 18jiM for the

complex with one actin monomer and Kd = 2.6|iM for a complex with two actin

monomers (Goddette and Frieden 1985).

The exact site of action on actin for these compounds has not been pinpointed yet.

The cytochalasins are expected to interact with the barbed end of actin filaments
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(Suzuki and Mihashi 1991) and with a site between subdomains 1 and 3 of actin, near

the hinge region between the large and small domain (Ohmori et al. 1992). The

binding site of latA on actin could be close to the nucleotide binding cleft between
the large and small actin domain where several amino acids involved in conferring

resistance are located (Ayscough et al. 1997). Considering the effects these drugs
have on actin it would be of great interest to elucidate the structural changes which
occur when the respective drug binds to an actin monomer. The introduction of these
toxins into actin:GlC crystals would also test the degree of structural restriction

gelsolin segment 1 imposes on actin, if the overall conformation of the complex is
not mainly dictated by the crystallisation conditions.

1.3.4 The investigations of this thesis

We decided to determine all structures at 100K, because X-ray diffraction of protein

crystals at 100K yields better quality diffraction to higher resolution than at room

temperature and at the same time considerably reduces the adverse effects of
radiation damage (Hope 1990, Rodgers 1997).
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Determination of the structures of a-actin:GlC at 100K promises to provide

additional detailed information on the a-actin:GlC complex due to the expected

higher structural order of mobile loops at 100K. This structure will also be a very

good basis to allow comparative studies with the 100K crystal structure of (3-
actin:GlC. This will establish the influence of the sequence difference of the two
isoforms on their conformation and answer the question whether the conformational

difference between a-actin:GlC (McLaughlin et al. 1993) and tight-state (3-

actin:profilin (Schutt et al. 1993) is due to the different isoform used or the

crystallisation conditions and the binding protein.

The influence of bound G1 on the conformation of actin will be investigated by

determining the structure of the a-actin:GlC complex containing latrunculin A. The

drug is expected to bind at a different site than G1 and the extent of induced
conformational changes in the actin structure will be an indication of the tightness of

control G1 exerts on the actin conformation. This should allow conclusions as to

whether actin complexed to G1 is restrained in its conformation or is allowed a

degree of flexibility. This could lead to further conclusions whether the actin
conformation in the complex with G1 is similar to F-actin or has the flexibility to

adopt F-conformation, possibly explaining the ability of actin complexed to gelsolin
to cap the barbed end of filaments.

The crystal structure of G1 on its own will allow comparisons to its structure
determined in the context of Ca2+-free whole gelsolin (Burtnick et al 1997) and in

complex with a-actin. Crystallisation in the presence of calcium ions will also reveal

the intrinsic calcium binding sites of the G1 domain, determining the ability of G1 to

adopt the right conformation for binding the intramolecular calcium ion found in the

a-actin:GlC structure. Additionally, comparisons with the structure of segment 1 of

CapG could reveal the reason for the weaker affinity of CapG to actin and possibly
determine the role Ca2+ plays in activating these actin binding proteins.
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2. Methods

2.1 Biochemical procedures

2.1.1 Acetone powder preparation of rabbit skeletal muscle tissue

The extraction of actin from rabbit muscle was performed as described by Spudich
and Watt (1971) and is based on the first part of the procedure for myosin preparation

(Perry S.V. 1955).

Guba-Straub buffer: 0.3M NaCI
0.1 M NaH2P04
0.05M Na2HP04
1.0 mM NaN3
0.05mM PMSF
1mM MgCI2
1mM Na4P207
H20
pH 6.5

10x Buffer I: 500mM NaHC03
1mM CaCI2

Buffer II: 10mM NaHC03
10mM Na2C03
0.1 mM CaCI2

Table 2.1: Buffers for acetone powder preparation

Muscle from upper legs and the back of one or two rabbits were excised quickly with

scalpels and immediately wrapped in cling film and placed on ice in a styro-foam box
to preserve endogenous ATP.

All following steps were carried out at 4°C, whenever possible, in a cold room, and
all buffers were pre-cooled to 4°C. Fat and connective tissue were removed and the

muscle tissue ground through a hand mincer. Ground meat was extracted in 41 of
Guba-Straub buffer while stirring for 10-15 minutes. The suspension was centrifuged
at 2550xg for 20 min. The muscle residue was suspended in 10 volumes of buffer I,
stirred at for 15 minutes, and the suspension filtered through a cheese cloth to remove
salt and adjust pH to about 9. The residue was suspended in 11 buffer II, stirred for 10
minutes and filtered through cheese cloth. The residue was diluted into 51 of H2O and
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quickly squeezed through cheese cloth. The residue was suspended in 2.51 acetone

and left standing for approximately 15minutes. Then the suspension was filtered

through cheese cloth. The acetone washing and filtering was repeated until

supernatant became clear (3-4 times). The residue was spread out on filter paper to

dry in a fume hood at room temperature overnight.

Muscle tissue of roughly 1kg yielded 43g of dried filter residue (acetone powder).

2.1.2 Purification of oc-actin from rabbit muscle acetone powder

G-buffer: 2.5mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0
0.1 mM ATP
1mM NaN3
0.1 mM CaCI2
0.5mM DTT

G1MT buffer: 1M Tris-HCI pH 8.0
0.1 mM ATP
1mM NaN3
0.5mM DTT
0.1 mM CaCI2

Table 2.2: Buffers for actin extraction
from acetone powder

The following procedure is based on the work reported by Spudich and Watt (1971).

Depolymerisation of F-actin with G1MT buffer is based on the work of Pinder and

Gratzer (1995)

To each gram of acetone powder 40ml of G-buffer, pre-cooled to 4°C, was added.
Actin was extracted in monomeric (G) form by stirring the suspension for two hours

at 4°C, then filtering through No 54 paper filter on a water pump, cooling all

solutions with ice, and again filtering through 8(im and then through 0.22|im

Millipore filters. KC1 was added to 0.8M and MgCl2 to 2mM and the solution was

stirred for one hour on ice. The solution was clarified at 4°C and 158,000xg for 2

hours, pelleting the polymerised actin. The F-actin pellet was homogenised in
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GIMT-buffer and left at 4°C overnight. The remaining polymerised actin was

removed from the solution by centrifugation at 150,000xg and 4°C for two hours.

Actin was then purified by another cycle of polymerisation, depolymerisation and
clarification.

The purity of actin was assayed by sodium dodecylsulphate polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis. The concentration of purified actin was determined spectroscopically

using a cell pathlength of 1cm:
actin concentration (mg/ml) = A290 / 0.63 (Houk et al. 1974)

The actin yield over five extractions was 1.5±0.4% (w/w) of the acetone powder
used.

2.1.3 Purification of human platelet B-actin

Human blood platelets in 1.51 plasma were obtained from the Blood Transfusion Unit
of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary. After extraction from a human donor the platelets
had been stored by the Blood Transfusion Unit at room temperature for 5 days. On

receipt, the platelets were then stored at 4°C for one week before beginning the
extraction.

The protocol is based on that reported by Winder et al. (1995). Depolymerisation of
F-actin with G1MT buffer is based on the work of Pinder and Gratzer (1995)

The platelets were pelleted at 2550xg and 4°C for 35 minutes. The pellet (ca. 10ml)
was pooled with platelets (ca. 60ml) supplied by Dr. Steve Winder (ICMB of The

University of Edinburgh). The pooled platelets were suspended in acetone, pre-

cooled to 4°C, and stirred at 4°C for 15 minutes. The acetone was removed by
filtration through a no.54 paper filter with a water pump in the cold room at 4°C. The
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platelets were washed three more times with cold acetone and left to dry at room

temperature in a fume hood overnight.

The total yield was 7g of platelet acetone powder.

The 7g platelet acetone powder were suspended in 200ml G buffer and stirred at 4°C
for one hour. The suspension was clarified at 160,000xg and 4°C for 2 hours and the

supernatant filtered through a 8pm filter. To polymerise actin, MgCl2 was added to

2mM, KC1 to 0.8M, and the solution left at 4°C for one hour. F-actin was pelleted at

160,000xg and 4°C for two hours. The F-actin pellet was homogenised in 40ml
G1MT buffer and left at 4°C over two nights to depolymerise (homogenate 1).

The supernatant from pelleting F-actin, which was kept for one night at 4°C, was

spun at 160,000xg and 4°C for two hours. The F-actin pellet was homogenised in
G1MT buffer and left at 4°C overnight (homogenate 2).

Homogenate 1 and 2 were clarified at 160,000xg and 4°C for two hours, pooled,
concentrated to 10ml and gel-filtered over a 550ml S200 column at lml/min

overnight. Fractions containing actin were identified by their absorbance at 290nm
and an SDS-PAGE, and pooled.

Actin was polymerised by adding to this pool MgCl2 to 2mM, ATP to an additional

O.lmM, EGTA to ImM, and KC1 to 0.8M, and incubating at 4°C overnight, then
clarified at 10,000xg and 4°C for 25min and the F-actin pelleted at 160,000xg and
4°C for two hours. The pellet was homogenised in 16ml G1MT buffer and left to

depolymerise at 4°C overnight. The homogenate was clarified at 160,000xg and 4°C
for two hours. This polymerisation-depolymerisation purification step was repeated a

second time. The G-actin solution was concentrated to 10ml and passed over a

Sephacryl S200 column at 0.5ml/min with G-buffer as running buffer overnight.
Fractions containing purified actin were identified by their absorbance at 290nm and

SDS-PAGE, and pooled.
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The initial amount of 7g platelet acetone powder (70ml packed platelets) yielded

4.3mg platelet actin.

2.1.4 Transformation of E.coli strains BL2KDE3) and JM109 with vectors

containing genes for Gl. G1C, or CapG-1

The procedure is based on a protocol published by Sambrook and Maniatis (1989).

2xTY medium: 1.6%(w/v) tryptone
1%(w/v) yeast extract
5%(w/v) NaCI

AMP-2xTY-agar plates: 1,5%(w/v) agar
100|ig/ml ampicillin
1.6%(w/v) tryptone
1%(w/v) yeast extract
5%(w/v) NaCI

Table 2.3: Culture media.

Pre-cultures of E.coli BL21(DE3) (strain for expressing gelsolin segment 1) or
JM109 (high copy strain for plasmid amplification) in 5ml 2xTY medium were

incubated while shaking at 37°C overnight.

100ml of 2xTY were inoculated with 1ml of pre-culture and incubated at 37°C until

A6oo reached 0.6 (at least 3h for BL21 and 4h for JM109). The culture was incubated

on ice for lOminutes and cells pelleted at 4°C and 2550xg for 20minutes. The

supernatant was removed and the pellet gently suspended in 10ml ice cold lOOmM

CaCl2 and incubated on ice for 30minutes. The suspension was spun at 2550xg and

4°C for 20minutes. The supernatant was removed and the pellet gently suspended in

2ml ice cold lOOmM CaCl2.

Plasmids carrying the genes for Gl (plasma gelsolin residues 25-149) and G1C (as
Gl but containing the N57C point mutation) were obtained from P. McLaughlin and
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M.Way (MRC Laboratory ofMolecular Biology, Cambridge, UK) and plasmids

containing the genes for CapG-1 (Cap-G residues 1-131) from F.S. Southwick
(Division of Infectious Diseases, Department of Medicine, University of Florida,

USA). These plasmids had been constructed using the pMW172 vector which
contained genes for an IPTG activated promotor and for ampicillin resistance. Into
this vector the genes for either Gl, G1C, or CapG-1 had been subcloned.

Of a plasmid DNA stock solution (see 2.1.5) 3-5(0.1 were added to 2ml of calcium

competent cells and the cells incubated on ice for lh. The cell suspension was heat
shocked at 42°C for three minutes, then incubated on ice for 5 minutes. 1ml of 2xTY

was added and the cell suspension incubated at 37°C for 20 minutes. 200|il of cell

suspension were each plated on AMP-2xTY-agar plates with a glass spreader. The

plates were left for 10 minutes in an upright position to soak the agar and then were

incubated upside down at 37°C overnight.

2.1.5 Plasmid amplification in E.coli strain JM109

The procedure is based on a protocol published by Sambrook and Maniatis (1989).

GTE buffer: 1%(w/v) glucose
25mM Tris-HCI pH8
10mM EDTA

stock buffer: 10mM Tris-HCI pH8,
20ng/ml RNase

Table 2.4: Buffers used in plasmid amplification

The cells of a 2ml pre-culture of JM109, incubated overnight at 37°C, were pelleted
at 13,000xg and room temperature for 1 minute and re-suspended in 200|il GTE

buffer and 400pl 0.2M NaOH, 1% SDS. The suspension was left on ice for 5

minutes. 300(1.1 3M potassium acetate pH 4.8 were added and the suspension mixed

by inversion, and left on ice for 5 minutes. Cell debris was pelleted at 13,000xg and
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room temperature for 5 minutes and the supernatant mixed with 525pl isopropanol
and left for 20 minutes at room temperature. Plasmid DNA was pelleted at 13,000xg
and room temperature for 5 minutes, washed with 70%(v/v) ethanol, and air-dried.
The dry pellet was dissolved in 30(il stock buffer and incubated at 37°C for 10
minutes. This plasmid stock solution was stored at -20°C.

2.1.6 Expression and purification of gelsolin segment 1

The procedure is based on a protocol obtained from P. McLaughlin (ICMB, The

University of Edinburgh, UK).

2xTY-AMP: 100pg/ml ampicillin
1.6%(w/v) tryptone
1%(w/v) yeast extract
5%(w/v) NaCI

lysis buffer 50mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0
1 mM EDTA

25%(w/v) sucrose
0.05mM PMSF

DE8 buffer 25mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0
1 mM DTT
1mM NaN3
1mM EGTA

Table 2.5: Buffers for expression and purification of G1

lml of an overnight pre-culture of E.coli BL21(DE3) transformed with the plasmid

coding for G1 or G1C was used to inoculate 11 of 2xTY-AMP medium. The culture

was incubated at 37°C until absorbance at 600nm reached 0.6. lml IPTG (600mM)

was added per litre of culture, which was then incubated at 37°C for 4h. The culture

was spun at 2,550xg and 4°C for 20 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the

pelleted cells flash-frozen with liquid N2. The frozen cells were thawed and

suspended in a minimal volume of lysis buffer. 5mg lysozyme was added and the
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suspension left stirring at room temperature for about 60 minutes. MgCh and MnCk
were added to ImM, 0.25mg DN-EP grade DNase was added, and the suspension
was left stirring at room temperature for 60 minutes. The suspension was spun at

40,900xg and 20°C for 20 minutes. The supernatant was dialysed with several

changes overnight against DE8 buffer with 0.05mM PMSF. The dialysed cell extract
was spun at 25,000xg and 4°C for 20 minutes to clarify and loaded onto a 200ml
DE52 cellulose column at 0.5ml/min. The column was washed with 200ml DE8

buffer at lml/min. A sodium chloride gradient from 0 to 300mM was applied over

500ml at lml/min. Fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and measuring the
absorbance at 280nm. The fractions with the highest G1/G1C concentration were

pooled and concentrated in an AMICON ultrafiltration cell with a PM10 membrane
to 5ml. The concentrated protein solution was gel-filtered over a Sephacryl S200
column at 1.3ml/min with DE8 buffer as running buffer. The fractions were analysed

by SDS-PAGE and those containing purified G1/G1C were pooled and the protein
concentration determined using the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA) Protein Assay

Reagent obtained from Pierce Chemical Company.

From two expression and purification runs of Gl, 9mg and 24mg respectively were
recovered from 11 BL21(DE3) culture. Three runs of G1C yielded 9mg, 25mg, and

40mg G1C per litre BL21(DE3) culture respectively.

2.1.7 Expression and purification of CapG segment 1

The procedure is based on a protocol published by Dabiri et al. (1992). 1ml of an

overnight pre-culture of E.coli BL21(DE3) transformed with the plasmid coding for

CapG-1 was used to inoculate 11 of 2xTY-AMP medium. The culture was incubated

at 37°C until absorbance at 600nm reached 0.6. 1ml IPTG (600mM) was added per

litre of culture, which was then incubated at 37°C for 4h. The culture was spun at
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2,550xg and 4°C for 20 minutes. The supernatant was removed and the pelleted cells
flash-frozen with liquid N2.

2xTY-AMP: 100gg/ml ampicillin
1.6%(w/v) tryptone
1%(w/v) yeast extract
5%(w/v) NaCI

lysis buffer: 50mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0
1 mM EDTA

25%(w/v) sucrose
0.05mM PMSF

DE8 buffer: 25mM Tris-HCI pH 8.0
1 mM DTT
1mM NaN3
1mM EGTA

CM6.5 buffer: 25mM PIPES pH6.5
1mM DTT
1mM NaN3
1mM EGTA

DE8.5 buffer: as DE8 buffer except:
50mM Tris-HCI pH 8.5

Table 2.6: Buffers used for expression and
purification of CapG-1

The frozen cells were thawed and suspended in a minimal volume of lysis buffer.

5mg lysozyme were added per original litre of culture and the suspension left stirring
at room temperature for about 60 minutes. MgCk and MnCl2 were added to ImM,
DN-EP grade Dnase (Sigma Chemical Co.) was added to 0.25mg per litre of original

culture, and the suspension was left stirring at room temperature for 60 minutes. The

suspension was spun at 40,900xg and 20°C for 20 minutes. The supernatant was

dialysed with several changes overnight against DE8 buffer with 0.05mM PMSF.

The dialysed cell extract was spun at 25,000xg and 4°C for 20 minutes to clarify and

loaded onto a 160ml DE52 cellulose column at 0.3ml/min. The column was washed

with 200ml DE8 buffer at lml/min. A potassium chloride gradient from 0 to 200mM
was applied over 400ml at 0.3ml/min. Fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and

measuring the absorbance at 280nm. The fractions with the highest CapG-1
concentration were pooled and concentrated in an AMICON ultrafiltration cell with a
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PM10 membrane to 10ml. The concentrated protein solution was dialysed overnight

against DE8 buffer. A second DE52 run followed.

The fractions with the highest CapG-1 concentration were pooled and concentrated in
an AMICON ultrafiltration cell with a PM10 membrane to 5ml. The concentrated

protein solution was gel-filtered twice over a sephacryl S200 column at 1 .Oml/min
with DE8 buffer as running buffer. The fractions were analysed by SDS-PAGE and
those containing CapG-1 were pooled.

To remove the remaining contaminating protein the pooled fractions were
concentrated to 9ml and dialysed against CM6.5 buffer overnight. The dialysed

protein solution was loaded on a CM52 cellulose column at 0.5ml/min. CapG-1 and
the contaminating protein eluted unretarded on washing the column with CM6.5
buffer. The CapG-1 containing fractions were pooled and concentrated to 10ml and

dialysed overnight into DE8 buffer.

The protein concentration was determined using the Bicinchoninic Acid (BCA)
Protein Assay Reagent obtained from Pierce Chemical Company. Despite a

contaminating protein band 3mg of protein (BCA assay) were used at this point for

crystallisation.

The remaining 60mg of protein were dialysed against DE8.5 buffer overnight. The

dialysed protein was loaded on a DE52 cellulose column at 0.5ml/min. The column
was washed with 200ml DE8.5 buffer and CapG-1 eluted with a 400ml gradient from
0 to 130mM NaCl. The fractions containing purified CapG-1 were pooled, dialysed

overnight against DE8 buffer, and the protein concentration determined using the
BCA assay. The final amount of purified CapG-1 was 15mg per initial litre of

BL21(DE3) culture.
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2.1.8 Actin ATP-ADP exchange and complex formation with G1C

Dowex 1 beads (Sigma Chemical Co.) were washed in 2mM Tris-HCl (pH8) and

hexokinase-agarose beads (Sigma Chemical Co.) in 2mM Tris-HCl (pH8) and
0.5mM DTT by suspending in buffer, spinning down at 13,000xg and room

temperature for 1 minute and resuspending. ATP-G-actin solution was gently stirred
with Dowex 1 beads (30(0.1 per mg actin) at 4°C for 5 minutes. The beads were

removed by a centrifugation at 13,000xg and 4°C for 1 minute. To the supernatant

ADP was added to ImM, MgCl2 to 0.08mM, EGTA to 0.2mM, glucose to ImM and

hexokinase-agarose beads to 2 U/ml. The solution was gently stirred at 4°C for 4

hours. The beads were pelleted and the actin solution immediately used for complex
formation with G1C.

2.1.9 Purification of actin : gelsolin segment 1

G1C and actin (ATP-a-actin, "ADP"-a-actin, or ATP-(3-actin) were added at a molar

ratio of 1:1. This solution was gel filtered over a Sephacryl S200 column with G-
buffer as running buffer (ADP-G-buffer if following the ATP-ADP exchange

procedure). The fractions containing purified complex were pooled and the protein
concentration determined with the BCA assay.

Four purification runs of freshly formed complex between ATP-a-actin and G1C

resulted in a recovery of 10%, 49%, 67%, and 99% of the maximum theoretical yield
for the a-actin:GlC complex.

Six ATP-ADP exchange trials with a-actin, complex formation with G1C and

purification yielded 12±10% of the maximum theoretical yield (in respect to the
amount of actin before the ATP-ADP exchange procedure).
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Purification after complex formation of platelet (3-actin and G1C resulted in 61% of

the maximum theoretical yield.

2.1.10 Crystallisation in hanging drops

Protein a-actin:G1C (3-actin:G1C Gelsolin segment 1
Crystallisation
conditions

10mM DTT
150mM NaCI
0.1 mM ATP
0.1 mM CaCI2
0.1 mM MgCI2
1mM NaN3
50mM MES pH6.6
5-9%(w/v) PEG 6000

10mM DTT
150mM NaCI
0.1 mM ATP
0.1 mM CaCI2
0.1 mM MgCI2
1mM NaN3
50mM MES pH6.0,
pH6.6, pH7.0, pH7.3
3-12%(w/v) PEG 6000

1 mM CaCI2
10mM DTT
1mM NaN3
50mM Tris-HCI
1.5 to 2.0M ammonium

sulphate at pH7.9,
or 1.0 to 1,4M ammonium

sulphate at pH8.5

Conditions
under which
crystals grew

All 5-6% PEG and pH6.0,
6-8% PEG and pH6.6.

1.5-2.0M ammonium
sulphate and pH7.6-7.9.

Time until

crystal growth
was no longer
observed

Two weeks Two weeks One week

Size of largest
crystals

1.0 x 1/4 x 1/40mm 1.0 x 1/4 x 1/40mm 1/40x1/40x1/2mm

Table 2.7: Conditions and results of crystallisation trials.

Glass cover slips were washed by dipping into 5%(v/v) DECON 90 (Decon

Laboratories Lmtd.), then deionised H20, then acetone. Dried cover slips were

dipped into 2% dichloro-dimethylsilane (1,1,1-trichloroethane solution) and left to

dry for half an hour in the fume hood. Then the cover slips were dipped into
methanol and again left to dry in the fume hood. The wells of a Linbro® (ICN

Biomedicals) culture tray were filled with 1ml of the crystallisation buffer. The rim
of the wells was smeared with silicon grease. On a siliconised glass cover slip a drop

(5-15|ll) of crystallisation buffer was placed and mixed with an equally sized drop of

protein solution ( about lOmg/ml). The cover slip was quickly turned around with the

10-30|il drop, now at half protein and half crystallisation buffer concentration,

hanging downwards and the slip was positioned over a well. Sufficient pressure was
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applied, so that the silicon smear sealed the chamber airtight. The trays were left in a

temperature controlled room at 18°C. Crystallisation was induced by the
equilibration process between the drop and the well solution.

Attempts to increase crystal size:

a-Actin:GlC: Crystallisation trials including [3-octyl glucoside (McPherson et al.,

1986) at 0.75% (w/v) and glycerol at 2% (v/v) in the crystallisation
buffer yielded no substantial increase in crystal size. At 0.5 and 0.75%

(w/v) P-octyl glucoside crystal size decreased significantly.

Gelsolin segment 1: Microseeding was performed by crushing a needle in

crystallisation buffer with 2.0M ammonium sulphate and pH7.9.
Dilutions (1/10, 1/100, 1/1000) were made and brush hairs

dipped into each of the dilutions were drawn through mixed

drops on glass cover slip during a second hanging drop

crystallisation setup. The size of crystals that grew did not differ
from the initial trial. Macroseeding was performed by

transferring one small needle (less than l/4mm in length) each
into mixed drops on glass cover slip during a second hanging

drop crystallisation setup. The size of crystals that grew did not

differ from the initial trial.

2.1.11 Soaking of q-actin:GlC crystals

a-Actin:GlC crystals were soaked in a soaking buffer comprising crystallisation

buffer, and organic solvent in varying concentrations, and the ligand (either
latrunculin A or cytochalasin D). 1ml of soaking buffer without ligand was placed in
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each well of a Linbro® culture tray. Micro-Bridges® from Oxford Crystal

Microsystems were placed in the wells. Into the cavity of the Micro-Bridge® 20(il of

soaking buffer with ligand were placed. A protein crystal was quickly transferred into
the soaking buffer in the cavity using a Cryoloop from Hampton Research that had
been glued to a metal pin that in turn had been glued to a Hampton Research

Microcap. To improve the handling a 1ml Gilson pipette tip had been wedged into
the back of the Microcap. Grease was applied to the rims of the wells and the wells
sealed airtight with a glass cover slip. The trays were left to incubate for different

lengths of time at 18°C or 4°C.

Latrunculin A was obtained courtesy of Dr. K. Ayscough (Dept. of Biochemistry,

University of Dundee, Dundee, U.K.) and a 50mM latA stock solution was prepared
with DMSO. Cytochalasin D was obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. and a 40mM

stock solution prepared with DMSO.

Soaking buffer: lOmM DTT

150mM NaCl

O.lmM ATP

0.2mM EGTA

O.lmM MgCl2
ImM NaN3

50mM MES pH6.6
10% (w/v) PEG 6000

25%(v/v) glycerol

5-30%(v/v) ethanol

10%(v/v) DMSO

4mM cytochalasin D or 5mM latrunculin A

To avoid damaging the crystal due to the transfer into a different buffer, protein

crystals were transferred first into soaking buffers with 5%(v/v) ethanol, then 10%,

20%, and finally 30% at 4°C.
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Stability of the protein crystals in soaking buffers with and without ligand and at

varying ethanol concentrations was tested by observing the behaviour of the crystals
in the soaking buffer and obtaining X-ray diffraction patterns with the departmental
X-ray generator.

2.2 X-ray diffraction data collection

2.2.1 Preparation for X-ray data collection at room temperature

Figure 2.1: Crystal setup in glass capillary for X-ray exposure.

These techniques have been published by (McRee 1993). A protein crystal was
sucked into an X-ray penetrable glass capillar}/ of 0.5 to 1.5mm diameter depending
on the crystal size. Buffer around the crystal was removed with a very fine glass

capillary until the crystal was surrounded by a minimal amount of liquid clinging to

only one side of the capillary. A small amount of buffer was injected into the

capillary from both ends keeping the liquid away from the crystal in the middle of the

capillary. The ends were sealed with wax using a strip of wet filter paper to protect
the crystal and buffer from the heat of the wax when first applied (Figure 2.1).

One end of the capillary was attached to the free end of a goniometer head with a

piece of plasticene and the goniometer head attached to a mounting arm rotatable
around its long axis perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam.
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2.2.2 Preparation for X-ray data collection at 100K

The cryo-protectant used during this work was glycerol. Glycerol concentrations of
20-25%(v/v) were sufficient to prevent icing of buffers when flash-frozen. Protein

crystals were first flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen contained in a small dewar.
Immersed in liquid nitrogen the crystal was taken to the mounting device in front of
the detector and mounted on the goniometer head keeping the crystal in a stream of

gaseous nitrogen cooled to 100K by the Cryostream cooler 600 (Oxford

Cryosystems).

To flash-freeze a crystal, a Micro-Bridge® (Oxford Crystal Microsystems) was

placed in a well of a Linbro® culture tray. Into the cavity of the Micro-Bridge® 20)0.1
of buffer containing 20-25%(v/v) glycerol were placed. A protein crystal was quickly
transferred into the buffer using a Cryoloop (Hampton Research) mounted as

described in 2.1.11. An open cryo-vial from the Microcaps set from Hampton
Research was wedged onto a metal cane in a way that the opening of the vial was

easily accessible. The vial was then immersed in liquid N2 in a small dewar. After

having been incubated in the cryoprotected buffer for approximately 10s, the crystal
was fished out of the Micro-Bridge® and the Microcap quickly screwed onto the vial
filled with liquid nitrogen, thereby flash-freezing the crystal. The closed cryo-vial

(Figure 2.2), containing the Cryoloop and the frozen crystal immersed in liquid

nitrogen, was kept immersed in liquid nitrogen in the dewar until the dewar was

brought close to the crystal mounting device of the detector system.

With an equivalent Cryoloop and Microcap the goniometer head on the mounting
device was adjusted to hold the loop in the right position for the X-ray beam and the

cryo-stream. The closed cryo-vial was removed from the metal cane and the metal

disk of the Microcap brought into contact with the magnet on the goniometer head.
The cryo-vial was screwed off the Microcap under the continuous stream of gaseous

nitrogen cooled to 100K.
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Figure 2.2: Storage of flash frozen crystal in cryo-vial.

2.2.3 Recording X-ray diffraction data

2.2.3.1 X-ray sources and detectors

An overview can be found in "Crystal structure analysis for chemists and biologists"

by J.P. Glusker et al., published by VCH Publishers Inc. 1994, and in Methods of

Enzymology volume 276 (1997).
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a) Rotating anode generator

X-rays for diffraction analysis are typically produced either by a generator

bombarding an anode with electrons from the cathode or by a synchrotron.

The rotating anode generator is a widely used example of the first type of X-ray
source. When in an evacuated chamber electrons travelling at high speeds from the

cathode hit the outer edge of an fast rotating anode, a continuum of radiation (white

radiation) is emitted due to collison of the electrons with the target. Anodes are made
of metal and an incoming electron can ionise metal atoms of the anode by smashing

through the outer electron shell and expelling an inner shell electron. When an

electron from the outer shell moves to the inner shell to fill the gap, a "characteristic"
radiation is emitted, depending on the initial and the final energy state of the electron.
This radiation is anode material specific and presents itself as a few intense peaks in
the emission spectrum at the wavelengths equivalent to the energy state difference
between which the electron moved. To obtain a monochromatic beam all

wavelengths save one of the characteristic wavelengths are removed by one or more

monochromator crystals and the beam is focused by mirrors. If a copper anode is

used, the wavelength usually chosen is the copper K-a radiation at 1.54A.

b) Synchrotron radiation

For X-ray diffraction experiments synchrotron radiation is far superior to the
radiation generated by a rotating anode generator. Synchrotron radiation is far more

intense, has a high degree of polarisation, and a wide range of wavelengths can be
selected. It is emitted when very high-energy electrons travelling in an electron

storage ring are accelerated. X-rays are emitted tangentially to the ring as nanosecond

pulses with very high intensity and a continuous spectral distribution. The desired

wavelength can be selected with similar tools as for the rotating anode radiation.
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c) Image plate area detector

The X-ray storage-phosphor imaging plate (IP) detector is a flexible plastic plate with
a uniform coating of clusters of tiny crystals (~5|_tm) of a photo-stimulable phosphor
mixed with an organic binder. The photo-stimulable phosphor is capable of storing a

fraction of the absorbed X-ray energy. When later stimulated by visible light

(X=633nm) it emits photostimulated luminescence (PTL) at approximately 390nm

with an intensity proportional to the absorbed X-ray intensity. The PTL is collected
with a conventional high quantum efficiency photomultiplier tube, amplified and
converted to a digital image which can be processed by a computer. The residual

image on the IP is then erased by irradiation with visible light to allow repeated use.

d) Charge-coupled device (CCD) based area detectors

CCDs make use of the photoelectric effect caused by X-rays hitting a semi-conductor
surface and are composed of arrays of electrodes called gates . Three gates arranged
in a column compose a pixel. The middle gate is biased at a positive potential to
attract and accumulate electrons freed during X-ray exposure. The other two gates are

biased at a negative potential to prevent charge movement across to other pixel rows.
Columns of pixels are electrically isolated from each other by a narrow channel-stop

strip. In addition to photo-electrons, free electrons are also generated spontanuously
in the CCD due to the thermal energy distribution of the electrons. This accumulated
"thermal" charge is called the dark image, which is considered to be constant and is

subtracted from the total charge accumulated during the X-ray exposure.

After the X-ray exposure is completed, charges created are quantitatively registered

by electronic micro-chips and converted to a digital computer file. Read-out of data
and reinitialising for the next exposure is faster than for the IP plate detector. The

physical size of CCDs is limited (typically 20x20mm). To construct CCD area
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detectors of sufficient size, a tapered fibre-optic system has to be placed in front of
the CCD surface to demagnify the optical image. Again it is not practical to do this in
a single stage, if the required area is of the order of 10,000mm2 or greater. A tiled
mosaic of 2x2 or 3x3 fibre-optic CCD elements is usually used for detectors in

protein X-ray crystallography.

2.2.3.2 Collecting X-ray diffraction data

X-ray diffraction data were generated either with the rotating copper anode X-ray

generator FR571 (Enraf Nonius) of the Department of Biochemistry (The University
of Edinburgh) or with the X-ray beam provided by the synchrotron generated

radiation at the SRS Daresbury (UK) or DESY Hamburg (D).

These data were generally recorded on a MAR image plate (radius: 150mm, pixel
size: 150x150]lm), but on two occasions data were recorded with a temporarily

installed CCD detector (2x2 CCD tiles, total detection area: 188x188mm, pixel size:

jim) at the SRS Daresbury. X-ray diffraction patterns were stored as digital files on

computer disk containing the information on each image pixel position and intensity.
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Individual X-ray exposures lasted between 30minutes (home source) to 5minutes

(SRS Daresbury). Crystals were rotated by 0.5° to 1.0° around the <j)-axis (axis along
the length of the mounting arm perpendicular to the incident X-ray beam) during this
exposure. Rotation angle depended on how close and how long a crystallographic
axis was parallel to the incident X-ray beam.

Initial exposures, 90° apart in <\>, were taken to determine the unit cell and the crystal
orientation using MOSFLM to evaluate the diffraction data images. Data collection
was then initiated at a crystal orientation with a major zone close to the centre of the

detector, i.e. a crystallographic axis was almost parallel to the X-ray beam. With
MOSFLM an estimation of the rotation range necessary for maximum completeness
was calculated and the data collection was planned accordingly. This procedure

proved particularly useful if the total rotation range obtainable due to time
constrictions was less than 90°. This is the totai rotation range for maximum data

completeness if the spacegroup of the crystal is P212121, as was the case for all

crystals examined during this work.

2.2.4 Evaluation of X-ray diffraction data

The images of the rotation diffraction patterns were used to refine unit cell and

crystal orientation parameters with MOSFLM which was also employed to integrate
intensities and correct for background intensity, crystal decay, absorption effects, and
Lorentz and polarisation factors. Using the program SCALA multiple observations of
reflections were scaled together, and multiple observations merged into an average

intensity and the standard deviations calculated. Intensities (I) were converted to
structure factor amplitudes (IFhkiD using the CCP4 program TRUNCATE. The

amplitudes were put on an absolute scale using the scale factor taken from a Wilson

plot. A best estimate of the structure factor amplitudes from I, sd(I), and the
distribution of intensities in resolution shells was calculated with TRUNCATE. A
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single file was obtained containing h,k,l and the respective structure factor
amplitudes with respective standard deviations .

2.3 Computer software used

2.3.1 Programs of the CCP4 suite

(Collaborative Computational Project, Number 4 1994)

ACT analyse co-ordinates
ARP/wARP automated refinement procedure for refining protein

structures and identifying density from water molecules
BAVERAGE averages B-factors over main and side chain atoms

COMPAR comparison of co-ordinates
CONTACT computes various types of contacts in protein structures

DISTANG distances and angles calculation
FFT fast Fourier transform

FREERFLAG tags each reflection in an MTZ file with a flag for cross-
validation

IPDISP displays images from a variety of (crystallographic) sources

LSQKAB apply various transformations to co-ordinate files

MAKEDICT converts PDB file to TNT or PROTIN dictionaries and

PROTIN to PDB

MAPMASK map/mask extend program

MATTHEWS_COEF ..calculate Matthews coefficient

MTZ2VARIOUS produces reflection file for MULTAN, SHELX, TNT, X-

PLOR/CNS, CDF or other ASCII format

MTZDUMP dump data from an MTZ reflection data file
MTZUTILS reflection data files utility program
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PDBSET various useful manipulations on co-ordinate files
PEAKMAX search for peaks in the electron density map
POLARRFN fast rotation function which works in polar angles
PROCHECK programs to check the Stereochemical Quality of Protein

Structures

PROTIN prepare restraints file for REFMAC
REBATCH alter batch numbers in an unmerged MTZ file
REFMAC This macromolecular refinement program was used for

structure refinement against the observed data by maximum
likelihood (Pannu et al. 1996, Bricogne et al. 1996,
Murshudov et al. 1997). Using this method the model was
refined by maximising the likelihood of making the

experimental observations with the given model. In practice
the negative logarithm of the likelihood function, called

LLKh, was minimised.

2\F\D\F\\F/+D2\Ff , / ^2— £ log/.
2<7e+X "l2(Te+X

+ log(2a\ +^ ) for acentric reflections
v e J-t J

LLK, \F/+D2\FC\2 , J\F\D\FCA
= 1 2 v log cosh ° „2<U+X +X

+ ~l0g(°'c +I ) for centric reflections

X = 8 ( Xc(l - D2) + Xq )

Xc sum of the squared atomic scattering factors of

all atoms used in the present model.

Xq sum of the squared atomic scattering factors of

all atoms not included in the present model.

8 multiplicity of the scattering plane

D = < cos(Ar*s) >

Ar average co-ordinate error

s vector of position of reciprocal space point Isl =
= 2sin(0/^.)

F0 observed structure factor
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Fc calculated structure factor

<je experimental uncertainties of structure factor

amplitudes.

RSTATS

TRUNCATE

SCALA

XLOGGRAPH

SURFACE

UNIQUEIFY

SIGMAA

SORTMTZ

SCALEIT

SFALL

scale together two sets of F's
scale together multiple observations of reflections
derivative to native scaling

structure factor calculation and X-ray refinement using
forward and reverse FFT

improved Fourier coefficients using calculated phases
sort a MTZ reflection data file

surface accessibility program and for preparing input file to

program volume
obtain structure factor amplitudes using Truncate procedure

generate a unique list of reflections
viewer of specially formatted Tog' files

XPLOT84DRIVER viewer for Plot84 meta files

2.3.2 Other programs used

LSQMAN (Kleywegt 1996) for superimposing and analysing of multiple models
and/or molecules

MAPMAN .... (Kleywegt and Jones 1996) for manipulating of electron density maps

MOSFLM (Leslie 1990) for determining the crystal orientation, cell parameters,
and space group, generating the reflection lists and integrating the

images.
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o (Jones et al. 1991) graphical display program for model building and

displaying macromolecules, small molecules, atoms, and electron

density maps

Oplot Program of the O software package to convert a set of commands in O
graphic descriptor language into postscript commands.

SHELX (Sheldrick and Schneider 1997) The programs of the SHELX package
used for structure refinement were SHELXPRO, SHELXL, and

SHELXWAT.

SHELXPRO was used to create instruction files for SHELXL and

SHELXWAT, to create electron density maps, and convert SHELX

output files into other formats.
SHELXL was the program employed to refine a model against the
observed data by the conjugated gradient minimisation published by
Hendrickson and Konnert (1980). The general term minimised was:

D= Ehkl ( whkl[ IF0hkll2 - IFchkll2 )2 )

Whid weight for the reflection at (h,k,l)

IF0hkll2 ... square of the observed structure factor (= intensity) at
hkl

IFchkll2.... square of the calculated structure factor at hkl
Structure factors (Fc) of the model were calculated by conventional
structure factor summation and only isotropic B-factors were refined.
Cross-validation (Briinger 1992) was performed with 5% of the data.
SHELXWAT is a program which uses SHELXL to identify positive

peaks in the difference electron density as possible water oxygen

atoms, adding them to the structure and refining the extended model.

Usually several consecutive cycles of peak searching and refinement
are carried out.
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SNAPSHOT.. UNIX utility program to convert part of the screen display into an

RGB image file.

SSS_ALIGN . (Sturrock 1997) for comparisons of protein residue sequences

X-PLOR The program, first published by Briinger et al. (1987), was used for
molecular replacement to determine the protein crystal structure by

combining empirical, geometric and effective energy terms describing
the experimental data. The combined energy function was minimised

by gradient descents, simulated annealing, or conformational search

procedures. 5% of the data were used for free R-factor cross-validation

(Briinger 1992).

The rotation function search was performed by maximising the
function: RF = < Pobs * Pmodci(Q) >

Pobs Patterson vectors calculated from the observed data

Pmodei Patterson vectors calculated from the model structure at

orientation Q

The model orientations with highest solutions for RF were used for a
Patterson correlation refinement by minimising the function:

Etotai (Q,Gj,ti) = ( 1 - PC(G,Gi,ti)) where

PC(Q,Qi,ti) = < IEobsl2IEm(Q,TJi,ti)l2 - < IEobsl2> < IEm(£2,Qi,tj)l2 > > *

* (< iEobsi4 - <iEobsi2>2 > < iEm(n,Qi,ti)i4 - <iEm(n,Qi,ti)i2>2 > ym
Q. overall orientation

Qi individual orientations

tj individual translations

Eobs normalised observed structure factors

Em(£2,£2j,ti).. normalised structure factors of the search model

placed in a triclinic unit cell identical in geometry

to that of the crystal
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The angle brackets denote an averaging over the set of
observed reflections expanded to spacegroup PL

In the translation function search the function minimised was the
correlation function of E0bS(hkl) and Ec(hkl):

T = < Eobs(hkl)2 * Ec(hkl)2 - < Eobs(hkl)2 > < Ec(hkl)2 > > *

* ( < E0bs(hkl)2 - < E0bs(hkl)2 >2 > < Ec(hkl)2 - < Ec(hkl)2 >2 > )'m
E0bS...normalised observed structure factors

Ec normalised structure factor calculated with the model

The normalised structure factors E(hkl) are computed from the

structure factors F(hkl) by averaging F(hkl) in equal reciprocal
volume shells within the specified resolution limits.

Angle brackets denote a weighted averaging over all selected
Miller indices.

During rigid body refinement the six rotational and translational

degrees of freedom for each specified group of atoms of the model
were minimised, i.e. the groups of atoms are treated as rigid bodies.
The rotational parameters were the three Eulerian angles for a rotation
around the geometric centre of the rigid group and the three
translational parameters were x,y,z. The function minimised was:

Exref- = Wa/Na * £( whld[IFobs(hkl)l2-IFc(hkl)l2])
WA overall weight

Na normalisation factor

Whki individual weights for the reflections

Fobs(hkl).... observed structure factors

Fc(hkl) calculated structure factors

Positional refinement was carried out by conjugate gradient
minimisation (Powell 1977) of :
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Etotal — E( WbondEbond "t" WangleEangle "t" WjmpjEjmpr + WvdwEvDW "t"

+ WdiheEdihe + WpwovEpwDV ) + ExREF

w weight for individual pairs of atoms

Ebond covalent bond energy

Eangie bond angle energy
Edihe dihedral angle energy

Eimpr improper dihedral angle energy

Evdw intramolecular van der Waals energy

Epwdv ...symmetry-related van der Waals energy

During isotropic B-factor refinement the refined function was Exref-

Anisotropic B-factor refinement was not attempted.

The simulated annealing process used is described by Briinger et al.

(1990). The T coupling method was used to enforce temperature

control during the molecular dynamics simulation to solve for q(t) in:

mj32ri / 8t2 = - V.Etotai - miYiDiC 1 - T/Tcurr) with

Etotal = E( WbondEbond WangleEangle + WjmprEimpr "t" WvdwEvDW "t"

+ WdiheEdihe + WpwDvEpwDV ) + EXREF

m; mass of atom i

r; co-ordinates of atom i

t time

Epot potential energy

Yi friction coefficient of atom i

Di velocity of atom i

T target temperature

Tcurr current temperature

The temperature at the start was set to 3000K and sequentially

dropped by 25K after calculating co-ordinates by molecular dynamics
simulation. The final temperature was set to 300K followed by
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conjugate gradient minimisation (Powell 1977) of the co-ordinates of
the model.

XV Image display and modifying program used under UNIX X-
WINDOWS. Copyright held by John Bradley (1994).
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3. Structural studies of a- and B-actin : eelsolin segment 1

3.1 Introduction

The structure of actin has previously been determined in complex with three different
actin binding proteins (Table 3.1).

The orientation of the major domains of actin (see chapter 1) opens up by almost 10°
when P-actin changes from the tight to the open state. The orientation in the a-actin

structures is in between the two for P-actin and differs by 5° when comparing tight-

state P-actin to both a-actin structures. This shows that the actin structure has scope

for flexibility, and can adopt different conformations when bound to different

proteins and crystallised under different conditions. Segment 1 of gelsolin (Gl) binds
close to the profilin binding site on actin, between subdomains 1 and 3 (see chapter

1). DNasel binds opposite the Gl binding site on top of subdomain 2 and contacting
subdomain 4 (see chapter 1). A detailed summary and analysis of conformational

changes between those actin complexes was published by Page et al. (1998).

If the conformational difference between a-actin and P-actin (tight state) is not due to

the sequence difference between a- and P-isoform (see chapter 1), then this

conformational difference is forced on actin by either the crystallisation conditions,
the associated protein (profilin, DNasel, or Gl), or a mixture of influences. Gelsolin

2+
segment 1 has a very high affinity (Kd~ 4.5pM in the presence of Ca ) for actin and
on binding inhibits the exchange of the nucleotide bound to actin (Bryan 1988). This

is most likely due to the narrowing of the nucleotide binding cleft between the major

domains, which would conceivably impede the dissociation of the bound nucleotide.

a-actin : gelsolin segment 1
P-actin (tight state) : profilin
P-actin (open state): profilin

a-actin :DNasel Kabsch et al. 1990

McLaughlin et al. 1993
Schutt et al. 1993
Chik et al. 1996

Table 3.1
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In order to investigate the influence of G1 binding on the conformation of both actin
isoforms, the structure of (3-actin:GlC needed to be determined and possible
differences between the structures examined. We decided to determine both

structures at 100K, because X-ray diffraction of protein crystals at 100K yields better

quality diffraction to higher resolution than at room temperature and at the same time

considerably reduces the adverse effects of radiation damage (Hope 1990, Rodgers

1997). The previous structure of a-actin:Gl had been determined at room

temperature to 2.5A. Only 52 water oxygen atoms had been located and the co¬

ordination sphere of the Ca2+ ions was incomplete. Several loops were located in

regions of weak electron density, particularly the loop in subdomain 2 which makes
the majority of contacts between DNasel and actin.

Determination of the structure of (3-actin:GlC at 100K and comparing it to the

structure of a-actin:GlC also determined at 100K should give a more detailed picture

of the actin complex with G1 and enable comparisons without having to allow for
conformational differences due to data collection at 100K instead of room

temperature. Also it was hoped that diffraction data at 100K would help localising
mobile regions in the structure.

The 100K structure of a-actin:GlC was obtained in the course of trials to determine

the structure of a-actin:Gl with bound ADP instead of ATP. The structure resulting
from those trials retained the ATP and could serendipitously be used for the

comparison with (3-actin:Gl
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3.2 The structure of oc-actin:GlC at 100K

3.2.1 Complex formation and crystallisation

The purification and crystallisation procedures used are described in detail in chapter
2. These procedures had been used for unsuccessful trials for obtaining a-actin:GlC

crystals containing ADP instead of ATP bound to actin. The structure obtained from
those crystals at 100K was of ATP-a-actin and was used for comparisons with ATP-

(3-actin also determined at 100K.

3.2.1.1 Preparing a-actinfrom rabbit muscle acetone powder

Rabbit muscle tissue was ground through a hand mincer, washed, and an acetone

powder prepared. The yield from roughly 1kg of muscle tissue was 43g of dry
acetone powder. Actin was extracted from acetone powder with low ionic strength
buffer (G-buffer), filtered, and purified by cycles of polymerisation and

depolymerisation followed by gel-filtration over an S200 column. The actin yield
over 5 extractions was 1.5±0.4% (w/w) of the acetone powder.

3.2.1.2 Expression and purification ofN57C gelsolin segment 1 (G1C):

21Ca competent E.coli of strain BL21(DE3) were transformed with a plasmid

encoding genes for an isopropyl-P-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) activated

promotor, for ampicillin resistance, and for G1C (residues 25-149 of human plasma

gelsolin, point mutation N57C, Mr = 14048).

G1C differs from native gelsolin segment 1 at residue 57, where Asn 57 had been

replaced with Cys. The mutation had been introduced with the aim of facilitating the
formation of heavy metal derivatives of the crystals. These derivatives had not been
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made because the a-actin model from the complex with DNasel (Kabsch et al. 1990)

could be used to solve the structure of a-actin :G1. Incidentally a-actin:GlC crystals

grew to larger sizes than a-actin:Gl(native) crystals (McLaughlin et al. 1993).

Subsequently G1C was used for crystallisation with actin.

Cells were grown, lysed and G1C extracted by binding to a DEAE-anion exchange
column. G1C was further purified by gel filtration over a Sephacryl S200 column

(see chapter 2). Between 9mg and 40mg of protein were recovered per initial litre of
E.coli culture.

3.2.1.3 Formation of the complex:

0.7

0.6

0.5

E* 0.4

i
g- 0.3

0.2

0.1

nu

20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55

fractions (5ml each)

Figure 3.1: Plot of absorbance at 290nm versus
fraction number of a-actin:G1C S200 column run.

ATP-G-buffer was used as blank during the
measurement.

For purposes of converting ATP-actin to ADP-actin (see chapter 2), actin was

extracted from rabbit muscle acetone powder and incubated with Dowex-1 beads,

ADP, glucose, and hexokinase immobilised on agarose beads. After removal of the
beads G1C was immediately added and the complex gel-filtered over a S200 column
in the presence of ADP and without any ATP (Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2).

Approximately 12% of the maximum theoretical recovery for a-actin:GlC was pure

enough for crystallisation trials.
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Figure 3.2: SDS-PAGE of samples after S200 gel-
filtration of a-actin:G1C complex (Figure 3.1).
Numbers indicate the fraction from which the

sample was taken. M indicates wide range
molecular weight marker, Load is a sample from
before the column run. Complexed protein in
fractions 37-41 was used for crystallisation.
Fractions 43-52 contained uncomplexed G1C.

3.2.1.4 Crystallisation:

The hanging drop crystallisation procedure is described in chapter 2. The

crystallisation buffer contained O.lmM ADP, 0.15M NaCl, O.lmM CaCl2, O.lmM

MgCl2, ImM NaN3, lOmM DTT, 50mM MES pH6.6 and 5-9% (w/v) polyethylene

glycol 6000.

Crystals of similar size and shape as ATP-a-actin:GlC resulted from crystallisation

trials (Figure 3.3). These plate-shaped clear crystals varied in size with the largest

growing to 1 x 0.25 x 0.03 mm (estimated according to the microscope reference

grid). Most crystals had satellite crystals growing on them or were obviously

twinned. The influence of (3-octyl glucoside (McPherson et al. 1986) to 0.75% (w/v)

and glycerol to 2% (v/v) in the crystallisation buffer was also studied. No substantial

increase in crystal size could be seen, but at 0.5 and 0.75% (w/v) P-octyl glucoside,
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crystal size decreased markedly. Single crystals or fragments with dimensions of at
least 0.25 x 0.1 x 0.05 mm were used for X-ray diffraction analysis.

Figure 3.3: Actin : gelsolin segment 1 (N57C) crystals

3.2.2 X-ray diffraction analysis

CrvstalloaraDhic and refinement data
Temperature: 100K

Spacegroup: P212121
Refined Cell Dimensions: a = 57.33 A

b = 70.88 A
c = 183.58 A
a=|3=y=90.00o

Resolution range: 2.3 - 15.4A
Completeness of data: 89.1%
Mean multiplicity: 3.3

Unique reflections: 28998

Rsvm- 0.092

<I>/ct(I) (2.33-2.46A) 3.0

<I>/ct(I) (all data) 5.7

Table 3.2
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The plate-shaped clear crystals (Figure 3.3), obtained as described above, were stable
in a crystallisation buffer containing additional 20% (v/v) of glycerol. This solution
was used to incubate the crystals before flash-freezing in the nitrogen cryo-stream to

achieve a vitreous frozen state of the drop containing the crystal (see chapter 2).

A dataset was collected at DESY Hamburg on beamline XI1 using a wavelength of
0.911A (Table 3.2). The data were autoindexed and processed using MOSFLM (see

chapter 2).

3.2.3 Molecular replacement

The co-ordinates of a-actin:GlC solved at room temperature were used as the

starting model. Rigid body refinement against the data (4.0 - 8.0A) was performed
with XPLOR (see chapter 2). Positional and grouped B-factor refinement with
XPLOR was alternated with displaying the model with O (see chapter 2) and

comparing it to "ordinary" OMIT maps (Hodel et al. 1992) calculated with XPLOR.
These were sigmaA-weighted 2Fo-Fc maps, which were calculated omitting a region
of 30 residues (6% of total residues in model) plus any atoms closer than 5A to any

of the atoms of the selected 30 residues. Only the region omitted for map calculation
was compared to its OMIT map. Step by step the chains of a-actin and G1C were

compared against the respective OMIT maps. The position of residue side chains was

altered when it did not fit the electron density of the OMIT map. After several cycles
of refinement the R-factor decreased from an initial 0.414 to 0.316 and Rfree (for 5%

of the data) from 0.406 to 0.379.

For practical reasons water peak identification and addition of water oxygens to the
model was performed with SHELX (see chapter 2). Also electron density maps

calculated after refinement with SHELX provided better quality electron density

maps than with XPLOR. Water oxygen atoms were added in the position of the
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highest positive peaks in sigmaA-weighted Fo-Fc maps selecting for peaks which
o o

had a height ofmore than 1.5 x a and were at a distance between 2.2A and 4.OA
from any protein oxygen or nitrogen, or peaks with greater difference electron

density.

In between cycles of refinement and water addition with SHELX the model was

compared to sigmaA-weighted 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc maps. The free R-factor (5% of the

data) dropped from 0.300 to 0.248 and refinement was continued until Rcryst

converged to 0.174 and any further refinement caused R-free to increase.

To test the validity of the refined model a simulated-annealed (SA) OMIT map

(Hodel et al. 1992) was calculated with XPLOR omitting the ATP, residues 200 to

207 of actin, and Lysl 15 of G1C. The omitted protein residues were chosen because
of their high RMS distances (Figure 3.4) to the starting model after least-squares

fitting the main chains of the two complexes over each other with LSQMAN (see

chapter 2) and calculating RMS distances with the CCP4 program COMPAR (see

chapter 2).

Comparing SA-OMIT maps (Figure 3.5, Figure 3.6, Figure 3.7) with the refined

model confirms the presence of the y-phosphate of ATP and the altered conformation

of actin loop 200 to 207. In the case of Lysl 15 of G1C a sigmaA-weighted Fo-Fc

map calculated after the initial rigid body refinement and the SA-OMIT Fo-Fc map
calculated starting with the refined structure indicate the change in side chain
conformation. The decrease of the average B-factor for Lysl 15 from 60A2 in the

room temperature model to 31A2 in the 100K model could suggest this to be the
more stable side chain conformation, since this decrease is 2.7 times higher than the

average B-factor decrease for the protein complex.
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(b)
Figure 3.4: RMS distances between a-actin and G1C of the room
temperature and the 100K model. RMS distances calculated for main chain
atoms only are shown with a solid line. RMS distances calculated for side
chains are shown with a dashed line, (b) RMS distances between a-actin at
100K and RT. The plot was generated using XMgr, SNAPSHOT, and XV.
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Figure 3.5: ATP omitted in the calculation of SA-OMIT Fo-Fc map.
The ATP can be seen in the middle of the picture. The gamma-
phosphate is labelled "PG" and the calcium ion "Ca++". The SA-
OMIT Fo-Fc map was drawn at a contouring level of 2.2xa. The
picture was generated using Oplot.

Figure 3.6: The loop region from Phe200 to Glu207 omitted in the
calculation of SA-OMIT Fo-Fc map. The map is contoured to
1.5xa. The pictures were generated using Oplot.
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Figure 3.7: Simulated annealing Fo-Fc map contoured at
1,5xc of the refined structure after omitting Lys115
(G1C) and any residues with an atom at a distance of 5A
or less to any atom of Lys115. Black residues are from
the refined structure and Lys115 of G1C (at RT) is
shown in grey. The picture was generated using Oplot.

Results of refinement:
Atoms in asymmetric unit: 2856 atoms of a-actin

995 atoms of gelsolin segment 1
31 atoms of ATP
3 calcium ions

611 water oxygen atoms
4496 non-hydrogen atoms

Omitted residues in very weak electron density areas: 1-5 and 40-50 of a-actin
Average B-factors: 33.9 A2...all atoms

30.3 A2...all main chain atoms
34.5 A2...all side chain atoms

33.6 A2...a-actin
30.3 A2...gelsolin segment 1
23.0 A2..-ATP
25.3 A2...calcium ions
43.8 A2...solvent

deviation from mean B-factor: 10.5 A2 for main chain atoms
15.9 A2 for side chain atoms

deviations from small molecule data:
Bonds (1-2 neighbours): 0.007A
Angles (1-3 neighbours): 1.54°

deviation from planarity:
4.6° for Torsion angle of peptide bonds
0.00118 A for planar side chains

Rcryst- 0.174 for all data to 2.3A
Table 3.3

RMS

RMS

RMS



Analysis of the refined model is shown in Table 3.3 and the Ramachandran plot
shown as Figure 3.8 with appropriate statistics in Table 3.4. Actin residues 232 and
233 are highlighted in the Ramachandran plot as "generously" allowed. These two
residues are located at the solvent-exposed C-terminal end of a short a-helix at the

side of sub-domain 4 of actin. The electron density is rather weak in this area, which
is reflected by the average B-factors of Ser232 and Ser233, 88.5A2 and 80.3A2
respectively. Since the electron density maps did not suggest a better conformation,
the residues were left in their refined positions.

180-

Ramachandran Plot
alpha-actin:G!C at 100K

135-

90

45

<L>
<d
H
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£ 0
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Figure 3.8: Ramachandran plot of a-actin:G1C (100K). Picture generated with
PROCHECK. Glycines are represented with black triangles, all other residues with
black squares.
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Ramachandran plot statistics:
Residues in most favoured regions (dark grey) 387 92.8%
Residues in additional allowed regions (grey) 28 6.7%
Residues in generously allowed regions (light grey) 2 0.5%
Residues in disallowed regions 0 0.0%
Number of non-glycine and non-proline residues 417 100.0%

Number of end-residues (excl. Gly, Pro, incl. ATP, Cs?+) 10
Number of glycine residues 39
Number of proline residues 23
Total number of residues 489

Table 3.4

3.2.4 Comparison of g-actin:GlC structures at room temperature and at 100K

In the a-actin:GlC structures at both temperatures the residues 40 to 49 of could not

be located reliably in electron density maps. In the room temperature model of the

complex the first two residues of G1C had not been located but in the 100K model

sufficient electron density was visible to locate them.

Figure 3.9: LSQ fitted C-a traces of a-actin:G1C at
room temperature (grey) and 100K (black). The picture
was generated using Oplot.
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Small conformational changes distinguish the structures of the two complexes

(Figure 3.9). which is reflected in the low RMS distance of the main chains (0.54 A)
calculated with LSQMAN.

The average B-factor over all atoms of G1C and a-actin measured at room

temperature was 44.6 A2. This value dropped for the complex X-rayed at 100K to

33.9 A2. The average B-factor for G1C residues decreased by 7.lA2, less than for a-
actin residues where the average B-factor decreased by 12.6A2. As can be seen in

Figure 3.10 the distribution of B-factors over the residues is very similar in both
structures with values for the 100K structure being generally lower.

A larger decrease in B-factors can be observed with several loop regions at the
surface of the proteins but without significant conformational change of the main
chain. The residues involved of G1C are 32-39, 66-68, 99-104, and 112-125, and of

actin 186-193 (subdomain 4), 219-225 (subdomain 4), and 306-329 (subdomain 3).

The higher degree of order in those regions is presumably a general effect of cooling
the crystal to 100K.

In G1C the only region with decreased temperature factors accompanied with

significant conformational change is located around Lysl 15. The side chain moved to

avoid contact with the side chain of Lysl 13 of a symmetry related actin.

As indicated in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.9 the largest conformational change of the
actin main chain occurred in a loop at the top of actin subdomain 4 involving
residues 200 to 207. For this actin loop region the averaged B-factor dropped by
31.2A2 (sd = 8.6A2). This change in conformation and localisation could be

explained by the lower temperature used during data collection which caused a

stabilisation of this mobile surface loop.
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(b)
Figure 3.10: Plot of average B-factors versus residues. Solid lines show values for
the 100K model, dashed lines for the room temperature model. The pictures were
generated using XMgr, SNAPSHOT, and XV.(a) Comparison of G1C at 100K and
at room temperature, (b) Comparison of a-actin at 100K and at room temperature.
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In the model for a-actin:GlC at room temperature 52 water oxygens had been

localised. At 100K the order of the crystal increased sufficiently to localise 611 water

oxygens. Of the water molecules found in addition to the RT water molecules one is
co-ordinated to Ca2+ in the ATP binding site of actin, three to the intermolecular Ca2+
between actin and G1C, and one to the G1C intramolecular Ca2+. All Ca2+ ions are

therefore sevenfold co-ordinated in the form of a pentagonal bipyramid. Apart from
the additional water oxygens no difference was observed in calcium co-ordination
between the model at room temperature and at 100K.

3.3 The structure of B-actin : gelsolin segment 1

3.3.1 Complex formation and crystallisation

3.3.1.1 Preparing [5-actin from platelet acetone powder:

The purification and crystallisation procedures used are described in detail in chapter
2. Human blood platelets were obtained from the Blood Transfusion Unit of the

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary and from Dr. Steve Winder (ICMB). After several

washing steps 1.51 of platelets suspended in blood plasma yielded approximately

10ml packed platelets and resulted in roughly lg of acetone powder. P-Actin was

extracted from the acetone powder with a low salt (G) buffer and purified by several

cycles of polymerisation, depolymerisation, and gel-filtration. For each gram of

platelet acetone powder (70ml packed platelets) 0.6mg platelet actin were recovered.
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3.3.1.2 Formation of the complex:

The N57C mutant of gelsolin segment 1 (G1C) was expressed and purified as

described in 3.2.1.2. (3-Actin extracted from platelet acetone powder was mixed with

G1C in a ratio of 1:1 and the complex purified by gel-filtration over Sephacryl S200.

Approximately 60% of the theoretical recovery for the complex was obtained pure

enough to be used for crystallisation.

3.3.1.3 Crystallisation:

Crystals were obtained in hanging drops as described in chapter 2. The crystallisation
buffer contained O.lmM ATP, 150mM NaCl, O.lmM CaCl2, O.lmM MgCl2, ImM

NaN3, lOmM DTT, 50mM MES pH6.0-pH7.3 and 3-12%(w/v) PEG 6000.

Crystal of similar size and shape as ATP-a-actin:GlC resulted from crystallisation

trials with 5-6% PEG at pH6.0 and 6-8% PEG at pH6.6 (Figure 3.3). These plate-

shaped clear crystals varied in size with the largest growing to 1 x 0.25 x 0.05 mm.

Most crystals had satellite crystals growing on them or were obviously twinned.
Smaller single crystals or fragments grown at pH6.6 were used for X-ray diffraction

analysis.

3.3.2 X-ray diffraction analysis

The crystals grown at pH6.6 and mounted in a glass capillary diffracted to 3A at the
home source at room temperature. The intensity of the diffraction spots measured on
a MAR image plate was poor. There was no change in diffraction quality after

immersing the crystal in crystallisation buffer which contained additional 25%(v/v)
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glycerol, flash-freezing in liquid nitrogen and X-raying at 100K. Data collection was

therefore deferred to synchrotron beam time.

A synchrotron dataset, 77% complete to 2.3A, for one crystal grown at pH6.6 was

collected at the DESY Hamburg beamline BW7A and at 100K using a wavelength of
0.995 A. Spacegroup and cell parameters obtained from autoindexing and processing

of the data matched with those of a-actin:GlC. After data collection the crystal was

retrieved and stored in liquid nitrogen. To complete this dataset, a second dataset of
the same crystal was collected at the SRS Daresbury on beamline PX7.2 using a

wavelength of 1.488 A (Table 3.5).

Crvstalloaraphic and refinement data of merged datasets

Temperature: 100K
Spacegroup: P2i2121
Refined Cell Dimensions: a = 57.36 A

b = 69.67 A
c = 182.18 A
oc = p = y= 90.0°

Resolution range: 2.3 - 32.3 A
Completeness of data: 99.3%
Multiplicity: 3.8
Unique reflections: 37659
Rsvm: 0.097
<I>/cr(I) (2.30-2.42A) 2.8
<l>/q(l) (all data) A9

Table 3.5

3.3.3 Molecular replacement

The co-ordinates of the a-actin:GlC complex solved at room temperature

(McLaughlin et al.,1993) were used as a starting model for the cross-rotation search.
The rotation search and the Patterson correlation of the highest 141 results of the
rotation search were performed with XPLOR. The orientation with the highest

rotation function value (11.2 x a) was close to the starting model. Orientations with

the highest Patterson correlation coefficient were either symmetry related or related
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by a rotation of up to 1 ° to the original orientation. A translation search with the
model rotated according to the highest result of the Patterson correlation was

performed with XPLOR. The position with the highest translation function value was

found to be very close to a symmetry related position of the a-actin:GlC complex,

bearing in mind that the unit cells of the two complexes are very similar.

XPLOR rigid body refinement of actin models (McLaughlin, Schutt, and Kabsch),

positioned according to the rotation-translation solution, converged in all cases from
an initial Rcryst of 0.48 to 0.40, with the Rfree (5% of the data) dropping from 0.48 to

0.45. SigmaA weighted 2Fo-Fc maps were calculated phasing on the rigid body

refined actin models. The strongest map was obtained when phasing on the rigid

body refined (a-)actin model from Kabsch. The map also followed large parts of the

main chain of a G1C model (Figure 3.11). The G1C model had been taken from the

a-actin:GlC complex (McLaughlin) after an LSQ fit of the actin main chain over the

actin main chain of the rigid body refined model. Electron density for parts of the
G1C chain was visible in a sigmaA-weighted 2Fo-Fc map. Calculation of a sigmaA-

weighted Fo-Fc map and examination of the highest 64 peaks (4.0xg cut-off) in the

difference map revealed 20 peaks to be in the area where G1C was expected to be

according to the LSQ fit described above. This was taken as proof that the position of
actin in the (3-actin:GlC structure was correct.

Because of the better electron density map quality and also to avoid introducing

unnecessary bias from the a-actin:GlC structure solved at room temperature, the

structure of a-actin from the complex with DNasel (Kabsch) was chosen for further

refinement against the observed diffraction data.

A new model structure was created by adding the co-ordinates of G1C (McLaughlin),

moved as described above for map examination, to the rigid body refined a-actin co¬

ordinates (Kabsch). This model structure was refined as a rigid body, followed by
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cycles of positional and grouped B-factor refinement until the Rcryst dropped to 0.35
and Rfree to 0.40.

Figure 3.11: Difference electron density for G1C. The picture shows a-
actin taken from the complex with DNasel (Kabsch et al.), superimposed
over the main chain of a-actin from the G1C room temperature complex
(McLaughlin et al.) and refined as a rigid body against the data for (3-
actin:G1C. The electron density from the sigmaA-weighted Fo-Fc map is
contoured at 1.5xa The picture was generated with Oplot.

To test the reliability of the refinement a residue side chain was chosen, which had
not been moved in respect to the starting model. Hisl61 of actin was moved out of its
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refined position followed by positional and grouped B-factor refinement. In the test

refined model XPLOR had moved the side chain half-way towards the originally
refined position. SigmaA-weighted electron density maps were calculated using the
test refined model. The 2Fo-Fc electron density map clearly showed density in the

originally refined position and the Fo-Fc map displayed a positive peak in the

original position and a negative peak over a part of the test refined His 161 side chain.
This was evidence that the maps were not over-biased by the chosen starting model.

Further positional and grouped B-factor refinement with XPLOR continued until the

RCryst reached 0.26 (Rfree for 5% of the data was 0.35). The model was compared to

sigmaA weighted "ordinary" OMIT maps (Hodel et al. 1992).

beta 2 DDDIAALWDNGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVGRPRHQGVMVGMGQKDSYVGDEAQSK
■ 1 ■ -III Mill- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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EDETTALVCDNGSGLVKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVGRPRHQGVMVGMGQKDSYVGDEAQSK 61

beta 62 RGILTLKYPIEHGIVTNWDDMEKIWHHTFYNELRVAPEEHPVLLTEAPLNPKANREKMTQ
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beta 122 IMFETFNTPAMYVAIQAVLSLYASGRTTGIVMDSGDGVTHTVPIYEGYALPHAILRLDLA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1
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GRDLTDYLMKILTERGYSFVTTAEREIVRDIKEKLCYVALDFENEMATAASS SSLEKSYE 241

beta 242 LPDGQVITIGNERFRCPEALFQPSFLGMESCGIHETTFNSIMKCDVDIRKDLYANTVLSG
1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 II 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 1

301

alpha 242
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 - 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 - 1 1
LPDGQVITIGNERFRCPETLFQPSFIGMESAGIHETTYNSIMKCDIDIRKDLYANNVMSG 301

beta 302 GTTMYPGIADRMQKEITALAPSTMKIKIIAPPERKYSVWIGGSILASLSTFQQMWISKQE
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1

361

alpha 302
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1
GTTMYPGIADRMQKEITALAPSTMKIKIIAPPERKYSVWIGGSILASLSTFQQMWITKQE 361

beta 362 YDESGPSIVHRKCF 375
1 1 1 • 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1

alpha 362
II 1 - 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1
YDEAGPSIVHRKCF 375

Table 3.6: Sequence alignment between mammalian (3- and a-actin. Sequence identity
93.58%; Sequence conservation 98.13%; Matches 350; Conservative 17; Mismatches 7

The sequence of p-actin differs at 24 amino acids from the sequence of a-actin, of

which 17 are neutral replacements, 7 introduce or eliminate a group capable of

hydrogen bonding, none change a full charge, and none differ significantly in size
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(Table 3.6). As the model used was a-actin, the sequence had to be changed to (3-
actin. SigmaA weighted OMIT 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc maps were compared to the refined

model and the sequence changed to match the (3-actin sequence. In most cases the

maps were not clear enough to show the difference in sequence. Only in the case of

L16M, L153M, N162T (Figure 3.12), I267L, A272C, and Y279F did the maps give a

clear indication of the necessary sequence change to the model.

Figure 3.12: Electron density from a sigmaA-weighted Fo-Fc
map calculated with the refined model before changing the
sequence of actin to the p-isoform. The picture (Oplot) shows
residue 162 of actin which is Asn in the a- and Thr in the P-
isoform. Positive difference density (solid lines) contoured at
3xa indicates OG1 of Thr and negative difference density
(dashed lines) contoured at 1.5xa indicates non-existence of
OD1 of Asn.

Water oxygen atoms were added to the structure by obtaining the co-ordinates of the

positive peaks in a sigmaA weighted Fo-Fc map and selecting for peaks which had a

height of more than 1.5 x a and were at a distance between 2.2A and 4.0A from any
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protein oxygen or nitrogen, or peak with higher density. For practical reasons water
addition and further refinement was done with SHELX (see chapter 2).

Results of the refinement
Atoms found in asymmetric unit: 995 atoms of gelsolin segment 1

2799 atoms of (3-actin
31 atoms of ATP
3 calcium ions

670 water oxygen atoms
4498 non-hydrogen atoms

Omitted residues in very weak electron density areas: 1-5 and 40-51 of actin
Average B-factors: 31.5 A2...all atoms

26.9 A2...all main chain atoms
31.2 A2...all side chain atoms
27.0 A2...gelsolin segment 1
29.7 A2...p-actin
21.1 A2...ATP
20.5 A2...calcium ions
45.5 A2...water

RMS deviation from mean B-factor: 8.6 A2 for main chain atoms
13.1 A2 for side chain atoms

RMS deviations from small molecule data:
Bonds (1-2 neighbours): 0.008 A
Angles (1-3 neighbours): 1.554°

RMS deviation from planarity:
4.5° for Torsion angle of peptide bonds
0.0015 A for planar side chains

Rcrvst* 0-184 for all data to 2.2A
Table 3.7

Ramachandran olot statistics:
Residues in most favoured regions (dark grey): 385 92.8%
Residues in additional allowed regions (grey): 30 7.2%
Residues in generously allowed regions (light grey): 0 0.0%
Residues in disallowed regions: 0 0.0%
Number of non-glycine and non-proline residues: 415 100.0%

Number of end-residues (excl. Gly, Pro, incl. ATP, Caz+) 10
Number of glycine residues: 39
Number of proline residues: 23
Total number of residues: 487

Table 3.8

During the refinement the Rfree dropped from 0.329 to 0.238. Further refinement
resulted in a final Rcryst of 0.184. Final analysis of the refined structure is compiled in
Table 3.7, Table 3.8, and Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Ramachandran plot of (3-actin:G1C. Glycines are
represented with black triangles, all other residues with black squares.

3.3.4 Conformational changes during refinement

Lys 115 of G1C displayed a large RMS distance (4.3A) for its side chain between

starting model and refined position. Incidentally, the refined position is identical to
the one refined for the 100K a-actin:GlC structure.

Actin residues with the largest main chain deviations are 201 to 207, which form a

small flexible surface loop on top of subdomain 4 and are, in addition to the DNasel

binding loop, involved in binding to DNasel. This loop also changed appreciably

during the refinement of the model for low temperature a-actin:GlC.
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3.3.5 Comparison of actin structures

In order to get an overview of how similar the refined (3-actin structure is to other

actin structures, previous actin structures were fitted over the refined (3-actin using

LSQMAN (see chapter 2). The main chain atoms of either most actin residues (11-

39,52-370) or of the large domain core of actin (Page et al. 1998) were used for the

superpositions.

The large domain core of actin (Figure 3.14) consists of residues 145-161, 164-182,

184-185, 188-192, 211-213, 216-217, 225-228, 254-267, 272-286, 288-290, 292-293,

309-315, and 330-333, and is the most rigid body in the large actin domain when

comparing actins (Page et al. 1998) from the complex with DNasel (Kabsch et al.

1990), with G1C at room temperature (McLaughlin et al. 1993), with profilin in
closed (Schutt et al. 1993) and open conformation (Chik et al. 1996). Averaged RMS
deviations in A are given in Table 3.9.

mean RMS dev. of most residues LDC residues most residues
having LSQ fitted over most residues LDC residues LDC residues

a-actin (100K) 0.314 0.284 0.322

a-actin (Kabsch et al.) 0.865 0.347 0.915

a-actin (McLaughlin et al.) 0.553 0.279 0.591

p-actin (Schutt et al.) 1.028 0.418 1.234

P-actin (Chik et al.) 1.569 0.380 2.483

Table 3.9: Mean main chain RMS deviations to the refined p-actin model. Actin structures
from the complex with G1C at 100K, with DNasel (Kabsch et al. 1990), with G1C at room
temperature (McLaughlin et al.1993), with profilin in closed (Schutt et al.,1993) and open
conformation (Chik et al.,1996) were LSQ fitted over the refined model for p-actin in complex
with G1C at 100K. Mean RMS deviations (in A) were calculated for either most actin residues
(11-39,52-370) or only large domain core (LDC) residues.

The average RMS deviation calculated over most actin residues show that the main

chain of the refined model for (3-actin is most similar to the one of a-actin in

complex with G1C and also X-rayed at 100K. Individual fits of main chains of a-

actin to (3-actin and G1C (a-actin) to G1C (P-actin) resulted in RMS deviations of
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0.32A and 0.35A respectively. Visualisation of main chain traces of superimposed
structures confirms this high degree of structural similarity.

Figure 3.14: The large domain core of actin (Page et
al., 1998). The picture shows a Ca trace of (3-actin
from the complex with G1C. Residues constituting the
large domain core are drawn in black. The picture
was created with Oplot.

3.3.6 Comparison of [3-actin:GlC and a-actin:GlC

Main chain and side chain RMS deviations between the refined model of P-actin and

superimposed a-actin taken from the complex with G1C (100K) do not reveal major

differences between the two structures (Figure 3.15). No conformational differences
are discernible at the ATP binding site and around the three Ca2+ ions which have the

same ligands in both structures forming a pentagonal bipyramid around each calcium
ion.
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Figure 3.15: RMS deviations of the refined (3-actin:G1C model from the main chain
LSQ fitted model of a-actin:G1C. The solid line represents deviations of the main
chain, the dashed line deviations of the side chains, (a) RMS deviations for G1C.
(b) RMS deviations for the actin isoforms.

The largest change observable in the conformation of the main chain is at Metl of
G1C which also displays the largest RMS distance between side chain atoms (Figure

3.15). The side chain ofMetl previously pointed away from actin residues. In the

structure with (3-actin it is close (3A) to the side chain of Lys373, close to the C-

terminus of actin. Both conformations seem plausible. Methionine does not have a

strongly polar side chain and therefore the side chain would be expected to move to

contact a more hydrophobic area of the protein. On the other hand the end of the

lysine side chain is positively charged and would try to be solvated. In addition no

amino acids different in the sequence of a- and P-actin are close. Therefore no

preference for either conformation is immediately obvious.

Other differences in G1C side chain positions are located at Lysl3, Arg53, and

Lysl 11. All these residues are located at the surface of the protein and have very
flexible side chains protruding out of the protein surface. Differences in
conformation are therefore not surprising.

The largest observable differences in side chain position of actin residues are located

at Gln59, Asnl28, Lys291, and Ile317 (Figure 3.15). In the (3-actin structure the

Gln59-Arg62 and the Asnl28-Lys359 side chain hydrogen bonds are shorter than in
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the a-actin structure due to the conformational change of the Gln59 and the Asnl28

side chains. Although Asnl28 and Lys359 are each adjacent to an amino acid
different in the a-actin sequence, this did not appear to have a direct influence on the
conformational change.

There is no apparent reason for the conformational change of Ile317. It lies buried in
the actin structure but in a less tightly packed region allowing some freedom of
rotation around its Ca-CP bond. Lys291 protrudes from the protein surface and is not

near any symmetry-related molecules allowing for unrestricted movement of the side
chain. In both actin complexes Lys291 and Ile317 have average B-factors for their
side chains of around 50A2 and 25A2 respectively. The reason why these side chains
do not display a higher degree of disorder due to their freedom of movement is

probably the higher degree of order imposed on the crystal due to the low

temperature used during X-ray exposure.

Possible implications of the sequence difference between a- and P-actin were

examined by LSQ fitting the structure of alpha-actin over beta-actin via the main
chain and comparing the amino acids different in sequence. In terms of hydrogen
bonds a net loss of three hydrogen bonds was found when switching from a- to p-

sequence. It is possible that p-actin compensates for this loss of hydrogen bonds as

illustrated by the conformational changes of the side chains of Gln59 and Asnl28.

No steric clashes could be found if the a-sequence was examined in the context of

the P-actin structure. Taken all together the 24 changes in amino acid type appear to

have a very subtle influence on the p-actin structure. Their role in the different

kinetic properties displayed by a- and P-actin (see chapter 1) is not readily apparent.
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3.3.7 Comparison of P-actin:GlC with tight-state P-actin:profilin

Of the two previously solved structures of bovine p-actin the tight state model

(Schutt et al., 1993) fits the refined model of human P-actin better, bearing in mind

that actin complexes with G1C do not reveal a conformation for actin residues 40 to

51. A plot of main chain and side chain RMS deviations of the superimposed models

(Figure 3.16) reveals residues 52 to 66, 194 to 206 and 229 to 249 to be those which
are most different in the two structures. Residues 52 to 66 are part of the very flexible
subdomain 2. Residues 194 to 206 and 229 to 249 are loops at the top of subdomain
4. Arg37 is the residue with the highest side chain RMS deviation. It lies on the
surface of subdomain 2 just before the N-terminal start of the disordered region 40-
51.

Figure 3.16: RMS deviations of the refined p-actin model
from the LSQ fitted model of "tight" state p-actin from the
complex with profilin. The solid line represents deviations
of the main chain, the dashed line deviations of the side
chains.

The superposition of the refined P-actin model and the tight P-actin model taken

from the profilin complex (Schutt et al. 1993) results in a higher mean RMS
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deviation than with a-actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993) (Table 3.9). When the whole

complexes of (3-actin:GlC and tight-state (3-actin:profilin are superimposed using

only the main chain of actin for the LSQ fit, profilin and G1C interpenetrate each
other showing that it is most unlikely that they could bind to actin at the same time

(Figure 3.17).

Figure 3.17: Superposition of p-actin:G1C and tight-state P-
actin:profilin by LSQ fitting over the main chain of actin. The
two actins are orientated with subdomain 1 behind and at the
bottom, subdomain 4 at the top and in front. G1C is at the
bottom right and profilin (dashed line) at bottom left.

Schutt et al. (1993) found a difference of about 5° between the orientations of the

large and the small actin domain to each other in the model for a-actin (Kabsch et al.

1990) and their model for P-actin in complex with profilin. To estimate the

equivalent orientational difference between the refined P-actin and tight-state P-actin

(Schutt) the refined p-actin model was superimposed over P-actin (Schutt et al.)

using in one case the main chain of subdomain 1 for the lsq-fit calculation, in the
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other case subdomain 3, which is connected to subdomain 1 by the hinge region. The

rotational angle to bring the two LSQ-fitted co-ordinate sets on top of each other is
4.9°. This concurs with the low main chain RMS deviation of the refined (3-actin

model to a-actin (X-rayed at 100K), a-actin (McLaughlin), and a-actin (Kabsch).

3.4 Conclusion

The comparison of the structures of a-actin:GlC at room temperature (McLaughlin

et al., 1993) and at 100K revealed a drop in the overall temperature factor for the
model structure by 11A2 (25% of the average room temperature B-factor). Small
conformational changes, mainly at the surface exposed area of actin subdomain 4
account for a very low RMS main chain deviation (0.54A) when superimposing the
two complexes. As in the room temperature (RT) model the actin residues 40-50 in
subdomain 2, which bind to DNasel in the complex published by Kabsch et al. 1990,
are too disordered in the crystal structure to be reliably traced in electron density

maps. But the other DNasel contacting region, residues 200-207 in subdomain 4, is
far better localised in the 100K structure than in the RT model. In the 100K model

the average B-factor for this loop dropped by 31A2 (38%) from 81A2 in the RT
structure.

Six hundred and eleven water oxygens with an acceptable average B-factor of 44A2
have been located in the 100K structure as opposed to 52 in the RT structure. Five of
the extra water completed the co-ordination shells around the three Ca2+ ions,
confirming the seven-fold co-ordination in the form of a pentagonal bipyramid.

The determination of the a-actin:GlC structure at 100K has revealed additional

information on the a-actin:GlC complex due to the higher structural order ofmobile
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loops, particularly of actin subdomain 4. The 100K structure is also a very good basis
to allow comparative studies with the 100K structure of P-actin:GlC.

The conformation of the refined p-actin model from the complex with G1C, X-rayed

at 100K, is closer to the conformation of a-actin complexed to G1C (100K) than to

the conformations of the two previously published structures of p-actin (Schutt et al.

1993, Chik et al. 1996). The major conformational differences to the previously

published P-actins are located at the solvent exposed parts of actin subdomain 2 and
4. Also the orientation of the large and the small actin domain to each other differs

from the orientation in tight-state P-actin (Schutt et al., 1993) by about 5°, which is

very similar to what Schutt et al. found when comparing their structure to Kabsch's
a-actin. It appears that either the binding of G1C to P-actin or the chosen

crystallisation conditions forced P-actin to adopt an "a-like" conformation.

Noteworthy differences between the structure of a-actin:GlC and P-actin:GlC are

the N-terminus of G1C, where Metl of G1C has adopted a conformation closer to the

surface of p-actin. The difference in sequence between a- and p-actin did not cause

any steric problems or major rearrangements but resulted in a net loss of three

hydrogen bonds for P-actin. It is likely that P-actin can compensate for this, e.g. by

the changed side chain conformation of Gln59 and Asnl28 to move closer to

hydrogen bonding partners. The bound ATP and localised water molecules in the P-
actin:GlC structure did not display significant differences to their equivalents in the

a-actin:GlC complex.

Since gelsolin can stably cap the barbed end of F-actin, one can assume that Gl,

which has the highest affinity for actin of all six gelsolin segments, does not change
the actin conformation in a way which might lead to dissociation of the ternary

gelsolin:actin complex from the barbed end of the actin filament. It could possibly be

argued that the same might be true for tight P-actin:profilin complexes (Schutt et al.

1993). This would have to be reconciled with the fact that profilin does not cap the
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barbed end of F-actin and is thought to dissociate from its actin as soon as its actin
adds on to the barbed end of a filament (Pring et al. 1992).

IfG1C is the responsible factor for forcing the same conformation on a- and p-actin,
then it might be reasonable to assume, that unless the actin conformation found in

complex with G1C is similar to the conformation of actin monomers at the barbed
end of an actin filament, sufficient flexibility of the actin molecule should remain to

enable it to adopt F-actin conformation, so that gelsolin can cap the barbed end of the
filament.
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4. Structural studies on gelsolin segment 1

4.1 Introduction

Gelsolin is a calcium-activated actin filament severing, capping, and nucleating

protein, acting in eukaryotic non-muscle cells and in a secreted form in the blood
stream (see chapter 1). It consists of six highly homologous segments with the first

segment (Gl) being essential for the severing activity. The structure of G1C (N57C

mutant ofGl) was determined in complex with a-actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993) and

Gl as part of horse plasma gelsolin (Burtnick et al. 1997).

The structural similarity of Gl in the two structures demonstrates the stability of the

Gl fold. The major difference between them is the presence of calcium ions in the a-

actin:GlC complex. Two calcium ions are bound to G1C in this complex. The
intermolecular ion has ligands from both G1C and actin. The G1C intramolecular
Ca2+ is located near the C-terminus ofGl. Equine gelsolin was crystallised without

Ca2+ and the conformation is therefore that of inactive gelsolin in respect to actin

binding.

A small but very significant difference between the two Gl structures is the peptide
bond of Vall45-Alal46. The peptide bond is in trans-conformation in G1C and the

carbonyl oxygen interacts with the intramolecular Ca2+. In the Ca2+ -free equine
gelsolin structure the bond is in cis-conformation and the carbonyl oxygen and the

potential Ca2+ binding site are on opposite sides of the peptide bond.

The a-actin:GlC complex was crystallised at pH6.6. Only at this low pH does the

complex contain two calcium ions. At pH8.0 only one calcium ion is bound to the

complex and the work of Weeds et al. (1995) suggests that this calcium ion is located
at the Gl-intramolecular site. The physiological role of both binding sites and the
detailed activation mechanism of gelsolin by calcium has not yet been elucidated.
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In order to investigate the structural influence of actin binding on the conformation of

Gl, it was considered necessary to obtain the calcium containing structure of Gl, free
of restraints resulting from association with actin or from being integrated in the

gelsolin structure. This would allow the comparison of the structure of this protein
domain on its own with its structure in the parent protein and in complex with
another protein.

Gl was expressed in E.coli and the structure of the purified and crystallised protein
determined by X-ray diffraction. For purposes of refinement, residues of expressed
Gl had been numbered as in cytoplasmic gelsolin (Met 25 of secreted plasma

gelsolin was Metl in the Gl sequence). In this chapter residues of gelsolin or of

gelsolin segments shall be numbered according to the sequence for plasma gelsolin
unless specifically stated otherwise.

CapG, also known as Macrophage Capping Protein (Young et al. 1990), Mbhl

(Prendergast et al. 1991) or gCap39 (Yu et al. 1991), is a member of the gelsolin

family of actin binding proteins and predominantly expressed in macrophages. It can
• 2+ •

cap the barbed end of F-actin in a Ca dependant manner and dissociates from actin
in the presence of phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate. Unlike gelsolin it consists
of only three homologous repeats (Mishra et al. 1994), cannot sever actin filaments
and can be dissociated from the barbed end of F-actin by lowering the Ca2+
concentration (Young et al. 1990). This weaker affinity for actin would make a

comparison between the structures of the first segment of CapG and gelsolin very

interesting as it might allow further insight into the mechanism of gelsolin segment

l's specificity for actin. To enable these comparisons crystallisation trials were set up

for the segment 1 of CapG with the intent to determine the structure by X-ray

crystallography.
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4.2 Structure determination of gelsolin segment 1

4.2.1 Purification and crystallisation

Human gelsolin segment 1 (residues 25-149 of human plasma gelsolin, Mr = 14058)
was produced and purified as described in chapter 2. Calcium competent E.coli of
strain BL21(DE3) were transformed with a plasmid encoding genes for an Isopropyl-

p-D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) activated promotor, for ampicillin resistance, and

for Gl. Cells were grown, lysed and G1 extracted by binding to a DEAE-anion

exchange column. Gl was further purified by gel-filtration over a Sephacryl S200
column. The leading protein peak was discarded to avoids contamination with
denatured protein and the second peak used for crystallisation (Figure 4.1 and Figure

4.2). The protein yield for crystallisation purposes varied from 8mg to 23mg per
initial litre of E.coli culture.

fraction number

Figure 4.1: Gel-filtration of gelsolin segment 1. The absorbance of fractions at
290nm was measured against running buffer and plotted against fraction numbers.
Fractions under the second peak were pooled and used for crystallisation.
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Figure 4.2: SDS-PAGE of samples of selected fractions from
the G1 gel-filtration (Figure 4.1). M is a wide range molecular
weight marker. S1 is from the concentrated solution before
the gel-filtration run.

Figure 4.3: Crystals of gelsolin segment 1

To obtain crystallisation conditions, trials were performed using the "hanging drop"
method. Initial trials revealed a precipitation border line between 1.5M and 2.0M
ammonium sulphate at pH 7.9 and between 1.0M and 1.4M ammonium sulphate at

pH 8.5. Trials with polyethylene glycol as precipitant did not prove successful.
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Using ImM CaCl2, ImM NaN3, lOmM DTT, 50mM Tris or HEPES and 1.5 - 2.0M
ammonium sulphate with the pH adjusted within the range of 7.6 to 7.9, needle-

shaped colourless crystals were obtained. The larger crystals grew to dimensions of

approximately 25x25x500|lm (Figure 4.3). Micro- and macroseeding trials did not

result in larger crystals. No crystals could be obtained at pH 8.5.

4,2.2 X-ray diffraction analysis

Diffraction data at room temperature were collected at the SRS Daresbury on
beamline PX7.2. A crystal was sealed in a glass capillary and X-rayed at room

temperature using a wavelength of 1.488A. The resulting diffraction pattern was too

weak to warrant collection of a full data set. Four images were taken, i.e. two pairs of

images consecutive in oscillation angle and the two pairs separated by 90° rotation.
The results of autoindexing were P2i2i2i for the spacegroup and unit cell parameters

a=35.73A, b=82.50A, c=99.23A, a=(3="p90.0°.

Crvstalloaraohic data from CCD and MAR datasets:
Refined Cell Dimensions: a=35.69 A

b=80.96 A
c=98.55 A

a = (3 = y = 90.00°
Resolution range: 2.2-31.3 A
Completeness of data: 96%

Multiplicity: 6.3

Unique reflections: 14481

<l>/a(l) (2.20-2.32A) 10.9

<l>/a(l) (all data) 11.3

Rsvm- 0.046
Table 4.1

To obtain higher resolution and better quality of diffraction, crystals were flash-
frozen in liquid nitrogen and X-rayed at 100 Kelvin. Two X-ray diffraction datasets
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of the same crystal were collected at 100 Kelvin at the SRS Daresbury beamline
PX9.6 using a wavelength of 0.87A, the first with a temporarily installed CCD
detector, the second with the reinstalled MAR image plate one month later.

Autoindexing and processing with MOSFLM confirmed spacegroup and cell

parameters for G1 crystals (Table 4.1).

4.2.3 Molecular replacement

The obtained values for unit cell and spacegroup together with the known Mr of
14kD for human G1 (blood plasma gelsolin residues 25-149) resulted in a reasonable
solvent content of 51%, assuming two molecules per asymmetric unit and a protein

density of 1.34g/cm3 (Matthews 1968). A rather high solvent content of 76% was

calculated assuming only one molecule per asymmetric unit, and a rather low solvent
content of 27% assuming three molecules per asymmetric unit. Solvent contents for

protein crystals usually range between 30% and 75% (Matthews 1968), so one or

three molecules per asymmetric unit were considered to be less likely than two
molecules per asymmetric unit.

The co-ordinates for the amino acids of G1C from the complex with a-actin at 100K

(see chapter 3) were used as the search model. The rotation search, Patterson
correlation refinement of the highest solutions of the rotation search differing by at

least 10°, and translation searches were calculated with XPLOR (see chapter 2). The
14 highest (at least 1.8xa higher than mean) solutions from the Patterson correlation

refinement (Figure 4.4) were found to be either within 5.4° of the two highest

solutions of the rotation search or related by 180°. The rotation parameters of the two

highest solutions of the Patterson correlation were used in the translation function

calculation to find the position of the two NCS related molecules in the asymmetric
unit.
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Figure 4.4: Patterson correlation coefficients plotted against
their rotation function order. The Patterson correlation
coefficient is plotted along the ordinate. The rotation function
order is plotted along the abscissa according to the relative
height of the rotation function solution with no.1 being the
highest.

The two highest solutions of the translation search were investigated using the

graphics program O (see chapter 2). No overlaps with each other or symmetry related
molecules occurred and two adjacent molecules forming the asymmetric unit were
chosen for further refinement against the observed data. The co-ordinates for the
amino acids of these two molecules (G1A and GIB) were written into one file and

used as input for the program XPLOR.

Rigid body refinement, using 4.0-9.0A data, and subsequent positional and grouped
B-factor refinement, using 2.2-9.0A data, resulted in a crystallographic R-factor of
0.264 (Rfree = 0.364 for 5% of the data) starting from 0.576 and 0.537 respectively.

SigmaA weighted 2Fo-Fc and Fo-Fc electron density maps (Read 1986) were
calculated with XPLOR after simulated annealing of the model (see chapter 2 and
Hodel et al. 1992).
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The strongest positive difference peak (6.8xo) was at the same relative position as

the Ca2+ bound close to the C-terminus of G1C in the actin:GlC complex (also
termed the G1C intramolecular calcium ion). Residues involved in contacting the
Ca2+ in the G1C structure were in the same position as in G1A and GIB and

therefore a Ca2+ was inserted in this position (Figure 4.5).

In the respective position in molecule B a smaller peak with a height of 3.6x0 could

be identified (Figure 4.5). The C-terminus of GIB was in very weak electron density
and the last two residues could not be located in electron density. They were

therefore omitted. Because of the delocalised C-terminus of molecule B it was not

possible to determine with certainty whether the small peak in molecule B should

represent a Ca2+.

Figure 4.5: Difference electron density at the G1 intramolecular calcium ion site. The sigmaA-
weighted Fo-Fc map after simulated annealing of the model is contoured at 3xo and the star
represents the position of the calcium ion of the G1C model after LSQ fitting over the main
chain, (a) Peak in molecule A with a height of 6.8xsigma. (b) Peak in molecule B with a
height of 3.6xcr.

Because all potential ligand residues for a Ca2+ in GIB were in good electron density
and displayed very similar conformations as in molecule A and the structure of G1C,
it was decided to continue refinement with a Ca2+ inserted at this position in
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molecule B. It was also taken into consideration that there was no larger peak closer
than 4.2A to the intramolecular calcium ion position of GIB. Of all peaks larger than
lxa the closest was 2.9A away with a height of 2.4xa. Despite the delocalised C-

terminus (G148 and F149) Vall45, which co-ordinates to the Ca2+ with its main

chain oxygen, is located in an area of strong electron density. These observations
were taken as an indication for at least partial occupancy by Ca2+.

Results of refinement:
Atoms in asymmetric unit: 997 atoms of G1A

973 atoms of G1B
2 calcium ions

441 water oxygen atoms
2413 non-hydrogen atoms

Average B-factors: 22 A2...all atoms
16 A2...all main chain atoms
20 A2...all side chain atoms
17 A2...molecule A
19 A2...molecule B
24 A2...calcium ions
39 A2...water

RMS deviation from mean B-factor: 6.8 A2 for main chain atoms
12.8 A2 for side chain atoms

RMS deviations from small molecule data:
Bonds (1-2 neighbours): 0.0065 A
Angles (1-3 neighbours): 1.563°

RMS deviation from planarity:
5.2° for Torsion angle of peptide bonds
0.0018 A for planar side chains

Omitted residues in regions of very weak electron density:
G1 A...none
G1B...Met25, Gly148, Phe149

Rcrvst' 0.162 for all data to 2.2A
Table 4.2

Refinement steps with SHELX (see chapter 2) resulted in better quality electron

density maps and, because it implemented the identification and insertion of water

oxygens more conveniently, the SHELX software package was used for further
refinement. Water oxygen atoms were added in the position of the positive peaks in

sigmaA weighted Fo-Fc maps if the peak height was more than 1.5 x sigma and were
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at a distance between 2.2A and 4.0A from any protein oxygen or nitrogen, or larger
difference density peaks than the one under investigation. The Rcryst dropped to 0.21
and the Rfree to 0.33. To check the refinement process the refined model structure was

displayed in O and compared to XPLOR generated "ordinary" OMIT maps (Hodel et
al. 1992) which had been calculated using the refined model structure omitting
stretches of 30 residues plus atoms closer than 5A to these residues.

The residues omitted in any such OMIT map were compared with the electron

density of that OMIT map. This was repeated until all of the model structure had
been scrutinised. The protein main chains fit the OMIT maps very well and only very
few residue side chains had to be altered manually to better fit the density of the
OMIT map.

Ramachandran Plot
Molecule A and B

180

-90—

H
r

135-

-180 U35 30 ^45 0 45 90 135 180
Phi (degrees)

Figure 4.6: Ramachandran plot of the refined model. Glycine is represented by
black triangles, other residues by black squares.
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The model was subjected to further cycles of water addition and refinement with
SHELX and the improved model was compared to OMIT maps. An analysis of the
final refined model is presented in Table 4.2, Table 4.3, and Figure 4.6. The B-factors
for the two inserted Ca2+ refined to 13.4A2 for the Ca2+ in G1A and 35.3A2 for the

Ca2+ in GIB. No negative electron density peaks were found in difference maps near

the Ca2+ in GIB and the average B-factor of the co-ordinating residues refined to

18.6A2, which is very close to the average B-factor for the residues co-ordinating the
Ca2+ in G1A (14.8A2).

Ramachandran Dlot statistics for molecules in the asymmetric unit
Residues in most favoured regions 191 91.8%
Residues in additional allowed regions 16 7.7%
Residues in generously allowed regions 1 0.5%
Residues in disallowed regions 0 0.0%
Number of non-glycine and non-proline residues 208 100.0%

Number of end-residues (excl. Gly and Pro) 4
Number of glycine residues 27
Number of proline residues 8
Number of omitted residues 3
Total number of residues 250 (two G1 molecules)

Table 4.3

4,2.4 Discussion of the stmcture of eelsolin segment 1

4.2.4.1 Secondary, tertiary, and quaternary structure in the asymmetric unit

Segment 1 of gelsolin crystallises in the spacegroup P212121 with two molecules (A
and B) per asymmetric unit (Figure 4.7). Both molecules share the same tertiary and

secondary structural elements found in the previously published a-actin:GlC

complex (McLaughlin et al. 1993) and in the structure of equine plasma gelsolin

EGS (Burtnick et al. 1997). Behind the main a-helix lies a (3 sheet composed of (3-

strands A,B,C, and D, roughly parallel to the main a-helix. Behind the (3-sheet lie the

short (3-strand C' (parallel to strand A) and the short a-helix, which runs
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approximately at right angles to the main a-helix (Table 4.4, Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.7: The contents of the asymmetric unit excluding water
oxygens. G1B is shown in black on the left, G1A in grey on the right.
The calcium ions are represented by grey spheres. The N-termini of
the proteins are labelled and the main a-helix is drawn as a full
cylinder.
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feature (plasma) aelsolin residues
helix 30-35

p-strand A 40-47

P-strand B 50-54

P-strand C' 60-64

p-strand C 66-76

p-strand D 80-90

main a-helix 94-113

p-strand E 117-123

short a-helix 127-133

p-strand F 138-147

Table 4.4 :Secondary structure of G1

Figure 4.9: Ca traces of G1B and G1A superimposed over G1B. The Ca
trace of molecule A is shown in grey, the trace of molecule B in black. The
positions of the N- and C-termini are labelled. The picture was generated
with Oplot.
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The two molecules in the asymmetric unit are oriented such that the main a-helices

lie adjacent and almost perpendicular to each other (Figure 4.7). One molecule can be

roughly superimposed over the other by turning it by approximately 180° around an

axis equidistant to the two helices and tilted roughly 45° in respect to the orientation
of the helices.

Least-squares superposition of G1A on GIB (Figure 4.9) over main chain atoms of
residues 29-144, excluding carbonyl oxygen, gives an RMS deviation of 0.5A. The
transformation is described by a screw axis rotation of 171° and a translation of
49.4A.

4.2.4.2 Contacts between the NCS related molecules

The molecules A and B contact each other with the N-termini, their main a-helices,

and the loops connecting (3-strands A and B. Only a single possibility for a hydrogen

bond could be located between the two NCS-related molecules. The main chain

oxygen of Glu 28 of molecule A is only 2.9A away from the main chain nitrogen of
Glu 28 ofmolecule B. No other atom pair capable of forming a hydrogen bond is
closer than 3.5A. On the other hand there are 23 possible hydrogen bonds of
molecule A to symmetry related molecules of A and B and 16 possible hydrogen
bonds of molecule B to symmetry related molecules of A and B.

The N-termini of the two NCS-related molecules are aligned roughly anti-parallel.

They are held together at one end by the main chain - main chain hydrogen bond
between the fourth residue of each monomer and at the other by the hydrophobic
interaction between Val 26 of molecule A and Pro 30 and Leu 33 ofmolecule B

(Figure 4.10).

Apart from the N-terminal contacts the two molecules associate via various

hydrophobic interactions (Figure 4.11). Residues Ala 100(A), Ala 102(A), lie
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103(A), and Val 106(A) of the main a helix ofmolecule A make hydrophobic
contact with a hydrophobic area ofGIB comprising residues Phe 49(B), lie 103(B),
and Phe 104(B) from the middle of the main a helix and the loop connecting (3-
strands A and B.

Figure 4.10: N-terminal association of molecule A and B. The first 12 N-terminal residues of
each molecule are shown The hydrogen bond is represented with a dashed line and the
residues participating in hydrophobic interaction are shown in black. The picture was
generated with Oplot.

In addition residues Ala 102(B), lie 103(B), and Val 106(B) of the main oc-helix of
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GIB interact with the hydrophobic loop connecting strands A and B of G1A and the
C-terminus of G1A. The participating residues of molecule A are Phe 49(A), Ala

100(A), lie 103(A), and the C-terminal Phe 149(A). Due to the NCS interactions
between molecule A and B the C-terminus of molecule B does not lie close to a

hydrophobic area as in the case of the C-terminus of G1A. Together with the possible
partial occupancy of the Ca2+ this may be an additional reason why the GIB C-
terminus is located in a region of very weak electron density.

106(A)

F49(B).

k F104(B)

1103(B)

Figure 4.11: Contacts between molecule A and B along their main a-helices. Molecule A and
B are shown in black and white respectively, and the helices are represented by tubes
following the Ca atoms. The thin tube areas on both helices highlight the positions of glycines
and alanines. Other residues involved in hydrophobic interaction are displayed as ball-and-
stick models and are labelled with their type, residue number, and in brackets the molecule
they belong to. The picture was generated with Oplot.

F104(A)

V106 B)

F49(A)

, F149(A)
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4.2.4.3 Calcium ion binding

Each molecule in the asymmetric unit binds one seven-fold co-ordinated calcium ion

(Figure 4.5). The ligating atoms are main chain oxygens of G65 and V145, the
carboxyl oxygens of E97, one carboxyl oxygen of D66, and two water oxygens. The

ligands surround the calcium ion in the shape of a pentagonal bipyramid. The

position of the calcium ion in this structure confirms the results ofWeeds et

al.(1995), who showed that of the two calcium ions in the actin : G1C complex at

pH6.6 only the one in the position described above (the G1 intramolecular site) can
be found in the complex at pH8.

The assumed occupancy of 1.0 for Ca2+ in G1A at the start of the refinement is
confirmed by electron density maps and the low refined B-factor of 13.4A2. In GIB
the calcium ion appears to be only partially present, although enough to allow

o j
refinement to an acceptable B-factor of 35.3A . This partial occupancy could be a

reason, why the C-terminus of GIB lies in a region of very weak electron density.
94-

Therefore G1 can be expected to bind Ca ions at roughly a 1:1 ratio under the

described crystallisation conditions.

No indication was found to suggest a Ca2+ bound at the location where the

intermolecular calcium ion is found in the actin:GlC complex. The location is
accessible to water in the G1 crystal structure and no protein residue from a different
G1 molecule is close enough to make contact. Yet the G1 residues involved in

binding the intermolecular Ca2+ did not adopt a different conformation in the G1

crystal structure.
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4.3 Gelsolin segment 1 and 4 in the equine gelsolin structure

4.3.1 Comparison of conformation

The structure of crystallised G1 was compared to the previously published structures

of G1C in complex with a-actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993) and eGl and eG4 in the
structure of equine plasma gelsolin EGS (Burtnick et al. 1997). RMS deviations for

superimposed structures of gelsolin segment 1 are shown in Table 4.5.

G1A G1B G1C eG1

G1B 0.5
G1C 0.7 0.6

eG1 0.6 0.4 0.6
eG4 7.3 7.3 7.5 7.5

Table 4.5: RMS distances (A) between superimposec
co-ordinate sets LSQ-fitted over the main chain
atoms (excl. carbonyl O) of G1 residues 29-144 or G4
408-523.

Figure 4.12 shows that the conformation of G1 is only influenced to a small extent by
its partners. Whether crystallised on its own, in complex with actin, or crystallised as

a part of whole gelsolin, it retains its basic fold. The largest conformational

differences, particularly between the segments from the equine gelsolin structure and

the other G1 structures, can be observed at the N- and C-terminus and in the loop

region 74-82

In the structure of G1C complexed to actin the N-terminus of G1C lies close to actin

and enables the hydrogen bonds Q354(actin) - E28(G1C) and S350(actin) -

H29(G1C) to form via the side chains of the residues involved. The main chains

however do not come close enough for main chain - main chain hydrogen bond
formation as can be observed in the G1 crystal structure. In the equine gelsolin

crystal structure the N-termini of eGl are not closely associated to any other residues
but stretch into the cleft between two symmetry related gelsolin molecules.
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Figure 4.12: Superposition of G1A, G1B, G1C, equine G1 and G4. The Ca traces
of G1A, G1B, and G1C are drawn as thin black lines. The Ca trace of equine G1
is represented by a thick black line and the Ca trace of equine G4 by a thick grey
line. The N-terminus and the C-terminus for G1 A, G1B, and G1C are labelled, as
is the N-terminal start (Asp415) and C-terminal end (Ser525) of the displayed
equine G4 main chain. The representative position for the Ca2+ in the structures
of G1A, G1B, and G1C is shown as a grey sphere.

The difference in conformation between the C-terminus of eGl and the other C-

termini is easily explained. Firstly the structure of eGl has been taken from the
structure of equine gelsolin and the C-terminus of eGl is therefore twisted around to

connect to gelsolin segment 2. Secondly whole gelsolin was crystallised without the

presence of calcium, whereas the other structures all contain Ca2+ tightly bound
between the C-terminus and the residues at the N-terminal start of p-strand C.

The residues of G1A, GIB, and G1C comprising the calcium binding site are all in
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the same conformation necessary to participate in the formation of the pentagonal-

bipyramidal co-ordination of the calcium ion. The equivalent residues in eGl are in a

very similar conformation and it is not immediately obvious how the charge on the
side chains of Asp66 and Glu97 is compensated for. One major difference is the
conformation of Vail45. In the calcium-containing structures of individually

expressed G1 the Vall45-Alal46 peptide bond is in trans-conformation, enabling the
main chain oxygen of Vail45 to interact with the calcium ion. In the calcium-free
structure of equine gelsolin the Vail45 oxygen is in cis-conformation, as reported by
Burtnick et al. (1997). When gelsolin is activated by Ca2+ and binds to actin via Gl,
one can expect this peptide bond to experience a flip of 180° creating the third
calcium binding site on gelsolin (Way et al. 1989).

4.3.2 Protein interactions

In the crystal structures of Gl (G1A and GIB in the ASU), actin:GlC and equine

gelsolin (molecule A and B in the ASU) the segment 1 of gelsolin associates with

another protein through its main a-helix which crosses an equivalent a-helix of the

other protein. (Table 4.6, Figure 4.7, Figure 4.13, and Figure 4.14).

Complex Crossing angle between C-
termini of helices

Closest distance of
helix axis

Closest Ca to

intersection
G1A:G1B 78° 8.5A Gly99 (G1 A)

Ala100 (G1B)
actin:G1C 59° 9.3A Ala100 (G1C)
eG1-A:eG4-A* 132° 10.8A Ala100 (eG1-A)

Val476 (eG4-A*)
eG1-B:eG4-B** 132° 10.4A Ala101 (eG1-B)

Ser479 (eG4-B**)
Table 4.6: He ix contacts

In the Gl crystal structure the central axis of the main a-helices cross each other at
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an angle of 78° in respect to the C-terminal ends when viewed along the shortest

distance between the central axis. At their closest point they are separated by 8.5A.
The contact normal intersects the helix axes of molecule A at a distance of 2.3A from

Ca ofGly 99 and the helix axes ofmolecule B 2.2A away from Ca of Ala 100.

Starting molecule Symmetry operator applied to starting
molecule

Resulting molecule

A* 1/2-y,1/2+x,z A
B 1/2-y,1/2+x,z B*.

Table 4.7: Relation ship between gelsolin A, B, A*, and B**:

Figure 4.13: Hydrophobic contacts between N57C mutant of gelsolin
segment 1 and a-actin. a-Actin and G1 are shown in black and white
respectively, and the main-chain traces are represented by tubes
following the Ca atoms. The thin tube areas of the helices highlight
the positions of glycines and alanines. Other residues involved in
hydrophobic interaction are displayed as ball-and-stick models. The
picture was generated with Oplot.

In the actin:GlC complex the shorter a-helix of actin at the bottom of Figure 4.13
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does not cross the main a-helix of G1 but contacts it at its C-terminal end where an

alanine and a glycine are located. The longer a-helix in the background crosses the
main a-helix of G1 at an angle of 59° with respect to the C-terminal ends of the
helices. The central axes are separated by 9.3A at their closest and the contact normal
intersects the axes of G1 main a-helix 2.3A away from Ca of AlalOO. In the

actin:Gl complex this hydrophobic region is surrounded by a ring of hydrogen bonds

(McLaughlin et al. 1993), creating the extremely tight association necessary for the
actin-filament severing activity of gelsolin. This is also reflected in a larger buried
solvent accessible surface area which is 1165A2 for each of G1C and actin as

opposed to 645A2 for each of G1A and GIB.

(a) (b)
Figure 4.14: Helix contacts of segment 1 of the two equine gelsolin molecules in the
asymmetric unit. The main a-helix of segment 1 is shown in white and the main a helix of
segment 4 of the adjacent symmetry related molecule is shown in black. The thin tube areas
on both helices highlight the positions of glycines and alanines. Other residues involved in
hydrophobic interaction are displayed as ball-and-stick models, (a) Main a-helix of segment 1
of molecule A in contact with the main a-helix of segment 4 of a symmetry-related molecule
A*, (b) Main a-helix of segment 1 of molecule B in contact with the main a-helix of segment 4
of a symmetry-related molecule B**. The picture was generated with Oplot.

In contrast the two NCS-related gelsolin segment 1 molecules only share one

hydrogen bond at their respective N-termini. Hydrophobic interaction seems to play
the major part in the association of these two molecules in the crystal structure. An
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association of G1 molecules in solution could be the reason for the leading peak

observed during gel-filtration during the purification of the expressed gelsolin
segment 1. It can be speculated whether this is due to a dimerisation of G1
molecules, associated to each other as in the asymmetric crystal unit.

The crystal structure of equine gelsolin contains two molecules (A and B) per

asymmetric unit in the spacegroup P42i2. The main a-helix of segment 1 in
molecules A and B lies on the surface of gelsolin and forms a crossed helix
association with the main a-helix of segment 4 (eG4) of the respective adjacent

symmetry related gelsolin molecule A* and B** (Figure 4.14, Table 4.7).

eGl 2 G WEIIPEFLKAGKEPGLQIWRVEKFDLVPVPPNLYCDFFTCDAYVILKTVQLRNGILQYDL
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 II 1 1 1

85

hGl 26
II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
WEHPEFLKAGKEPGLQIWRVEKFDLVPVPTNLYGDFFTGDAYVILKTVQLRNGNLQYDL 85

eGl 86 HYWLGNECSQDESGAAAIFTVQLDDYLNGRAVQHREVQGFESATFLGYFKSGLKYKKGGV
111111111111ITTI111111111II11111II111II111II1111111111111111
HYWLGNECSQDESGAAAIFTVQLDDYLNGRAVQHREVQGFESATFLGYFKSGLKYKKGGV

145

hGl 86 145

eGl 146 ASGFKHWP 154
1 1 1 1 1 II II

hGl 146
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
ASGFKHWP 154

Table 4.8: Sequence alignment of human G1 and equine G1. Residue numbers are
according to plasma gelsolin. Residues at intersection of helices (hG1A:hG1B and
eG1:eG4**) are printed bold and underlined. Sequence identity: 98.39%, sequence
conservation: 98.39%, matches (I): 122, mismatches: 2

eG4 419 QKQIWRVEGSNKVPVDPATYGQFYGGDSYIIL--YNYRHGSRQGQIIYNWQGAQSTQDEVAA 478
! I I I I I III III II I II II I III ill" I

hGl 40 GLQIWRVEKFDLVPVPTNLYGDFFTGDAYVILKTVQLRNGNLQYDLHY-WLGNEC SQDESGA 100

eG4 479 SAILTAQLDEELGGTPVQSRWQGKEPAHLMSLFGGKPMIVYKGGT 524
II I III I I II I III II I I

hGl 101 AAIFTVQLDDYLNGRAVQHREVQGFESATFLGYFKSGLKYKKGGVA 146
Table 4.9: Sequence alignment for human G1 and equine G4. Residue numbers as for
plasma gelsolin. Residues at intersection of helices are printed bold and underlined.
Most conserved region: hG1 42-134(92 residues) versus eG4 421-512(91 residues):

sequence identity 48.35%, sequence conservation 71.43%, matches (I): 44,
mismatches:47, indels (-):3, gaps: 2

For both gelsolin molecules in the asymmetric unit the angle between the central axis

of the main a-helices of eGl and the associated symmetry related eG4 is 132° in
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respect to C-termini of the helices. At their closest the central axes of eGl(A*) and
eG4(A) are separated by 10.8A and the axes of eGl(B) and eG4(B**) by 10.4A. The
Ca atoms closest to the intersecting contact normals to the helix axes belong to Ala

100 (eGl-A) and Yal 476 (eG4-A*), and Ala 101 (eGl-B) and Ser 479 (eG4-B**).

Sequence alignment (Table 4.8 and Table 4.9) shows that Val 476 and Ser 479 of G4
correspond to Ser 98 and Ala 101 of G1 respectively. It appears that this rather

hydrophobic region on the main ot-helix of G1 and G4 is ideally suited as the closest

point for crossed helices due to the number of residues with very short side chains.

4.4 Segment 1 of human CapG (CapG-1)

4,4,1 Crystallisation

CapG-1 (residues 1-131 of human CapG, Mr = 14458) was produced and purified as

described in chapter 2. Calcium competent E.coli of strain BL21(DE3) were
transformed with plasmid pMW172 encoding genes for an Isopropyl-(3-D-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) activated promotor, for ampicillin resistance, and for

CapG-1. Cells were grown, lysed and CapG-1 extracted by binding to a DEAE-anion

exchange column and eluting with a NaCl gradient at pH8.0. It was further purified

using a Sephacryl S200 gel-filtration column and a CM52 anion-exchange column,

eluting with a NaCl gradient at pH6.5. At this stage a contaminant with apparent

molecular weight of approximately 30kD on the SDS polyacrylamide gel still

accompanied CapG-1.

Already a month had passed since the expression of CapG-1 and it was feared that
with increasing age the protein would not crystallise. Therefore 3mg (BCA assay) of

protein were used for an initial crystallisation trial. The remaining 60mg of protein

(BCA assay) were further purified using a DEAE-anion exchange column, eluting
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with a NaCl gradient at the slightly higher pH of 8.5. This yielded about 46mg of

purified CapG-1 (ca. 15mg per litre of BL21 culture). This protein was now used for
a crystallisation asssay, after storage at 4°C for two months in the interim.

Figure 4.15: CapG-S1 crystal fragments

Crystallisation trials using the "hanging drop" method were set up using a

crystallisation buffer with 25 to 50mM Tris or HEPES, ImM NaN3, lOmM DTT, and

1.0 - 3.2M ammonium sulphate in a pH range of 7.0 to 8.0.

A single crystal was obtained from the initial trial with impure protein and a buffer

containing 25mM Tris pEt 7.7, 1.8M ammonium sulfate, ImM CaCl2, ImM NaN3,

and lOmM DTT. The colourless crystal was roughly orthorhombic with dimensions

of approximately 250x250x200(im. While removing it from attached skin of

denatured protein the crystal shattered into fragments (Figure 4.15).
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4.4.2 X-rav diffraction

The crystal fragments were exposed to X-rays at the SRS Daresbury on beamline
PX9.6 equipped with a CCD detector (see chapter 2). Only one fragment produced
observable diffraction (Figure 4.16). Diffraction patterns were recorded to obtain the
unit cell parameters. Spots were observed to 2.7A but it was not possible to obtain
unit cell parameters suitable for processing. Therefore no dataset was collected.

Figure 4.16: Diffraction pattern of CapG-S1

4.5 Conclusion

Apart from conformational changes at the N- and C-termini, gelsolin segment 1

retains its fold regardless of whether incorporated in the whole gelsolin molecule

(Burtnick et al. 1997), whether complexed to actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993), or
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whether crystallised on its own. The N-terminus of segment 1 is free to adopt the
most favourable conformation under the given conditions, but in the presence of
calcium ions the C-terminus is held rigidly in the conformation necessary to co¬

ordinate a Ca2+ ion with two carboxyl groups and two main chain carbonyl oxygens.

The position of the calcium ion in this structure confirms the results of Weeds et al.
(1995), who showed that of the two calcium ions in the actin : G1C complex at

pH6.6 only the one in the position described above (the G1 intramolecular site) can
2+

be found in the complex at pH8. The high similarity between the structure of Ca
9-t-

containing G1 and G1C in complex with actin in presence of Ca demonstrates that
G1 is already in the ideal conformation to bind tightly to actin.

Binding to actin and association in a crystal structure with another segment 1 or

segment 4 of an adjacent gelsolin molecule, involves hydrophobic interaction of the

main a-helix with an a-helix of the binding partner. In the three investigated crystal

structures (actin:GlC, equine gelsolin, human Gl) the area of closest contact to the
other helix involves residues 98 to 101 of gelsolin segment 1 or equivalent residues
in segment 4 of the equine gelsolin structure.

The physiological and evolutionary refined role of Gl is to bind tightly to an actin
monomer enabling whole gelsolin to not only cap but also sever actin filaments. Its
interaction with actin is via a hydrophobic patch centred on Gl's main a-helix

surrounded by a ring of hydrogen bonds.

When taken out of its context in the gelsolin structure and expressed individually, it
is conceivable that Gl should try to reduce the hydrophobic surface presented to the

surrounding water. Its overall conformation is stable enough not to denature under
these circumstances. It might be possible that the observed association of the Gl
molecules in the asymmetric unit is the way Gl overcomes this problem in solution.
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5. Binding of latrunculin A to a-actin : gelsolin segment 1

5.1 Introduction

Studies of the actin microfilament system in non-muscle cells are often hampered by
the dynamic nature of the actin cytoskeleton. This difficulty is also inherent to other

systems, e.g. the microtubular cytoskeleton. In such studies drugs have proven very
useful that inhibit polymerisation and filament formation. For studies of the actin

cytoskeleton only two suitable families of related drugs have been found to date. The

cytochalasins (Sheterline et al. 1994) are a group of metabolites produced by certain

fungi of the subclasses Ascomycotina and Deuteromycotina, whereas latrunculins

(Spector et al. 1983) are produced by the Red Sea sponges, e.g. Latrunculia

magnifica (Kashman et al. 1980), and Pacific Ocean sponges, e.g. Spongia

mycofijiensis (Quinoa et al. 1988) and Fasciospongia rimosa (Jefford et al. 1996).
Molecules from both drug families are toxins produced to increase the chance of
survival of the respective species. The latrunculins are particularly effective and
enable marine sponges like Latrunculia magnifica to grow openly and unmolested by
marine life-forms, whereas other sponges need to "hide" in tight crevices and holes

(Neeman et al. 1975).

Figure 5.1: Representatives of the cytochalasin family
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Both the cytochalasins and latrunculins disrupt the dynamic actin cytoskeleton in
non-muscle cells. Cytochalasins inhibit monomer addition at the barbed end of F-
actin. It has also been found, that cytochalasin D (C30H37NO6, Mr 507, Figure 5.1)
induces dimer formation upon binding to G-actin (Goddette and Frieden 1986),
accelerates polymerisation, but decreases the extent of polymer formation (Tellam
and Frieden 1982), and induces hydrolysis of actin-bound ATP (Brenner and Korn

1980). Cytochalasin D has been used to measure kinetic rate constants for actin at the

pointed end of the filament due to its ability to block the barbed end of F-actin

(Carlier et al. 1986). Its tight binding to F-actin is demonstrated by a calculated
dissociation constant of only 2nM (Brenner and Korn 1979). In contrast its binding to

G-actin in the absence of Mg2+ ions was reported to result in a of 18(aM. In the

presence of 250pM Mg2+ actin does not yet polymerise but cytochalasin D appears to

induce dimer formation. The IQ of this ternary complex was calculated to be 2.6pM

(Goddette and Frieden 1985).

o
H

C2

Figure 5.2: Latrunculin A.
Labels are as in PDB file used for

refinement
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Latrunculin A (C22H31NO5S, Mr = 421, Figure 5.2) binds tightly to G-actin at a 1:1

ratio (Kd = 0.2|iM) and has been investigated and used in various studies on the actin

cytoskeleton (Coue et al. 1987, Spector et al. 1983 and 1989, Ayscough et al. 1997).

Binding of latrunculin A (latA) to G-actin inhibits the actin monomer's ability to

participate in filament formation and thereby disrupts the dynamic actin cytoskeleton.
It also reportedly impedes nucleotide exchange of actin monomers (Ayscough et al.

1997). The presence of 0.1 (iM latrunculin A (latA) in the medium is sufficient to

cause noticeable effects on the cytoskeleton of cultured cells. Higher concentrations
lead to extensive disruption of the thin filament network (Spector et al. 1989).

The exact site of action on actin for these compounds has not been pinpointed yet.

The cytochalasins are expected to interact with the barbed end of actin filaments and
with a site between subdomains 1 and 3 (see chapter 1) of actin, near the hinge region

between the large and small domain (see chapter 1). Two point mutations in the (3-
actin sequence (V139M, A295D) are known to reduce cytochalasin B (C29H37NO5,
Mr 479.62, Figure 5.1) sensitivity (Ohmori et al. 1992), but they are located too far

apart that a single cytochalasin molecule could span both.

In contrast several amino acids involved in conferring latrunculin A resistance are

clustered in subdomain 4, close to the nucleotide binding cleft between the two major
actin domains (Ayscough et al. 1997). Considering the inhibition of nucleotide

exchange on binding of latA, this area could indeed be where latA binds to actin.

Considering the effects these drugs have on actin it would be of great interest to
elucidate the structural changes which occur when the respective drug binds to an

actin monomer. To determine the actin structure containing either bound cytochalasin
D or latA, actin crystals were soaked in buffers containing the respective drug. Since

crystallising actin for this purpose was done in complex with the N57C mutant of

gelsolin segment 1 (G1C, see chapter 3) to avoid spontaneous polymerisation, the
introduction of these toxins into the crystal would also test the degree of structural
restriction gelsolin segment 1 imposes on actin, if the overall conformation of the
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complex is not mainly dictated by the crystallisation conditions.

Although cytochalasin D is expected to bind close to the binding site of gelsolin

segment 1 on actin there are indications that both molecules are capable of binding

simultaneously to actin. Cytochalasin B, a molecule related to cytochalasin D, does
not compete with villin, a member of the gelsolin family of actin-binding proteins,
for a binding site at the barbed end of F-actin. This suggests the possibility of
simultaneous binding of this toxin with actin-binding proteins of the gelsolin family

(Cribbs et al. 1982). Soaking and co-crystallisation trials of a-actin:GlC with

cytochalasin D were undertaken with the assumption that the same actin-binding

relationship exists between cytochalasin D and gelsolin segment 1 as between

cytochalasin B and villin.

5.2 Structure determination of the latrunculin A containing q-actin :G1C

complex

5.2.1 Soaking of latrunculin A into a-actin:G!C crystals

5.2.1.1 Preparation of a-actin:G1C crystals

a-Actin:GlC crystals were prepared as detailed by McLaughlin et al.(1993) and

described in chapters 2 and 3. Actin was extracted from acetone powder prepared
from rabbit muscle using a low salt and ATP containing buffer (G-buffer). Actin was

further purified by polymerisation and depolymerisation cycles and was gel-filtered
as a final step.

G1C (N57C mutant of gelsolin segment 1, see chapter 3) was purified from an E.coli

culture, which had been transformed with a plasmid vector engineered to express the
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sequence for G1C. After cell lysis G1C was purified by anion-exchange

chromatography and gel-filtration.

The protein complex was formed by mixing the actin and G1C in a 1:1 ration and

purified by gel-filtration. The complex was crystallised using the "hanging drop"

procedure and a crystallisation buffer containing O.lmM ATP, 0.15M NaCl, O.lmM

CaCl2, O.lmM MgCl2, ImM NaN3, lOmM DTT, 50mM MES pH6.6 and 5-9% (w/v)

polyethylene glycol. This resulted in clear plate-shaped crystals of varying size up to

0.7 x 0.3 x 0.03mm as described in chapter 3.

5.2.1.2 Soaking

Latrunculin A was obtained courtesy of Dr. K. Ayscough (Dep. of Biochemistry,

University of Dundee, Dundee, U.K.). Dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) was the solvent
for the 50mM latA stock solution. Crystals remained stable in a crystallisation buffer

containing 10% (v/v) of the stock solution if an additional 25% (v/v) glycerol was
included and the crystals were transferred through buffers with intermediate glycerol
concentrations. The final glycerol concentration was also enough to prevent icing of
the buffer when flash frozen in liquid nitrogen and during data collection at 100K.

Soaking crystals at 4°C, instead of room temperature, appeared to help the stability of
the protein crystals. The quality of diffraction of the soaked crystals was assessed on

the X-ray generator of the Department of Biochemistry (see chapter 2). It did not
seem to have suffered and diffraction spots were visible to at least 4.5A as expected.

Unfortunately under these conditions, whether at 4°C or 18°C, latA was not

completely soluble and precipitation occurred. At least 30% (v/v) ethanol had to be
included in the buffer to keep latA soluble, but under these conditions the diffraction
of the crystals deteriorated considerably, whether latA was included or not. Even if,
after a quick stepwise transfer, the crystals were exposed to the final solution for only
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20 seconds and then flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen, diffraction deterioration
occurred.

Some crystals remained stable and without noticeable loss of diffraction quality when
soaked in 10% (v/v) DMSO, 5mM latA, 20% (v/v) ethanol, 25% (v/v) glycerol,

O.lmM ATP, 150mM NaCl, O.lmM MgCl2, O.lmM EGTA, ImM NaN3, lOmM

DTT, 50mM MES pH6.6 and 10% (w/v) polyethylene glycol for up to 20 hours.

To maximise the chance of finding a suitably diffracting soaked crystal for data
collection at the SRS at Daresbury it was decided to take a variety of flash-frozen
soaked crystals to the synchrotron.

Soaks were prepared mostly at 4°C, transferring crystals through buffers with
intermediate concentrations to the final solutions, as described above with 10% (v/v)

or 20% (v/v) ethanol and partially precipitated latA, at an nominal concentration of
5mM. After various incubation times, ranging from 30s to 20 hours, the soaked

crystals were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored for transport.

5.2.2 X-ray diffraction analysis

Of all flash-frozen crystals one soaked in 5mM latA, 10% (v/v) DMSO, 10% (v/v)

ethanol, 25% (v/v) glycerol, O.lmM ATP, 0.15M NaCl, O.lmM MgCl2, O.lmM

EGTA, ImM NaN3, lOmM DTT, 50mM MES pH6.6 and 10% (w/v) polyethylene

glycol for 4 hours gave the best diffraction pattern and was X-rayed at 100K on

beamline PX9.6 of the SRS at Daresbury using a wavelength of 0.87A and a CCD
detector. The intensities collected were autoindexed and integrated with MOSFLM,

Scaling and structure factor calculation was performed with programs of the CCP4
suite. The results are compiled in Table 5.1.
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Results of data orocessina
Temperature: 100K

Spacegroup: P2i2121
Cell Dimensions: a = 56.75A

b = 69.25A
c = 182.91A
a = P = y = 90.0°

Resolution range: 2.0-25.7 A
Completeness of data: 85.6%

Multiplicity: 2.8

Unique reflections: 42367

Fsvm- 0.066

<l>/a(l) (2.00-2.11 A): 2.2

<l>/a(l) (all data): 7.2

Table 5.1

5.2.3 Molecular replacement

5.2.3.1 Refinement with XPLOR

The model of a-actin:GlC at 100K (chapter 3) was the obvious choice as the starting

model. The co-ordinates of the structure excluding water oxygens were refined as a

rigid body against the data using the program XPLOR (see chapter 2). SigmaA

weighted electron density maps were calculated and the positive peaks in the Fo-Fc

map analysed. The 9 highest positive difference peaks were very closely associated
with atoms of the model stmcture and could therefore not count as density from a

ligand. The tenth highest peak (5.0 x a) was located above the ATP in the cleft

between subdomains 2 and 4. Lowering the display level of the difference map gave

only a very sketchy idea of the latA features, the strongest difference density coming
from the thiazolidinone group of latA. Incidentally the peak was close to residues,
which Ayscough et al. (1997) found to confer latA resistance to cells where groups of
two or three residues had been mutated to alanine. These groups of residues are

Argl83 and Aspl84, Arg210 and Asp211, and Lys213 and Glu214 and Lys215, all
located in subdomain 4 and close to the ATP binding site.
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Figure 5.3: Ca trace of the actin model after initial refinement with XPLOR. The DNasel
binding loop in subdomain 2 (40-49) was excluded due to lack of electron density. The
protein chain is shown in light grey apart from areas with high B-factors. Dark grey parts of
the chain highlight main chain areas with average B-factors between 50A2 and 70A , black
areas have average main chain B-factors above 70A2. The picture was created with Oplot,
SNAPSHOT, and XV.

XPLOR least-squares positional and grouped B-factor refinement reduced the Rcryst
to 0.302 and the Rfree dropped to 0.334. SigmaA weighted 2Fo-Fc maps showed

slightly improved electron density for latA and clear density for most of the models
for actin and G1C. As with other actin:GlC complexes (see chapter 3) no significant
electron density was found for the DNasel binding loop of actin (residues 40 to 49 in
subdomain 2). Around the residues 50-64, 192-205, 221-255, 267-271, and 323-325

the electron density was very weak and the average B-factor of these residues was as

high as 73.OA2. The majority of these residues are located at the pointed end of the
actin molecule in subdomains 2 and 4 (Figure 5.3). This could be due to the influence

of the bound latA.
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5.2.3.2 Refinement with REFMAC

The initial a-actin:GlC model was refined again from the start using the CCP4

program REFMAC (see chapter 2) and a maximum-likelihood target for the
refinement (Murshudov et al. 1997). Pannu et al. 1996, Bricogne et al. 1996, and
Murshudov et al. 1997 had reported on the success of refining by maximising the
likelihood (or minimising the negative logarithm of the likelihood) of obtaining the

experimental observations with a given model. It was reported to yield better results
than least-squares refinement with XPLOR or SHELX (see chapter 2), especially
with incomplete models and areas of weak electron density.

After rigid body refinement and 10 cycles of maximum-likelihood residual
refinement the Rcryst had dropped to 0.277 and the Rfree to 0.327 (for 5% of the data).
Seventy-nine residues of subdomains 2 and 4 in regions of very weak density were
deleted and the model refined for 5 cycles. The model was examined in O (see

chapter 2) and compared against sigmaA weighted maps calculated with REFMAC.
Two to six amino acids were added back into the structure where enough electron

density was visible to place them. When only the main chain could be traced,
residues apart from glycines and prolines were added as alanines. Then the model
was refined for another 5 cycles and again rebuilt in O. This rebuilding procedure
was continued until no more residues could be added reliably into electron density.
The quality of electron density maps had improved but neither Rcryst nor Rfree had
changed appreciably.

Water molecules were added using the CCP4 program ARP/wARP 5.0 (see chapter

2). No more than 50 water oxygens were added in one ARP/wARP run and oxygens

added to the binding site were deleted. Five cycles of refinement with REFMAC
followed and the model was examined in O. Residue side chains of previously
deleted and reinserted amino acids were added into appropriate areas of electron

density, replacing water oxygens if necessary. These cycles of rebuilding and
refinement were continued until the Rcryst converged and Rfree started to increase.
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Figure 5.4: Positive difference electron density for latA in the sigmaA weighted Fo-
Fc map. The model of a-actin:G1C had been refined with REFMAC with water
oxygens added except in the binding site area. The picture shows positive difference
density contoured at 2 x o enveloping the final refined model of latA apart from a
small gap over the macrolide ring. The ATP is shown in grey and the amino acids
involved in latA binding (Ayscough et al. 1997) in black. The picture was created
using O/Oplot.

The refinement converged with an Rcryst of 0.227 and an Rfree of 0.301 with 465 water

oxygens added. All previously deleted residues had been added back into the

structure but the side chains of 46 residues could not be reliably located in electron

density and were therefore added as alanines. The average B-factor for the main
chain atoms of residues initially deleted from the model dropped to 52.5A2. A
sigmaA weighted Fo-Fc map contoured at 2 x cr clearly showed the structure of latA

but with a gap in the electron density on the macrolide ring. The gap was closed at a

contour level of 1 x a but did not properly cover the carbon atom located in the gap

(Figure 5.4).
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Result of the refinement and geometric analysis of the refined model:

Atoms in asymmetric unit: 984 atoms of gelsolin segment 1
2691 atoms of a-actin

29 of IatA
31 atoms of ATP
3 Ca2+ ions

444 water oxygen atoms
4182 non-hydrogen atoms

Amino acids in asymmetric unit: 125 G1C
375 a-actin
500

Amino acids not located in electron density: 16
Amino acids truncated to alanine: 46

Average B-factors: 41.1 A2 all protein atoms
40.1A2 all main chain atoms
42.1 A2 all side chain atoms
32.6A2 gelsolin segment 1
44.2A2 a-actin
30.4A2 ATP
41.3A2 latA
45.8A2 calcium ions
44.3A2 water oxygens

RMS deviation from mean B-factor: 18.7A2 for main chain atoms
19.1 A2 for side chain atoms

RMS deviations from small molecule data:
Bonds (1-2 neighbours): 0.19 A
Angles (1-3 neighbours): 2.36°

RMS deviation from planarity:
4.9° for Torsion angle of peptide bonds
0.0016 A for planar side chains

RcrvSt: 0.228 for all data to 2.oA
Table 5.2

In order to refine the model with the atomic co-ordinates of latA geometric restraints
had to be defined. For ease of convenience SHELX was chosen to further refine the

model including latA manually fitted into the binding site. Water oxygens whose B-
factor refined to more than 63.2 A2 were set to half occupancy and if their B-factor

again refined to more than 63.2 A2 they were deleted. The Rcryst converged at 0.224
and the Rfree dropped to 0.282. Results of the refinement are presented in Table 5.2,

Table 5.3, and Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Ramachandran plot of a-actin:G1C with latA bound to actin. Glycines are
represented with black triangles, all other residues with squares. Highlighted
residues are of actin apart from Ala2(G1C). They are in generously allowed regions
of the Ramachandran plot and are located in regions of the structure with high B-
factors.

The relatively high Rcryst and B-factors of the refined model complies with the weak
electron density around the previously mentioned regions in subdomain 2 and 4.

SigmaA-weighted 2Fo-Fc electron density maps improved only slightly in those

regions. Electron density maps definitely improved in the binding site and the model
of latA was well covered by a sigmaA-weighted simulated-annealing (SA) OMIT Fo-

Fc electron difference map (Figure 5.6).
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Ramachandran plot statistics:
Residues in most favoured regions 362 87.0%
Residues in additional allowed regions 46 11.1%
Residues in generously allowed regions 8 1.9%
Residues in disallowed regions 0 0.0%
Number of non-glycine and non-proline residues 416 100.0%

Number of end-residues (excl. Gly and Pro) 6
Number of glycine residues 39
Number of proline residues 23
Total number of residues 484

Table 5.3

Figure 5.6: Electron density for latA in the sigmaA-weighted SA-OMIT Fo-Fc map.
The picture shows the difference electron density contoured at 1.6 x a enveloping the
refined model of latA. The ATP is shown in grey and the amino acids involved in latA
binding (Ayscough et al. 1997) in black. The picture was created using O/Oplot.
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5.3 Discussion of latrunculin A binding to actin

5.3.1 The binding site of latrunculin A on actin

Figure 5.7: Latrunculin A bound to actin.

SUBDOMAIN 4

SUBDOMAIN 2

SUBDOMAIN 1

SUBDOMAIN 3

Latrunculin A binds to actin in the cleft between subdomains 2 and 4 (Figure 5.7). It
is located just above the ATP which resides at the bottom of the cleft. Access to the

binding site is quite unrestricted when entering from above, past the top ends of
subdomain 2 and 4, and straight from the viewer's side into the plane of the picture
shown as Figure 5.7. Access from the back of the picture plane is restricted by the
side chains of Tyr69 and Argl83.
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5.3.2 Changes in thermal displacement and disorder:

Figure 5.8: Plot of main-chain B-factor averaged for each residue against residue number.
The solid line represents B-factor values of the a-actin:G1C with latA, the dashed line
represents values from the native structure. The picture was created using XMgr,
SNAPSHOT, and XV. (a) Residues of G1C. (b) Residues of a-actin.

The binding of latA does not affect the structure of gelsolin segment 1 but appears to
cause destabilising changes in the structure of the actin monomer, mostly in
subdomains 2 and 4. Average B-factor values for the main-chain atoms of each

amino acid of the latA containing structure and a-actin:GlC without latrunculin X-

rayed at 100K (see chapter 3) were calculated using the CCP4 program BAVERAGE
and the results compared (Figure 5.8). On average the B-factors of the whole main
chain increased by 18.3 A2. The structure without latA shall be referred to as the

"native" structure in the remainder of the text.

Apart from the first three amino acids, B-factors of G1C appear to be basically
unaffected by latA binding. In the structure of actin the more disordered regions are

even less localised after binding of latA. These regions are located at the top of the
monomer in subdomain 2 and 4 (Figure 5.3) and coincide with the regions in weak

electron density. The largest differences in B-factors between the native and the latA

containing actin structure can be found with actin residues 55-66 in subdomain 2, and

183-204 and 216-274 in subdomain 4.
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Residues 55-66 form a short helix followed by a surface exposed loop. In the latA

containing actin structure the short helix is in a more strained or "bent" conformation
than in the native structure. Residues 51-54 appear remarkably localised considering
that these 4 amino acids separate a very weak density region (40-50) from a weak

density region (55-66). The stabilising influence probably comes from forming an

anti-parallel (3-sheet with residues 34-36. Residues 183-208 and residues 220-250

constitute the majority of subdomain 4, emphasising that changes due to latA binding
affect mostly the top half of the actin monomer.

5.3.3 Changes to the main chain:

Figure 5.9: Plot of main-chain atom RMS distances between the refined a-actin model and
the LSQ fitted native model. The largest distances lie within the areas of weak density and
high B-factors: residues 51-52, 190-207, 227-252, and 269-270.
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To determine changes of the main chain of actin due to binding of latA the structure

of a-actin determined at 100K (see chapter 3) was fitted over the model of the latA

containing a-actin using the program LSQMAN (see chapter 2) and least-squares

fitting over main-chain atoms. The amino acids with the largest RMS deviation of
their main-chain atoms (Figure 5.9) also lie in the regions of high B-factors and weak
electron density (Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.10: Distance between subdomain 2 and 4. The picture shows LSQ fitted Ca traces
of native a-actin (light grey), a-actin from the latA containing complex (black), and tight-state
P-actin from the complex with profilin (Schutt et al. 1993) (dashed line). Only the (3-actin
model displays the full DNasel binding loop in subdomain 2. The shortest distance between
Ca atoms of subdomain 2 and 4 of the refined model is marked with a dashed line. The left

sphere marks the Ca position of residue 204 and the right sphere marks the Ca position of
residue 59. Amino acids D187 and R206 are labelled because they form a new salt bridge in
the latA containing structure. The picture was generated with Oplot, SNAPSHOT, and XV.
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Examining the Ca traces of the two LSQ fitted actin structures in O (Figure 5.10)

gives the impression that the cleft between subdomain 2 and 4 of the latA containing
structure is slightly narrower than in the native structure. The shortest distance
between subdomain 2 and 4 at the top of the actin structure is from the C-terminal
end of helix 55-63 in subdomain 2 to the N-terminal end of helix 202-216 in

subdomain 4. When examining the two closest Ca atom pairs (Table 5.4) it appears

that in the latA containing a-actin structure subdomains 2 and 4 have moved closer

than in the native structure.

structure residue number residue number distance RMS main chain deviation
of Ca in of Ca in to the refined actin model
subdomain 2 subdomain 4 after LSQ fit

refined model 59 204 8.8A
59 203 9.5A

native 59 204 10.OA 0.5A
62 203 10.1A

tight (3-actin 63 203 5.8A 1.1 A
(profilin) 63 204 6.8A
Table 5.4: Closest Ca atom distances from subdomain 2 to 4 at the top of the actin structure

Yet this cleft closure is not as extensive as in the tight structure of p-actin complexed

to profilin (Schutt et al. 1993). The fact that the latA-containing a-actin structure is

more similar to the native structure than to tight (3-actin is also reflected in the overall

RMS deviations ofmain-chain atoms fitted over each other. The RMS distance

between the refined model and the native structure is only 0.5A as opposed to 1.1A

between refined model and tight P-actin (Schutt et al. 1993).

5.3.4 Changes to individual residues:

None of the residues involved in conferring resistance (Ayscough et al. 1997)

changed significantly in conformation due to the binding of latA. The major changes
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occur with Ile34 and Gln59 in subdomain 2, and Arg206 in subdomain 4.

C8 of Ile34 in its native position would be only 2.8 A away from the macrolide ring

of latA. This appears to be unfavourable since in the refined structure its side chain is
rotated by about 180° to move the longer branch of the side chain out of latrunculin's

way.

The amide group of Gln59's side chain in its native position would clash with latA's
macrolide ring. Unsurprisingly the side chain is rotated away by approximately 180°
in the refined structure, pointing into open solvent area.

Ne of Arg206 in the native structure is at a hydrogen bonding distance of 3.1 A to a

carboxyl oxygen (OS) of Asp 187 and the guanidino group is approximately at right

angles to the carboxyl group of Asp 187. Both residues are located in subdomain 4

(Figure 5.10). In the refined latA complex the guanidino group of Arg206 is rotated

by about 90° to lie in the same plane as the carboxyl group of Asp 187. This reduces
the distance between Ne(Arg206) and OS(Aspl87) to 3.0 A and brings the terminal

trans nitrogen (NH2) of Arg206 3.4 A close to the carboxyl oxygen of Asp 187. A

strong salt bridge is thus formed which is reflected in strong electron density

covering the guanidino and the carboxyl group (Figure 5.11). In the the other four
actin structures (Kabsch, McLaughlin, Schutt, Chik) the functional groups of Asp 187
and Arg206 are also further apart than in the latA containing structure (Table 5.5)
and the flat functional groups do not lie in one plane.

In its refined position latA displaces four water molecules from the native structure.

These waters would clash with 01, 05, C14, and C21 of latA respectively. Despite

a-actin (Kabsch)
a-actin (McLaughlin)
p-actin (Schutt)
p-actin (Chik)

3.4A
5.2A
3.1A
3.7A

Table 5.5: Closest distance between the
functional groups of Asp187 and Arg206.
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its hydrophobicity Latrunculin A is capable of forming 4 hydrogen bonds to residues
of actin (Table 5.6).

Figure 5.11: Salt bridge formation between Arg206 and Asp187. Native Arg206 and Asp187
are shown in plain grey, whereas residues from the refined structure and refined latA have
oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur coloured dark. The electron density drawn around Asp187 and
Arg206 is from a sigmaA-weighted 2Fo-Fc map at a contour level of 1.6 x a. At this level the
main-chain and the salt bridge feature strong electron density but not the flexible part of the
Arg206 side-chain. The picture was generated with Oplot.

native Arg206
refined Arg206

Aspl87

Argl83

04(latA) NE(Arg210) 3.2A
04(latA) O(water) 2.9A
03(latA) OH(Tyr69) 2.9A
05(latA) OG1(Thr186) 2.7A
N1 (latA) OD1(Asp157) 2.8A
OKIatA) O(water) 3.2k

Table 5.6: Possible hydrogen bonds involving latA
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The ester carbonyl oxygen 01 of latA, situated on the macrolide ring, is not close

enough to any hydrogen donor atom to form a hydrogen bond with an actin residue.
At 3.3A distance to the ATP ribose ring it is the closest point of latA to the
nucleotide. No hydrogen bonds can be formed with ribose oxygens since they lie on

the opposite side of the ribose ring. 01 is however in hydrogen bonding position to a

water oxygen which in turn is in position to from a hydrogen bond to the carboxyl

group of Glu214. This possibly exerts a small additional stabilising effect on latA's

position counteracting the rejecting forces between the ribose carbon atoms and

latA's 01.

Ihrl 86

Asp 157

Asp 187 == Arg206

..„Ala207
05

\ Argl83

Glu214

Pro32
Leu 16

Gly 15
Figure 5.12: Schematic view of the latA binding site of actin. Possible
hydrogen bonds are drawn with dashed lines. The thick dashed line
partially surrounding latA marks the more hydrophobic part of the binding
pocket. Residues involved in hydrophobic interaction are labelled in large
print.
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With latA bound to actin the solvent accessible area of ATP, calculated with the

CCP4 program SURFACE, is only 35A2 as opposed to 53A2 in the native structure.

Latrunculin A is responsible for the loss of only 10A2, which is the buried surface

area only between ATP and latA. The loss of further 8A2 is due to conformational

changes of actin residues around the ATP. These could be concerted conformational

changes accompanying the closure of the cleft.

Other residues close to latA are Glyl5, Leul6, Pro32, Ile34, Ala207 and, with their

hydrophilic groups turned away, Ser33, Gln59, Argl83, including the salt bridge

forming Asp 187 and Arg206. These residues create a hydrophobic pocket and should
make binding of the hydrophobic latA thermodynamically favourable. These
extensive hydrophobic interactions together with the 4 actin-latA hydrogen bonds
and the indirect interaction ofOl with Glu214 via a water molecule (Figure 5.12)

may explain the low dissociation constant of 0.2|iM (Spector et al. 1989).

5.3.5 Residues involved in conferring resistance to latrunculin A:

In the course of their experiments Ayscough et al. (1997) needed to ascertain the

specificity of latA, which was used to disrupt the actin cytoskeleton in budding yeast

cells (Saccharomyces cerevisiae). Using a charged-to-alanine scan of the ACT1, the

single yeast conventional actin gene (Wertman et al. 1992), they discovered three
latA resistant cell lines, varying in increased salt and heat sensitivity. The mutations
found in the three cell lines are listed in Table 5.7. All residues involved cluster at the

inside of the nucleotide binding cleft in subdomain 4 of actin (Figure 5.13) and are

conserved in both the mammalian a-actin and the yeast ACT1 sequence. As

mentioned before none of these residues changed conformation significantly on

binding of latA.
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Cell line Mutation
act1-117 R183A, D184A
act1-113 R210A, D211A
acti-112 K213A, E214A, K215A
Table 5.7: Residues involved in conferring latA

resistance to actin.

Figure 5.13: Residues involved in conferring resistance to latA. The Ca trace of the refined
actin model is shown in grey and Arg183, Asp184, Arg210, Asp211, Lys213, Glu214, and
Lys215 are shown in black. Latrunculin A is labelled and drawn in its final refined position.
The picture was generated with Oplot.

SUBDOMAIN 2

SUBDOMAIN 3

SUBDOMAIN 4

SUBDOMAIN I
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Including the residues mentioned above the sequence of yeast ACT1 actin and

mammalian a-actin is 87% identical (Table 5.8). Due to this high identity it was

thought important to analyse the residues involved in conferring latA resistance to

yeast in the context of the a-actin structure. Any indication as to why the alanine

mutations of these residues might lead to decreased latA affinity could be valid for
both proteins and would allow the assumption that the same mutations introduced
into the a-actin sequence would also lead to decreased latA sensitivity.

ACTl 2 DSEVAALVIDNGSGMCKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVGRPRHQGIMVGMGQKDSYVGDEAQSK
• • 1 • : 1 1 1 Mill: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

61

a-actin 2 EDETTALVCDNGSGLVKAGFAGDDAPRAVFPSIVGRPRHQGVMVGMGQKDSYVGDEAQSK 61

ACTl 62 RGILTLRYPIEHGIVTNWDDMEKIWHHTFYNELRVAPEEHPVLLTEAPMNPKSNREKMTQ
11111 Ml 11111 Ml 111111II11111111111111111 • 11111 hi 1 hi II1111
RGILTLKYPIEHGIITNWDDMEKIWHHTFYNELRVAPEEHPTLLTEAPLNPKANREKMTQ

121

a-actin 62 121

ACTl 122 IMFETFNVPAFYVSIQAVLSLYSSGRTTGIVLDSGDGVTHWPIYAGFSLPHAILRIDLA
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1 1 : 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 : : 1 1 1 1 1 : 1 : 1 1 1

181

a-actin 122
II II 1 II II 1 • II • II II II II • 1 II 1 II II 1 II 1 II II 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 • • 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 1 1

IMFETFNVPAMYVAIQAVLSLYASGRTTGIVLDSGDGVTHNVPIYEGYALPHAIMRLDLA 181

ACTl 182 GRDLTDYLMKILSERGYSFSTTAEREIVRDIKEKLCYVALDFEQEMQTAAQSSSIEKSYE
MIMMMMhlMMI M M M M M M M M M M M h M Ml llhlllll
GRDLTDYLMKILTERGYSFVTTAEREIVRDIKEKLCYVALDFENEMATAASSSSLEKSYE

241

a-actin 182 241

ACTl 242 LPDGQVITIGNERFRAPEALFHPSVLGLESAGIDQTTYNSIMKCDVDVRKELYGNIVMSG
M II M II II II II 1 ||:ll:ll : 1 : 1 | M h : 1 II II II II 1 : 1 : II : M : 1 MM

301

a-actin 242
1 1 1 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 1 • I 1 • 1 • 1 1 1 1 1 • • 1 II 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 • 1 • 1 1 • I 1 • 1 1 1 1 1

LPDGQVITIGNERFRCPETLFQPSFIGMESAGIHETTYNSIMKCDIDIRKDLYANNVMSG 301

ACTl 302 GTTMFPGIAERMQKEITALAPSSMKVKIIAPPERKYSVWIGGSILASLTTFQQMWISKQE
111 h 111 h 11111111111 h 1 h 111111111111111111111 h 111111 h 111
GTTMYPGIADRMQKEITALAPSTMKIKIIAPPERKYSVWIGGSILASLSTFQQMWITKQE

361

a-actin 302 361

ACTl 362 YDESGPSIVHHKCF 375

llhlllllhlll
YDEAGPSIVHRKCF 375a-actin 362

Table 5.8: Sequence comparison of a-actin and yeast ACT1 actin.
Sequence identity: 86.90%, sequence conservation: 95.99%, 325 matches
(I), 34 conservative changes (:), 15 mismatches ( <space> and ".")

The flexible side chain of Argl83 is involved in hydrophobic interaction with the
thiazolidinone group of latA, its guanidino group pointing away. Asp 184 is 6.7 A
away from latA and its side chain is oriented away into the solvent area. Mutation of
these two residues to alanine will cause little change in respect to residue 184, but it

will reduce the contact made by residue 183 with latA, weakening the hydrophobic
interaction. In both the native and the refined structure the NH2 of Argl83

(guanidino group, trans) is in hydrogen bonding position to the main chain oxygen of
residue 14 and the carboxyl group of Asp 157. Loss of these interactions due to
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R183A mutation might contribute to destabilising latA binding.

Asp211 is 7.4 A away from latA and has no interaction within the binding site. On the
other hand the side chain of Arg210 stretches into the concave side of latA between
the thiazolidinone group and the macrolide ring and a hydrogen bond can be formed
with latA's hydroxyl group. The R210A mutation will obviously result in changes in
the binding site reducing the affinity for latA.

Colour code: blue nitrogen atoms,
labels of amino acids and ATP.

purple water oxygen atoms and their labels.
red dashed lines depicting the possible hydrogen bonds with latA,

labels of residues involved in confering latA resistance,
oxygen atoms except those of water.

green sulfur and phosphorus atoms.
yellow carbon atoms of amino acids and ATP.
cyan carbon atoms of latA and label of latA.

The picture was generated with Oplot, SNAPSHOT, and XV.

The terminal side-chain nitrogen of Lys215 is 8.8A away from latA and its side chain

points into the solvent area. Being that far away from the binding site the K215A
mutation will probably have very little influence on latA binding. But Glu214 is at a

hydrogen bonding distance of 2.7A to an ATP-ribose hydroxyl group and, probably
more significantly, at a distance of 2.9A to NH2 of the Arg210 guanidino group. This

probably helps in pulling the Arg210's side chain into the right position to interact
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with latA. Lys213 is relatively far from the binding site but its side chain stretches
towards it, so that the terminal amino group is in hydrogen bonding distance to the

hydroxyl groups of the ATP-ribose ring (2.9A and 3.8A), to OG1 of Thrl86 (2.9A),
and to the main chain oxygen of Glyl82 (3.6A). Also the amino group is 4.0A away

from 05 of latA, which admittedly is at the uppermost distance limits for hydrogen
bond interaction. The most important mutation of these residues is probably E214A,

although the loss of Lys213's amino group close to the binding site will also have its

implications for latA binding.

This analysis shows that particularly the mutations R183A, R210A, K213A, and
E214A (Figure 5.14) should be the main contributors to decreased latA affinity, when

applied to mammalian a-actin. Considering that the residue range 182-225 only

contains two sequence differences between a-actin and ACT1 actin, T195S and

V202S respectively, it can be suggested that the observations should also hold in the

case of yeast actin.

5.4 Cvtochalasin D

5.4.1 Attempt to soak cvtochalasin D into the q-actin:GlC complex

Cytochalasin D, like latA, is a very hydrophobic compound. The basic soaking

problem again was to balance cytochalasin D solubility with actin crystal stability in
buffers containing organic solvent.

Cytochalasin D at a concentration of 0.1mM was just about completely solubilised in
a buffer containing 0.15% (v/v) DMF, 19.85% (v/v) ethanol, 25% (v/v) glycerol,
10% (w/v) polyethylene glycol 6000, O.lmM ATP, lOmM DTT, l.OmM NaN3,
0.1mM MgCl2, 150mM NaCl, and 50mM MES pH6.6.
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One crystal soaked in this buffer over night was X-rayed at the SRS Daresbury on

beamline PX9.6 at 100K with A = 0.87A. A 92% complete data set to 2.5A was

collected and scaled with an Rmerge of 0.094. The following refinement of the a-

actin:GlC model against the data and calculation of sigmaA-weighted difference

maps did not indicate the presence of cytochalasin D. Co-crystallisation of a-

actim.GlC and cytochalasin D was also tried but yielded no crystals. Meanwhile

cytochalasin D crystallised in form of clear needles, about 0.1-1.0mm long and 40-

100pm in diameter (Figure 5.15) in some soaking buffers.

Figure 5.15: Needles of crystallised cytochalasin D

5.4.2 The crystal structure of cvtochalasin D

The structure of cytochalasin D (formerly also known as Zygosporin A, Aldridge and
Turner in J. Antibiotics 1969) had been solved using chemical methods, mass

spectroscopy, NMR (Aldridge and Turner in J. Chem. Soc. 1969, Minato and
Matsumoto 1970, Macotta et al. 1993) and X-ray diffraction analysis of the analogue
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isozygosporin A p-bromobenzoate (Tsukuda et al. 1972), but not verified by X-ray
diffraction analysis of native cytochalasin D crystals.

Crvstalloaraohic data of cvtochalasin D
Cell symmetry Monoclinic

Spacegroup P2i
a = 7.57A
b = 30.26A
c= 12.12A
a = y = 90.00°
p = 96.45°

Atoms in asymmetric unit C60 H76 N2 0-J3
Molecules in the unit cell 4 cytochalasin D

2 water molecules

Temperature 220K
Radiation wavelength 1.542A
Radiation type CuKa
total number of reflections 4469

Average ol/<l> 0.20

0min 2.92°

6max 59.89°

range of H -7 to 8

range of K -28 to 27

range of L -8 to 13
Rcrvst 0.074

Table 5.9

The cytochalasin D needles, which had grown in some of the soaking buffers, were
taken to the X-ray source of the Department of Chemistry, the University of

Edinburgh, where Dr. Simon Parsons collected the diffraction data and Dr. Robert
Gould solved the structure using the co-ordinates from the isozygosporin A p-

bromobenzoate crystal structure (Cambridge Structural Database entry ZYGSBB10)
as a search model. Crystallographic data are compiled in Table 5.9 and the contents
of the asymmetric unit are shown in Figure 5.16. Unfortunately the data were not

good enough to reveal the positions of hydrogen atoms.

The results confirm the structure of cytochalasin D. Despite the hydrophobic nature

of cytochalasin D the asymmetric unit contains two NCS related cytochalasin D
molecules and a water molecule hydrogen bonded to them. The water oxygen atom is
also in hydrogen bonding distance to a cytochalasin molecule of the neighbouring (1-
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x,y,z) asymmetric unit.

Figure 5.16: Asymmetric unit of crystallised cytochalasin D. Possible hydrogen bonds to the
central water oxygen are drawn as dashed lines.
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5.5 Conclusion

The binding of latA to actin induces a slight closure of the cleft between subdomain 2

and 4. In addition parts of both subdomains at the top of the actin monomer are more

disordered in the crystal structure than in the native structure without latA. Several
amino acids at the binding site rearrange on binding of latA. The most striking

change is the roughly 90° twist of the side chain of Arg206 to form a strong salt

bridge with Asp 187. Both residues are located in subdomain 4 and point into the
nucleotide binding cleft between the two major actin domains. As can be seen in

Figure 5.10, it is mainly due to movements in subdomain 4 that subdomain 2 and 4
are slightly closer to each other than in the native structure. This is probably due to

the salt bridge formation causing a slight contraction of subdomain 4.

These changes in conformation at the top of the actin monomer might be the reason

why latA prevents actin monomers from polymerising. Subdomain 4 may be
hindered in adopting the most favourable conformation for binding to the barbed end
of F-actin due to the salt bridge formed between Asp 187 and Arg206. Thus latA can

be regarded as an actin sequestering agent, preventing actin monomers from

participating in F-actin formation.

Latrunculin A was found to impede actin nucleotide exchange (Ayscough et al.

1997). This concurs with the closure of the actin domain cleft discussed above. The

34.5% smaller solvent accessible area around the ATP due to binding of latA might
lead to the suggestion that nucleotide hydrolysis in the binding site could be restricted

too.

When gelsolin segment 1 binds a free actin monomer, it forces the monomer into the
same overall conformation (see chapter 3) irrespective of the actin isoform, provided
that any influence of the crystallisation buffer is ruled out. This work has shown that
the control gelsolin segment 1 exerts on actin is not stringent enough to prevent

conformational changes induced by the binding of latA. Gelsolin can nucleate and
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stably cap actin filaments (Yin H.L. et al. 1988), which implies that the two
monomers bound are in a conformation compatible with the barbed end of actin
monomers. This hypothesis might not apply to the overall conformation of actin
since G1 binds to parts of actin subdomain 1 and 3. Any restrictive influence G1

exerts will be largest in respect to these two "barbed-ended" subdomains. Obviously
the generally more flexible subdomains 2 and 4 have to be able to adopt the same

conformation as in polymerised actin, otherwise the ternary actin:gelsolin complex
would not cap barbed ends of F-actin. Gelsolin segment 1 also prevents actin
nucleotide exchange (Tellam R. 1986) and keeps actin in a "tighter" state than

observed in the complex of open-state (3-actin with profilin (Chik et al. 1996). The

full extent of latA's influence on subdomains 2 and 4 might not be visible in the
structure determined as is indicated by the higher degree of disorder in the crystal

structure in comparison to native a-actin:GlC.

Even so, all actin structures solved with gelsolin segment 1 bound have an extremely

mobile loop at the pointed end of subdomain 2 and the binding of latA to the a-

actin:GlC complex can induce conformational changes both in subdomain 2 and 4 at

the "pointed" end of the monomer. This suggests that if the conformation of
subdomains 2 and 4 in the complex with G1C is not identical to the conformation in
a filament subunit, they are sufficiently mobile to potentially adopt the conformation
in polymerised actin.

The structural studies on the a-actin:GlC complex containing latA show that actin in

this complex might be in the same conformation as a subunit in a filament.
Latrunculin A does not bind at a subunit: subunit interface. If we had seen no

conformational change, we would have had to conclude that latA merely stabilised
the monomeric G conformation of actin. However we cannot prove that the
conformation in the latrunculin-free structure is that of a filament subunit due to the

mobility of the subdomains 2 and 4. This mobility is demonstrated in the latA

containing a-actin:GlC complex since latA can elicit a different conformation at the

pointed end of the monomer despite the tightly bound G1C. Therefore it is possible
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that, when gelsolin bound actin associates with other actin molecules via subdomains
2 and 4 of gelsolin bound actin, a different conformation of subdomains 2 and 4
could potentially be stabilised allowing the tight association of actin molecules in a

filament.

To determine the full extent of the changes caused by the binding of latA to actin, co-

crystallisation with latA could be attempted. This could be done without any other
actin binding protein since latA would prevent any polymerisation of actin under

crystallisation conditions. This would provide further insights into the extent of
GlC's influence on actin in the crystal structure.
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6. Discussion

6.1 Previous considerations of the flexibility of actin

a-actin : gelsolin segment 1
p-actin (tight state): profilin
P-actin (open state): profilin

a-actin :DNasel Kabsch et al. 1990

McLaughlin et al. 1993
Schutt et al. 1993
Chik et al. 1996

Table 6.1

Actin, like many large proteins, consists of multiple domains which are distinct
structural units connected by flexible structural elements (Page et al. 1998). Rotations
of such protein domains with respect to one another are often important in many

biological processes such as enzyme catalysis, ligand binding, and oligomerisation

(Huber and Bennet 1983). Normally these events occur on a timescale of

milliseconds to microseconds and are not usually hindered by high energy barriers.

Multiple conformations of proteins are therefore accessible in solution under

biological ionic and temperature conditions. Although the number of conformations
of a protein in crystallised form is greatly restricted, information on the flexibility of
the protein and its biological relevance can be obtained by comparing crystal
structures under different conditions.

The four previously published crystal structures (Table 6.1) of actin demonstrated
that the actin structure has scope for flexibility, and could adopt different
conformations when bound to different proteins and crystallised under different

conditions. A detailed summary and analysis of conformational changes between
those actin complexes was published by Page et al. (1998).

The conformation of actin has only been determined for its monomeric form in

complex with various actin binding proteins. Its conformation in the filament has
been modelled (Holmes et al. 1990, Lorentz et al. 1993, Tirion et al. 1995) but no

high resolution data are available to confirm postulated models of the conformation
of F-actin.
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Gelsolin can stably cap actin filaments, yet the tight binding of G1 to the barbed end
(between subdomains 1 and 3) of the actin monomer suggests a certain degree of
control exerted by G1 on the actin conformation, particularly for subdomains 1 and 3.
It remains unclear whether the structure of actin in complex with G1 has sufficient

flexibility at its pointed end (subdomains 2 and 4) alone to adopt F-conformation or

whether actin bound to G1 is already in the proper conformation to add to the barbed
end of a filament.

6.2 The conformations of a- and B-actin complexed to G1

Compared to all previously published actin crystal structures the model for a-actin

complexed to G1C and X-rayed at 100K was most similar to the structure of P-actin
in complex with G1C, also X-rayed at 100K (Table 6.2). The major conformational
differences to the previously published p-actins (Schutt et al. 1993, Chik et al. 1996)
are located at the solvent exposed parts of actin subdomain 2 and 4.

LSQ fitted structure RMS deviation of main chain (A)
a-actin (100K, chapter 3) 0.3

a-actin (Kabsch et al. 1990) 0.9

a-actin (McLaughlin et al. 1993) 0.6

p-actin (Schutt et al. 1993) 1.0

P-actin (Chik et al. 1996) 1.6

Table 6.2: Mean main chain RMS deviations to the refined p-actin model
from the complex with G1C. Actin structures were LSQ fitted over the
refined model for p-actin in complex with G1C at 100K. Mean RMS
deviations (in A) were calculated for actin residues 11-39 and 52-370.

Also the orientation of the large and the small actin domain to each other differs from
the orientation in tight-state P-actin (Schutt et al.,1993) by about 5°, which is very

similar to what Schutt et al. found when comparing their structure to a-actin from the

complex with DNasel. It appears that either the binding of G1C to p-actin and/or the
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chosen crystallisation conditions forced (3-actin to adopt a similar conformation as oc-

actin.

This allows the conclusion that the conformation of actin isoforms mainly depends
on the type of ligand bound, if crystallised under the same conditions.

6.3 Structures of gelsolin segment 1

Figure 6.1: The contents of the asymmetric unit of the G1 crystal
structure excluding water oxygens. G1B is shown in black on the left,
G1A in grey on the right. The calcium ions are represented by grey
spheres. The N-termini of the proteins are labelled and the main a-
helix is drawn as a full cylinder.

Gelsolin segment 1 can bind tightly to an actin monomer enabling whole gelsolin to

not only cap but also sever actin filaments. Comparison of the crystal structures of
G1 (Figure 6.1), G1C from its complex with actin, and equine G1 from the structure

of horse gelsolin (Burtnick et al. 1997) shows that apart from conformational changes
at the N- and C-terminus gelsolin segment 1 retains its fold regardless of quarternary
structure and crystallisation conditions (Table 6.3).
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Its interaction with actin is via a hydrophobic patch centred on Gl's main a-helix

surrounded by a ring of hydrogen bonds (McLaughlin et al. 1993). But not only

binding to actin involves hydrophobic interaction of the main a-helix with an a-helix
of the binding partner. The association in the G1 crystal structure with the NCS
related G1 molecule in the asymmetric unit and contacts of equine G1 with a gelsolin

segment 4 of an adjacent gelsolin molecule (Figure 4.14) are mainly via crossed helix
association with the closest point of the helices at the glycine-valine rich region of

the G1 main a-helix or the equivalent site on the G4 main a-helix. Although the

angles, at which the helices cross vary, particularly the association in the G1

asymmetric unit is reminiscent of how G1C binds to actin.

G1A G1B G1C
G1B 0.5
G1C 0.7 0.6
eG1 0.6 0.4 0.6

ordinate sets LSQ-fitted over the main chain atoms (excl.
carbonyl O) of G1A residues 29-144. G1C is the N57C
mutant of G1 and eG1 is segment 1 of equine gelsolin.

When taken out of its context in the gelsolin structure and expressed individually, it
is conceivable that G1 should try to reduce its hydrophobic surface presented to the

surrounding water. Its overall conformation is stable enough not to denature under
these circumstances. It might be possible that the observed association of the G1

molecules in the asymmetric unit is the way G1 overcomes this problem in solution.
This could give an explanation for the leading peak observed during the purification
of G1 by gel-filtration (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2).

The crystal structure of G1 determined in this work shows that under crystallisation
conditions G1 binds one Ca2+ ion. The binding site is at the G1C intramolecular site

found in the a-actin:GlC complex (McLaughlin et al. 1993). This confirms the

conclusion Weeds et al. (1995) arrived at from the results of their biochemical

experiments. They suggested that of the two calcium ions in the actin:GlC complex
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at pH6.6 only the one in the position described above (the G1 intramolecular site) can
be found in the actin:GlC complex at pH8.

The high similarity between the structure of Ca2+-containing G1 and G1C in complex
with actin in presence of Ca2+ demonstrates that G1 naturally adopts the ideal
conformation to bind tightly to actin, provided Ca2+ ions are available. In the absence
of calcium ions the G1 fold, found in whole gelsolin, does not change except at

VI45, whose peptide bond is rotated 180° moving the main chain oxygen away from
the potential binding site of Ca2+ (Burtnick et al. 1997). This might tie in with the
lower occupancy of the Ca2+ and the weaker electron density for the C-terminus of
the second G1 molecule in the asymmetric unit (GIB). One could imagine that the
interaction between the two molecules in the asymmetric unit is an attempt to mimic
the interaction between G1 and actin. In this respect, GIB would function as the G1

21
binding site of actin, allowing an association with G1A, whose Ca is at full

occupancy and whose C-terminal Phel49 is in the same position as in G1C in

complex with actin.

6.4 Probing the q-actin;Gl structure with latrunculin A

Gelsolin segment 1 is known to prevent actin nucleotide exchange (Tellam 1986) and

to keep actin in a "tighter" state than observed in the complex of open-state P-actin

with profilin (Chik et al. 1996). The determination of the latrunculin A containing a-

actin:GlC structure (Figure 6.2) has shown that the control gelsolin segment 1 exerts

on actin is not stringent enough to prevent conformational changes in subdomain 2
and 4 induced by the binding of latA. Still, the full extent of latA's influence might
not be visible in the structure determined as is indicated by the higher degree of

disorder in the crystal structure in comparison to native a-actin:GlC.
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Figure 6.2: Latrunculin A bound to actin. Actin residues 40-49 are not shown because they
could not be located in electron density.

SUBDOMAIN 3

SUBDOMAIN 4

SUBDOMAIN 2

SUBDOMAIN 1

The most striking changes induced by the binding of latA are a slight closure of the
cleft between subdomain 2 and 4 and the roughly 90° twist of the side chain of

Arg206 to form a strong salt bridge with Asp 187 (Figure 5.11). These two residues
are located in subdomain 4 at the nucleotide binding cleft between the two major
actin domains. As can be seen in Figure 5.10 subdomain 4 is pulled together by a

fraction in comparison to the native model. This is probably due to the salt bridge
formation and induces the slight closure of the cleft. These changes in conformation
at the top of the actin monomer might be the reason why latA prevents actin
monomers from polymerising.
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Latrunculin A was found to impede the exchange of the actin-bound ATP (Ayscough
et al. 1997). This concurs with the above discussed closure of the actin domain cleft

and the 34.5% smaller solvent accessible area around the ATP due to binding of latA.
This explains the role of latA as an actin sequestering agent, preventing actin
monomers from participating in F-actin formation.

6.5 Actin flexibility and its interfaces with G1 and other actin molecules

A recent survey (Lo Conte et al. 1999) has shown that most protein-protein interfaces
of previously determined structures of complexes can be classified according to the
total solvent accessible area excluded by the protein-protein interaction. Most

complexes fall into the category with "standard" size interfaces. The mean value for
the total solvent excluded area of standard interfaces is around 1600A2. When

comparing the protein conformations in complex with available structures of the free

protein, it was found that the proteins involved in this category undergo, no or only
small conformational change, when forming the complexes.

Protein-protein interactions via "large" interfaces, with a mean solvent accessible
area excluded of 3300A2, conversely involve large conformational changes in respect

to the pre-bound state of the proteins. Apart from large movements ofmain chain

loops and changes in the relative position of domains, disorder-to-order transitions of
the protein chain can be observed when the proteins associate.

According to this classification, the binding of G1 to the barbed end of actin can be
described as the interaction of two protein areas undergoing little change when

contacting each other by excluding a "standard" area (1986A2) from access to the
solvent. Our observations agree with this as there seems to be little conformational

change between actin-bound G1 and free Gl. Interestingly, the same domain in the
context of whole gelsolin differs in its conformation.
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The interaction of the pointed end with the barbed end of another actin molecule in
the actin filament represents the interaction of two protein areas accompanied by
extensive postulated conformational changes and conformational stabilisation

(Holmes et al. 1990, Lorentz et al. 1993, Tirion et al. 1995, Page et al. 1997) and the
exclusion of a larger area from access to solvent (between 2000 and 3000A2,
McLaughlin and Weeds 1995).

Perhaps the regions, that were observed in this work to be highly flexible, may
become more ordered in an actin molecule that is part of an actin filament. It may be
that this altered conformation ultimately stabilises the filament and leads to the

hydrolysis of bound ATP.

6.6 Conclusions drawn in this thesis

G1 has proven its stability and retained its fold even when crystallised on its own.
The hydrophobic actin binding domain causes an almost symmetric association of
two G1 molecules via this binding site in the crystal structure, reminiscent of the
associations between actin and G1 and between G1 and G4 in the gelsolin crystal
structure. This is probably due to the thermodynamically more stable arrangement of

matching two hydrophobic patches together to form a unit displaying the remaining
more hydrophilic surface to the aqueous environment. During the purification ofGl,

gel-filtration gave an indication that this association of two Gl molecules might also
occur in solution.

When crystallised in complex with Gl under the same conditions, both the a- and (3-
isoform of actin are forced into the same conformation despite the sequence

differences between the isoforms. The flexibility of the actin monomer bound to Gl

is demonstrated by the continued inability of locating the DNasel binding loop even
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in the structure at 100K. Areas with higher B-factors in the room temperature

structure also display higher than average B-factors in the 100K structure, despite the
24.0% decrease of the overall B-factor for the structure at lower temperature (Figure

3.10).

Additionally, latrunculin A was able to induce conformational changes in the actin
structure in complex with Gl. These changes are especially pronounced in
subdomains 2 and 4 and lead to a slight narrowing of the gap between these two
subdomains. The effect of latA on subdomains 1 and 3 is far less pronounced and can

be considered insignificant. If we had not seen any conformational change, even in
subdomain 2, we would have had to conclude that latA merely stabilised a

monomeric G conformation of actin, thereby preventing polymerisation, since it does
not bind at an actin subunit:subunit interface. This would have meant, that the actin

conformation seen in its complex with Gl is not likely to be similar to the
conformation of F-actin.

On the other hand, we cannot conclude that the conformation in the latrunculin-free

structure is that of a filament subunit due to the mobility of subdomains 2 and 4,

especially the DNasel binding loop. This mobility is demonstrated by the
conformational changes that latA can illicit at the pointed end of the monomer

despite the tightly bound Gl. Based on these latA induced conformational changes,
we can presume that actin bound to gelsolin is sufficiently flexible at the pointed end
to adopt a conformation different from those known, which is necessary to bind to

the barbed end of a filament.
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6.7 Future studies

To determine the full extent of the changes caused by the binding of latA to actin, co-

crystallisation of actin and latA could be attempted. This could be done without any
other actin binding protein since latA would prevent any polymerisation of actin
under crystallisation conditions. This would provide further insights into the extent of
GlC's influence on actin in the crystal structure.

A more ambitious project would be to try to obtain the crystal structure of gelsolin
bound to two actin monomers. Not only the mechanism of action of gelsolin could be
studied but this complex would give detailed structural information on the actin
monomers at the barbed end of a filament.

The results from this work allow the assumption that a-actin complexed to profilin

will assume a similar conformation as was observed for (3-actin (Schutt et al. 1993,

Chik et al. 1996). The open-state conformation (Chik et al. 1996) was obtained by

varying the precipitant concentration and the pH. Since crystals of P-actin:GlC were

obtained at pH6.0, it might prove interesting to determine the structure to compare it
with the structure solved during this work at pH6.6.

Insights might also be obtained from the crystal structure of segment 1 of CapG,
which is also a member of the gelsolin family of actin binding proteins but whose
first segment binds actin less tightly than G1 and in a calcium dependent manner.

During this work a crystal form was found to diffract X-rays to 2.7A at room

temperature, forming the basis for further crystallographic studies.
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